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Introduction

My PhD focused on amyloid imaging: in this manuscript are described the activities
carried out in this field.

Amyloid imaging refers to a diagnostic examination that allows for the in-vivo de-
tection of amyloid aggregation, which is considered a crucial step in the development
of Alzheimer’s disease. Specifically, the technique of choice for amyloid imaging is the
positron emission tomography (PET) with appropriate radioligands. The amyloid PET
was developed in the framework of research and diagnosis of Alzheimer disease and it is
considered a key tool in the management of this pathology.

Alzheimer’s disease is currently the most common and well known cause of neurode-
generative dementia in elderly people accounting for 60 to 80% of all cases. It is currently
estimated that over 55 million people live with dementia worldwide: this staggering fi-
gure is made more striking as it is foreseen to reach 78 million by 2030. In the 2021
World Alzheimer Report of the Alzheimer’s Disease International (ADI) it is estimated
that globally 75% of people with dementia are not diagnosed and this percentage rises to
90% in some low- and middle-income countries. Due to the non-straightforward relation-
ship between its presentation and the underlying molecular pathology, the diagnosis of
Alzheimer’s disease on purely clinical manifestation is a non-trivial task. There is great
interest in metodologies for the assessment of in-vivo biomarkers (such as the amyloid
aggregation) that can be used to complement the clinical evaluation and provide direct
evidence of the core features of the pathology. Moreover, in June 2021, the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) has approved the first anti-amyloid drug for Alzheimer’s
disease on the grounds that it significantly lowers the amyloid PET signal and assum-
ing that this reduction is likely to be of benefit. Despite the great controversies over
the clinical efficacy of this therapy, the approval might pave the way for a new age of
molecular targeted treatment in this field, which could possibly lead to a surge in the
use of amyloid PET. For example, identification of potential targets for this drug will re-
quire increased access to amyloid PET and other biomarkers, and might even boost the
biomarker-supported early diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease.

As one can easily imagine, these developments make the challenges of improving
the analysis and interpretation of amyloid PET even more pressing. For example, it
is becoming of common wisdom that the dichotomous classification - classically used in
clinical practice - based solely on visual analysis is inadequate, as it does not provide in-
formation on the level of positivity and is used to describe a phenomenon that is gradual
and can last up to 15 years. Quantitative approaches that provide numerical estimates
of the physiological processes of interest may help by giving the opportunity of ranking
brain amyloidosis to find out, for example, patients who would benefit from a threat-
ment. These approaches are constantly evolving and there is currently no consensus
on which is the best way to perform a quantitative analysis of amyloid PET images or
which is the most feasible in clinical setting. Other relevant issues are related to the
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Introduction

differences between radiotracers and to image quality factors that that can affect the in-
terpretation of the scan even for expert readers even when supported by quantification.
Another poorly understood aspect is the potential information that is lost in amyloid
PET images using current analysis pipelines. Up to now, the amyloid imaging data have
mainly been used for the definition of global amyloid profile. Recent studies have shown
that this imaging modality can provide much more detailed information when assessed
at regional level.

In this context, I looked at two of the main aspects of amyloid PET assessment. The
first is related to technical issues that can arise in the evaluation of the scans, such as the
application of an appropriate analysis method to different radiotracer, the comparison of
multiple-reader visual evaluations and the effect of image quality. A novel quantitative
approach has also been developed, validated and compared to both standard and hihgly
sohpisticated techniques. The second aspect is more clinical-related and has to do with
the possible interpretation of regional amyloid burden and the assessment of the rela-
tionship between the regional load, the cognitive decline and the regional tau (the other
major biomarker in Alzheimer’s disease).

The activities to which I contributed during my PhD allowed me to collaborate on
studies that highlight the role of neuroimaging biomarkers for neurodegenerative dis-
eases. A list of related publications and scientific contributions is provided in Appendix A.
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Chapter 1

Amyloid

1.1 Aβ production, forms and toxicity
Amyloidosis is a family of protein misfolding disorders characterized by deposits of

amyloid fibrils in different organs. These aggregates are characterised by a fibrillar
morphology of a few nanometers in diameters and a β-sheet structure.

The amyloid beta peptide derives from proteolysis of a transmembrane glycoprotein
expressed in many tissues and concentrated in the synapses of neurons, called amyloid
precursor protein (APP). This precursor is synthesized in the endoplasmic reticulum and
transported to the Golgi complex, where it completes maturation and is finally transpor-
ted to the plasma membrane where its cleavage occurs. The APP is processed via two
alternative pathways: a non-amyloidogenic and an amyloidogenic. In the first case, the
APP is cleaved by a α-secretase to generate sAPPα. In the latter, the APP is cleaved by a
β-secretase generating the sAPPβ. The sAPPα and the sAPPβ are soluble fragments re-
leased into the extracellular environment. Following cleavage by β-secretase, additional
cleavage by γ-secretase detaches the intracellular domain from the cytofacial leaflet and
releases two additional fragments: the p3 peptide, that corresponds to the region 17-
40/42 of the Aβ sequence; and the a Aβ fragment consisting of 40/42 amino acids, that
comes from the amyloidogenic pathway and has fibrillogenic characteristics (see figure
1.1).

The most common forms of Aβ peptides are those with 40 or 42 amino acids in their
chains (Aβ1−40 Aβ1−42), distinguishable for the different carboxylic group. The longest
peptide (Aβ1−42) is equipped with additional hydrophobic groups that makes the Aβ1−42
the most amyloidogenic form of peptides. Two main mechanisms of Aβ1−42 clearance
have been identified:

• The active transport of Aβ1−42 across the blood brain barrier (BBB) into the circu-
lation [298]. This mechanism is mediated by the LRP-1, which is a low-density
lipoprotein receptor-related protein that mediates transport of Aβ1−42 outside the
brain.

• The degradation of Aβ1−42 and the toxic soluble oligomers that are not effectively
cleared by active transport, by means of degrading enzymes in the brain paren-
chyma [102] such as NEP (neutral endopeptidase) and IDE (insulin degrading
enzyme).

The Aβ1−42 peptide aggregate into various types of assemblies as monomers, dimers
and oligomers of high molecular weight. The oligomers gradually generate protofibrils
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Figure 1.1: Formation of the Aβ peptide. The APP protein (695 amino acids) is processed via two
alternative pathways, resulting in cleavage by α-secretase to generate sAPPα or β secretase to
generate sAPPβ. The cleavage by β secretase, and the additional cleavage by γ secretase releases
the Aβ peptide and the intracellular domain (AICD) detaches from the cytofacial leaflet.

and amyloid fibrils. The fibrils are larger and insoluble, and they can further assemble
into amyloid plaques, while amyloid oligomers are soluble and may spread throughout
the brain [71, 141]. In figure 1.2, a schematic representation of the aggregation states
of β1−42. Hereinafter the Aβ1−42 is referred to as Aβ.

Figure 1.2: Overview of the Aβ aggregation.

Studies suggested the existence of a dynamic compartmentalization of the different
types of Aβ between plaques and soluble Aβ, and that these forms may contribute to
neurodegeneration at different stages of the disease [115, 157]. Aβ is known to promote
depolarization of the synaptic membrane, excessive calcium influx and mitochondrial
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damage, thus altering the ability of cells to conduct their normal physiological activities
[174].

In addition, the Aβ aggregation produces free radicals such as the reactive oxygen
species that generate toxic oxidized proteins and peroxidized lipids by reacting with pro-
teins or lipids [71]. Oxidized proteins put the membrane integrity at risk and alter the
sensitivity to oxidative modifications of enzymes that are critical to neuronal function
such as glutamine synthetase and creatine kinase [2, 293]. Peroxidized lipids generate
many toxic products that cause multiple harmful alterations to cellular activity by drift-
ing to different parts of neurons. The harmful functions connected with neuronal death
include the inhibition of ion-motive ATPases and Na+-dependent glutamate transport of
the glial cell, loss of Ca2+ homoeostasis, and disruption of signaling pathways [269, 67].
The oxidative stress induced by Aβ aggregation has also been reported to cause oxidation
and damage to DNA [71].

Continuous aggregation and persistent high Aβ level also promote a chronic response
of the innate immune system by activating microglia, leading to neuronal loss through
direct phagocytosis [197]. The Aβ aggregation also initiates a toxic inflammatory re-
sponse with the subsequent release of inflammation-related mediators (i.e.: eicosanoids,
chemokines, proinflammatory cytokines and complement factors) which increase neur-
onal demise, the loss of neuronal synapses and impair the clearance of Aβ and of the
neuronal debris mediated by microglia [71]. When the APP precursor accumulates in
mitochondrial membrane, the translocation of mitochondrial metabolism and protein is
stopped up, leading to mitochondrial dysfunction, which in turn increase the Aβ genera-
tion resulting in a toxic feed-forward loop [6, 293].

During the Aβ accumulating process, tau protein hyperphosphorylation occurs in re-
sponse to kinase/phosphatase activity changes mediated by Aβ aggregation, leading to
the formation of neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs), neuronal and eventual synaptic dysfunc-
tion, and finally Alzheimer’s disease [71]. These aggregation process occurs on neuron
membranes generating a toxic aldehyde called 4-hydroxynonenal and leads to lipid per-
oxidation, which can damage the function of ion-motive ATPases, glucose transporters
and glutamate transporters leading to cell demise [71].

1.2 Aβ related pathology
Cerebral Aβ deposition is a distinguishing feature of different pathological conditions.

Together with neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs), the β-amyloid plaques are the major hall-
mark of Alzheimer’s disease.

Aβ can also be observed in cerebral and leptomeningeal blood vessels affected by
cerebral amyloid angiopathy (CAA) [291], as soluble, dispersible Aβ in extra- or intracel-
lular fluid, and as membrane-associated Aβ aggregates [38, 291]. In adults with Down
syndrome (DS), the overexpression of APP is triplicated on chromosome 21 resulting in
an excess deposition of Aβ, that occurs as early as the teenage years [108, 287]. Moreover,
a faster rate of grey matter loss in patients with Lewy body dementia (DLB) has been
associated with high amyloid-β deposition [240].

Amyloid accumulation can occur in the body too – for example it has been recently
proposed to be involved in ischemic heart disease and in ischemia-reperfusion injury [86].
Moreover, recent studies suggested that Aβ and its precursor might be implicated in
cancer. Plasma levels of Aβ were significantly higher in hepatic cancer patients than in
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normal controls [135], and APP expression increased in human breast cancer [160].

1.3 Alzheimer’s disease
Alzheimer disease (AD) is an progressive neurodegenerative disease that represents

the most common cause of dementia. According to the annual report of the Alzheimer
Association it is estimated that 6.2 million people in the U.S. are living with AD; this
number is expected to increase to 13.8 by mid century [88]. Because of this plague,
only in 2019 more than 16 million U.S. family members and other volunteer caregivers
provided an estimated 18.6 billion hours of care to people with AD. This care is valued
at nearly $ 244 billion, but its costs do not take into account family caregivers’ increased
risk for emotional distress and negative mental and physical health outcomes [88].

Dementia is described as an individual pattern of decline in memory and impairment
in, at least, two cognitive domains [180]. Dementia due to AD is associated with the
onset of significant and progressive impairment of daily life functions throughout the
disease course leading to death in 15-24 years [271].

Clinical and preclinical disease

The majority of AD cases occur after age 65 (late-onset AD or sporadic), while cases
occurring earlier are rarer (less than 5% of all cases) and named early-onset AD [88]. The
latter cases are linked to mutations in three different genes (APP, PSEN1 and PSEN2)
which respectively encode the precursor protein APP and the APP-processing enzymes
presenilin 1 and 2. These genes alter the amyloidogenic processing of the protein APP
affecting the levels of Aβ1−42 production. Moreover, specific allelic combinations of the
APOE gene have been identified as a risk factor for the AD [230]. The APOE ε4 geno-
type is the major susceptibility gene identified in the human genome for both early-onset
and sporadic AD [52]. Other risk factors include: lifestyle, history of psychiatric condi-
tions and education, possibly modulated by systemic comorbidities such as diabetes and
vascular diseases.

In a rarer proportion of patients (1%–2% of all cases), AD is inherited in an auto-
somal dominant fashion: dementia, in this patient is developed very early (in their 30s to
60s) depending on the specific gene mutation, and progresses much faster than sporadic
AD [13].

Typical early impairment in memory and learning, followed by impairments in com-
plex attention, executive function, language, visuospatial function, praxis, gnosis, and
behavior and/or social comportment characterize the most frequent amnestic cases [180].
Some cases also report early impairment in non-memory domains. Early deficits in
visuospatial function, praxis, and gnosis are coupled with posterior cortical atrophy [257].
Other atypical clinical presentations of AD are the logopenic/phonological variant [95],
and the behavioral/dysexecutive variant presenting with early executive dysfunction or
behavioral impairment (apathy, hyperorality, and perseveration) [201].

The dementia severity is typically graded with standardized instruments such as the
Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR) [189]. This scale grades the dementia severity with a
composite score that takes into account dysfunction in domains of memory, judgement,
orientation, problem solving, involvement in community affairs, function in home and
hobbies, and self-care.
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Several longitudinal studies of biomarker changes have identified a preclinical phase
of the disease preceding onset of clinical symptoms by 10-20 years. In this preclinical
phase deposition of Aβ in the precuneus and other cortical regions comprising the de-
fault mode network has been observed followed by: I) accumulation of NFTs, II) cortical
hypometabolism, III) hippocampal volume loss and atrophy and IV) onset of symptomatic
cognitive impairment [271, 13, 69, 68, 93, 94, 104, 281].

In figure 1.3 a representation of the timing of major AD pathophysiological events in
relation to clinical course.

Figure 1.3: Timing of major AD pathophysiological events in relation to clinical staged by use
of the CDR scale. A protracted preclinical phase of disease is characterized by the early onset
of amyloid deposition. This is detected by a reduction in cerebro-spinal fluid and plasma levels
of Aβ1−42 or increased global signal on amyloid imaging. Concurrently, there are early neuroin-
flammatory changes (such as microglial activation) followed by the spread of NFTs tau pathology
from the medial temporal lobes into neocortex. Increased signal on tau imaging and increased
cerebro-spinal phospho-tau levels mark this change in patients. Synaptic dysfunction, synapse
loss and neurodegeneration accumulates with pathologic spread of tau aggregates. Imaging ana-
lysis of hippocampal and cortical volumes allows for longitudinal tracking of neurodegenerative
changes. Onset and progression of cognitive impairment correlates with accumulation of tau and
hippocampal volume loss but not amyloid deposition. On the x-axis, the CDR scale: a score of 0
indicates normal cognition and scores of 0.5, 1, 2 and 3 indicate questionable, mild, moderate and
severe dementia, respectively. Courtesy of Long and Holtzman [162].

Clinical and research diagnostic criteria

In the years, the assessment of brain amyloidosis has gained a pivotal role in the
in-vivo diagnosis of AD. The first criteria for clinical diagnosis of AD were introduced
in 1984 by the National Institute of Neurological and Communicative Disorders and
Stroke’s - Alzheimer’s Disease and Related Disorders Association (ADRDA-NINCDS).
These criteria were focused on the clinical presentation of the AD requiring a confirma-
tion with an autopsy and the presence of significant functional disability [179].

In 2007 these guidelines were revisited linking the AD diagnosis to the presence of
biological markers (such as the presence Aβ in brain): the diagnosis started the trans-
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ition from a clinical-pathological entity to a clinical-biological one [61]. According to
these revised criteria, the AD is recognised in vivo and regardless of the dementia symp-
toms if the presence of at least two essential factors can be objectively measured. The
first is clinical evidence of significant memory impairment associated with a progressive
worsening of the performance. The second, is the objective evidence of alteration in one
or more of the following biomarkers:

• Presence of atrophy of the medial temporal lobe (MTL) measured with structural
imaging such as the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).

• Anomalous concentration of Aβ in the cerebro-spinal fluid (CSF).

• Impaired glucose metabolism assessed with an FDG positron emission tomography.

Although still not mandatory for clinical diagnosis, the introduction of biomarkers as
a support feature was a major innovation introduced by these criteria that allow for the
identification of the prodromal AD: a condition at risk of AD where at least one biomarker
shows alteration.

Dubois and colleagues, of the International Work Group (IWG), in 2010 redefined the
lexicon of AD that now represents a life-long, a continuum whose range spans from an
(asymptomatic) pre-clinical stage, to mild cognitive impairment and to dementia [60].

Another step towards the definition of Alzheimer disease as it now stands was taken
one year later by the experts of the National Institute of Aging (NIA) along with those of
the Alzheimer’s Association (AA). In their recommendations it was recognized that the
AD starts before symptoms occur and patients with only evidence of amyloid accumula-
tion were identified as asymptomatic AD. For the stages of pre-dementia and dementia
three levels of probability were recognized (high, intermediate or unlikely) that the dis-
ease is due to AD based on the information of biomarkers, which now increase the con-
fidence level of diagnosis and are no longer a criterion of diagnosis by themselves [180].

In the last IWG criteria advances to the diagnostic algorithm were proposed requiring
in-vivo evidence of Alzheimer’s-like pathology to be demonstrated by positivity of at least
one biomarker between the reduction of the concentration of Aβ1−42 in the CSF together
with increased concentration of phosphorylated tau (alternatively these two biomarker
can be assessed with amyloid or tau imaging) [62].

According to these criteria, the presence of pathological Aβ load is not sufficient for a
diagnosis of AD, but the absence of amyloid in a patient who is having symptoms of either
mild cognitive impairment or early dementia excludes AD as the basis of that dementia.
The most recent criteria were proposed by NIA-AA in 2018. With the reinforced idea
that certain biomarkers are valid proxies for neuropathologic changes of AD, the pro-
posed research framework primarily aims to define and stage the disease across its en-
tire spectrum reserving the term AD to the concomitant amyloid and tau pathology thus
defining the Alzheimer’s disease as a biologic construct identified by biomarkers [125].
Since this framework needs to be thoroughly examined and tested before being adopted
into general clinical practice, the authors suggest following these recommendations in a
research context solely. In these guidelines, an unbiased biomarker classification system
(the A/T/N [126]), was proposed to complete the previous scheme. In this system, each
biomarker category is binarized as positive or negative. “A” represents the Aβ depos-
ition detected by amyloid imaging or CSF Aβ1−42. “T” represents the tau biomarkers
assessed with CSF p-tau or tau imaging. Finally, “N” represents neurodegeneration bio-
markers using CSF p-tau, structural MRI or FDG positron emission tomography. The
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aim of this classification is to categorize multidomain biomarker finding at individual
level in a format that can be easy to adopt and interpret. A patient with the only evid-
ence of Aβ accumulation but normal tau biomarker is labeled as “Alzheimer’s pathologic
change”, while the term “Alzheimer’s disease” is assigned if biomarker evidence of both
Aβ and pathologic tau is present. These two labels are applied independently from cli-
nical symptoms and not regarded as separate entities but earlier and later phases of
the “Alzheimer’s Disease continuum”. In figure 1.4 the possible biomarker profiles and
respective categories are summarized.

Figure 1.4: Possible biomarker profiles and categories according to the last NIA-AA framework.
Binarizing the three A/T/N biomarker types leads to eight different profiles. Every individual
can be placed into one of the three categories based on biomarker profiles: those with normal AD
biomarkers (no color), those with non-AD pathologic change (dark grey), and those who are in
the Alzheimer’s continuum which is an umbrella term that denotes either Alzheimer’s pathologic
change or AD (light grey). Courtesy of Jack and colleagues [125].

Amyloid cascade hypothesis and therapeutic development

Although mutations in APP, PSEN1 and PSEN2 occur only in familial AD, similar
neuropathological changes in Aβ and tau were observed also in sporadic AD [224, 245]
leading to the formulation of the amyloid cascade hypothesis [107]. This hypothesis
posits Aβ triggers the formation of NFTs, neuronal cell loss, vascular damage, and AD
dementia. It has evolved over the years to an integrative model that also includes other
disease mechanisms such as microgliosis, immunoreactivity, oxidative stress, proteo-
stasis [246].

To date, this picture is still supported by numerous genetic, biomarker, and genome-
wide association studies in both familial and sporadic AD [261]. The amyloid cascade
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hypothesis has also guided most drug discovery efforts that have focused on the removal
of various forms of cerebral Aβ. A number of Aβ-targeted therapies tested in phase III cli-
nical trials could effectively reduce amyloid in the brains of patients with mild cognitive
impairment (MCI) or AD dementia (such as bapineuzumab [239], gantenerumab [204],
solanezumab [113], lanabecestat [284], atabecestat [109] and verubecestat [65]). How-
ever, they have not successfully slowed cognitive decline in those patients.

Two phase III trials (named ENGAGE and EMERGE) of an anti-amyloid agent named
aducanumab, were prematurely stopped after a futility analysis predicted that the two
studies would unlikely meet their primary endpoint [191]. Subsequent analyses showed
that a subset of participants receiving sufficiently high doses of aducanumab demon-
strated benefits in both trials. Despite the generated debate, this agent received the first
FDA 1 approval for the treatment of Alzheimer disease [234, 146, 261].

The lack of success in most of these trials may be due to the timing of the interven-
tions (the studies involved patients in clinically advanced stages of AD) [218], insufficient
dosing, or the wrong Aβ species being targeted [193, 181]. Conversely, this might indicate
that removing Aβ from the brain does not stop (nor slow down) cognitive decline because
tau-mediated neurodegeneration in AD can be triggered by independent factors.

1FDA: The Food and Drug Administration is a federal agency of the Department of Health and Human
Services. It is responsible for protecting and promoting public health through the control and supervision
of food safety, tobacco products, dietary supplements, prescription and over-the-counter pharmaceutical
drugs, vaccines, blood transfusions, medical devices, electromagnetic radiation emitting devices, cosmetics,
animal foods and veterinary products.
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Chapter 2

Positron emission tomography

The positron emission tomography (PET), is a minimally-invasive imaging procedure
that allows for visualization and measurements of in-vivo biological and physiological
processes. This relatively new technique exploits the distribution of radioactive labeled
substances injected into the patient body to provide a three-dimensional image of a target
process in the examined anatomical district. The PET methodology has become a corner-
stone both in oncological imaging (tumor grading, assessing treatment efficacy during
or after treatment, radiotherapy planning) and neurological imaging (differential dia-
gnosis, monitoring of pathophysiologic changes, treatment effects monitoring) [110, 33].

2.1 Principles and detection
PET is a nuclear medicine technique that uses the decay of radioactive isotopes to

generate the signals that are reconstructed and converted into images. The radioactive
isotopes are used to mark molecules (or tracers) that are compounds engineered to trace
the path of a specific biological process related to the pathology under consideration. The
radioisotopes in these compounds decay β+ : a proton is converted to a neutron creating
a positron e+ and a neutrino νe. The patient is injected with tracer and placed in the
scanner for the acquisition, to reveal the distribution of the tracer in the anatomical
district of interest. The radionuclide emits a positron that has a mean free path of ∼ 1−2
mm in organic tissues. Then, the positron annihilates with an electron and two collinear
photons of 511 keV are emitted. In figure 2.1 a pictorial representation of this processis
provided.

The local PET signal comes from the simultaneous detection of the photons: a ring
of scintillators detect the signal only when two collinear events are detected within a
certain time window (10-20 ns). To avoid counting photons not due to an annihilation
event, there is also an energy based selection of the events: the photon energy should
range between 350 and 650 keV [236]. The scintillators convert high energy photons
to the range of visible photons; these photons hit the photomultiplier coupled with the
scintillators producing the electrical signal. In figure 2.2 a representation of a typical
PET detector is depicted: the patient lies on a support that slides within the ring while
signals from equally spaced planes are acquired.

An appropriate post processing allows reconstructing, from each acquired plane, a
2-D image. By neatly arranging the sequence of 2-D images, the final 3-D image is
obtained. In this volume, the signal intensity in any image voxel (analogous to the pixel
in a two-dimensional image) is proportional to the amount of radionuclide and, hence, to
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νe
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γ

Figure 2.1: 18F β-decay and annihilation of the resulting positron with a nearby electron. Two
photons γ are emitted with an angle π.

the amount of tracer to which it is bound in a specific portion of tissues.
Among the others, the most common radioisotopes in PET are 18F and 11C due to

their rather short half-life (∼ 110 min and ∼ 20 min respectively) and the relatively easy
simple production in cyclotrons.

The spatial resolution of PET images is generally 2-3 mm and depends on many
factors: the structure of the detector, the size and shape of the scintillators, their effi-
ciency and the electrical signal filtering and amplification system [58].

2.1.1 Detection issues
Before the annihilation, the positron emitted during β decay interacts with the atoms

of the surrounding tissues losing its kinetic energy. Depending on the parent nucleus,
the emitted positron has different initial energies and can travel for different distances
(for 18F the typical distance is 2.4 mm [110]). If kinetic energy of the positron is still
present at the time of annihilation, then this energy excess is manifested as an imper-
fect alignment of the two emitted photons. This non-collinearity is in the order of some
fraction of a degree which can lead to an error in the annihilation coordinates of 2-3 mm.

After the annihilation, the travelling photons interact with patient tissues result-
ing in an attenuation of their intensity. This phenomenon can be so relevant that it is
necessary to know the magnitude of the attenuation to get the real distribution of the
tracer in the target anatomical district. Thus, PET is often combined with computerized
tomography (CT), which is a structural imaging modality, into PET/CT scanner. The co-
acquired CT is converted into an attenuation map and used to correct the intensities in
the image [58, 163].

More recently, the PET has also been coupled with MRI into PET/MRI solutions.
The MRI has a superior definition of anatomical structures and provides a wide range
of investigating solutions with sequences for both functional and physiologic imaging.
However, the attenuation correction is still a methodological challenge in this hybrid
solution [35].

Another issue possibly affects the detection. Ideally, only the events associated with
the annihilation of positrons should be recorded (true coincidence). However, spurious
events that met the coincidence criteria can be recorded as well causing loss of spatial
resolution and noise. The possible coincidence events (depicted in figure 2.3) can be
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Figure 2.2: Pictorial representation of a typical PET detector. The two annihilation photons γ are
detected by two opposite detector elements. The detector consist of a ring of scintillators coupled
to photomultipliers and a processing unit to retrieve the emitter position. The detected signals
are then processed and reconstructed into images.

summarized as follows:

• True coincidence: associated with the detection of a pair of photons emitted by the
annihilation event. The two photons, with a certain energy, are revealed within
the temporal and spatial coincidence window, that is, between an opposed pair of
scintillators.

• Scattered coincidence: occurs when one or both photons undergo Compton scatter-
ing that causes both energy loss and change of direction. This results in an incor-
rect location of annihilation, and ultimately in image degradation and a reduction
in contrast.

• Random coincidence: when photons associated with two distinct annihilations are
detected by the system as coming from a common annihilation event. Random
coincidences are sources of noise and are generally proportional to the square of
the activity in the field of view (FOV), and to the time and energy window.

Also the presence of high counts rate can cause degraded PET acquisitions. This ef-
fect is corrected with the coincidence cancellation method. It consists of a random event
evaluation performed with a delay of the temporal window that avoids any real coincid-
ences. The ratio between delayed and non-delayed coincidences provides the proportion
of real and random coincidences [58, 236]. Significant improvements have been made
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over the years in detectors and electronics. Some of these achievements, including the
development and incorporation of new scintillators crystals and detector configurations
for higher spatial and temporal resolution, allowed the time-of-flight (TOF) technology
to be included into the PET imaging [138]. The TOF is used to approximately define the
position of the annihilation events along the line of response (LOR). The LOR is the line
of coincidence between two detectors that record the same event.

The position of each event is estimated by measuring the difference in arrival times of
the photons (∆t): for an annihilation event placed at a distance ∆x from the FOV center,
the delay between the two detection will be:

∆t = 2
∆x
c

(2.1)

Since c is approximately the speed of light, the ∆t, the time-of-flight resolution of the
system, is really tiny ranging from 500 to 600 ps.

The TOF information considerably improves image quality, contrast and signal-to-
noise ratio [268].

Figure 2.3: True, scattered and random coincidences. Courtesy of Häggström and colleagues
[118].

2.2 Image reconstruction
The number of events detected along a LOR is proportional to the integral of the

activity along that line. During the PET acquisition, a huge number of events along
different LOR are collected, processed and stored as a sinogram file. The sinogram is
a two-dimensional array representing all the possible LORs of an acquisition and com-
posed of many overlapping sine waves. Each LOR is identifiable by its distance with the
center of the FOV (r) and its angle (Θ). The image reconstruction is the mathematical
process that is used to reconstruct the image from the sinogram: in PET data it recovers
the tracer distribution delivering a matrix whose coordinates and values respectively re-
present appropriate anatomical position and radiopharmaceutical uptake. In figure 2.4
a pictorial representation of a sinogram and its acquisition is provided.

Two main families of reconstruction algorithms exist: the analytical approaches (such
as the filtered back projection, FBP) which the mathematical model is analytically inver-
ted, and the iterative algorithms (such as the Ordered Subset Expectation Maximization,
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Figure 2.4: A phantom in image (camera) space (xy) and the corresponding sinogram in sinogram
space (rΘ). A set of LORs constitutes a projection profile, corresponding to a column in the
sinogram. A point in image space will trace out a curve in the sinogram space, and a point
in sinogram space is a line (specifically, a LOR) in image space. Courtesy of Häggström and
colleagues [118].

OSEM) in which the tomographic image is reconstructed using iterative statistical me-
thods [58, 116].

While analytic reconstruction methods are faster and easier to implement, the re-
construction accuracy is limited by two main factors: these methods cannot model the
degrading agents in a PET scanner and they take no account of the stochastic variability
in photon detection [262].

Although more computationally expensive (particularly for 3-D PET data and its ad-
ded dimensionality in both the image and the projection domains), the iterative approach
allows for a more accurate modeling of the data acquisition by accounting for statistical
fluctuations associated with noise [262, 58]. Due to the superiority of the iterative al-
gorithms, in this paragraph only a brief introduction of these methods is provided. An
iterative method initially estimates the object uptake distribution, then it calculates its
projection by forward projecting this initial estimation. The initial estimation is then
compared with measured projection and refined until a satisfying convergence is reached
[58, 118]. The iterative approaches are based on the following elements:

• An image model, which consists in the discretization of the space domain in N pixel
or voxel.
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• A system model that links the estimated image with the projections.

• A statistical model, which describes the relationship linking the measurements
to their expected values. Since photon detections are Poisson distributed, most
methods adopt a Poisson model.

• A metric, that is the measure used to define how well the image estimate fits the
data.

Different choices in these components have resulted in a variety of iterative recon-
struction methods [158, 262, 154]. Two of the most representative methods are the
MLEM and the OSEM.

The maximum-likelihood expectation maximization method (MLEM) adopts the max-
imum likelihood as optimization criterion and the expectation maximization algorithm to
find the optimal solution. The MLEM algorithm has a consistent convergence behaviour,
but provides noisy images due to the ill-conditioning nature of the problem [262]. To
mitigate this effect several strategies have been proposed: one can apply smoothing fil-
ters or sieves to the reconstructed image for noise suppression or can stop the algorithm
before convergence [262]. Moreover, the convergence rate of the MLEM is quite slow,
requiring from 50 to 100 iterations to reach an acceptable solution with PET data.

The OSEM [116] has been developed to address the issue of slow convergence: it
splits the projection data into a number of mutually exclusive subsets (for instance by
dividing the projections into sets with different views, or azimuthal angles) and uses
only a subset for each iteration. The number of subsets determines the degree of acceler-
ation with respect to the MLEM. Approximately, the OSEM converges a number of times
equal to the number of subsets faster than MLEM and is currently the most widely used
reconstruction method [262].

It is possible to improve the performance of the reconstruction methods by exploiting
the anatomical information and by modeling the physics of the imaging process. Com-
pared to structural imaging (MRI or CT), PET imaging has lower resolution. The PET/CT
systems offer the advantage to complement the PET image reconstruction with anatom-
ical information provided by CT data. This improves the estimated models enhancing
the spatial resolution, refining the noise regularization and improving the image signal-
to-noise ratio [262, 50, 20]. The greatest challenge for this technique is that the CT must
be segmented first to provide anatomical bounds and this is a non-trivial task. Moreover,
it assumes an accurate alignment between PET and CT, which is not always valid when
physiologic motions occur (e.g., cardiac and respiratory motions) that can cause artifacts
in the fused image [262, 223].

Point Spread Function

One important component of the physics modeling is the point spread function (PSF)
which describes the response of an imaging system to a point source. In PET, the PSF is
frequently described by the width at half of the maximum value (FWHM) of a Gaussian
shaped function fitted to the PSF. The PSF of the system can be derived analytically
[252], with experimental measurements or with Monte Carlo simulations [3]. Including
the PSF model in reconstruction has proven to increase the spatial resolution and the
contrast [262]. On the other hand, the PSF correction can introduce Gibbs ringing
artifacts in the reconstructed image [3].
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Partial Volume Effect

Besides the effect of the positron mean free path, another important phenomenon can
limit the spatial resolution and the accuracy of PET imaging: the partial volume effect
(PVE). The PVE is linked to the PSF concept, it occurs when multiple sources contribute
to the intensity of a single element of the image (pixel or voxel). The mixture of signals
is a combination of two factors.

The first is represented by the limited spatial resolution of PET imaging due to the
detector design (i.e. the pitch of the crystal) and to the reconstruction process. Because
of the finite spatial resolution and of the PSF, the signal coming from a point source is
detected not only in one voxel, but it spills-out and is also recorded outside the actual
source. Mathematically, the effect of the finite resolution is described by a 3-D convolu-
tion operation of the actual source with the three dimensional PSF of the imaging system
[251] (see figure 2.5).

Figure 2.5: A representation of the blurring and the spillover between regions due to PVE. A
circular source (diameter of 10 mm) of uniform activity (100 arbitrary units) in nonradioactive
background yields measured image in which part of signal emanating from source is seen outside
actual source. Maximum activity in measured image is reduced to 85. Courtesy of Soret and
colleagues [251].

The second phenomenon causing the PVE is the image sampling. The radiotracer
distribution is sampled on a voxel grid, which does not match the actual contours of
the tracer distribution. Hence, a voxel can include different tissues and its intensity is
the mean of the signal intensities of underlying tissues included in that voxel [251].
Figure 2.6 illustrates this effect in 2 dimensions.

This combined effect results in a blurring of tissue boundaries that can lead to un-
derestimation of the activity concentration and thus to misinterpretation of the recon-
structed image. Thus, when considering a functional region of interest (ROI), part of the
activity from the ROI will thus also be detected outside (an effect that is called spill-out).
Conversely, activity from regions close to the ROI will spill-in to the structure of interest.
As one might expect, the PVE is a major source of quantitative biases (particularly for
brain imaging) that can be corrected with different methods [173, 251].
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Figure 2.6: Influence of image sampling on PVE. Pixels on edges of source include both source
and background tissues. Signal intensity in these pixels is mean of signal intensities of underly-
ing tissues. Part of signal emanating from source is seen outside actual object and therefore is
described as spilling out. Courtesy of Soret and colleagues [251].
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Chapter 3

Amyloid PET

Amyloid PET (amyPET) allows for the in-vivo detection of amyloid-β plaques, hall-
marks of Alzheimer’s disease. Over the years, the amyPET has shown a very high neg-
ative predictive power and a milder positive power that relies on the age and on the
pre-test probability of having AD [48]. Indeed, in cognitively unimpaired elderly people
the prevalence of amyloid positivity increased from 10% to 44% in the age group from 50
to 90 years [134].

AmyPET has also proven to detect the amyloid pathology in the clinically atypical
variants of AD such as posterior cortical atrophy, logopenic variant or frontal executive
variant [17, 57]. Since 2004, many amyloid-specific PET ligands have been developed.
The first human study was proposed by Klunk and colleagues: the molecule involved
was a 11C marked compound named Pittsburgh Compound B (PiB) [142]. PiB retention
was marked in cortical areas known for the amyloid deposition in AD patients, whereas
equivalent uptake was observed in AD and controls in regions known to be relatively
unaffected.

The validity of PiB imaging as a method for in vivo evaluation of Aβ plaque burden
was also confirmed with post-mortem examinations [121]. Since then, the PiB has been
comprehensively studied at many institutions around the world to assess the amount
of amyloid-β in the brain. Specifically, the amyloid imaging was widely used to follow
amyloid-positive patients over time to verify whether the typical patterns of AD were
observed or not.

Based on the results of the PiB, a great interest arose in the development of new
amyloid ligands that were developed and approved since 2012. It first began with the
18F-Florbetapir [48], sold under the brand name Amyvid. That was followed by the 18F-
Flutemetamol [238] (brand name Vizamyl) and the 18F-Florbetaben [235] (trade name
Neuraceq).

These three fluorinated tracers have proven to be essentially equivalent in clinical
practice [147, 275]. Moreover, to allow for direct comparison of quantitative assessment
standardization approaches have been proposed [143].

Due to the growing clinical interest in amyloid imaging, the Society of Nuclear Medi-
cine and Molecular Imaging (SNMMI) and the AA have jointly developed appropriate
use criteria to better define and properly context I) the potential clinical utility of this
imaging modality and II) the circumstances in which amyPET imaging would be inap-
propriate [136]. This framework is being widely studied. In 2019, a large prospective
multicentre trial, including more that 16000 participants, named Imaging Dementia-
Evidence for Amyloid Scanning (IDEAS) showed that the appropriate use of amyPET
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resulted in change in management in a relevant proportion of cases (61%). Further
analyses are determining whether those changes improved the clinical outcomes or not
[225].

Similarly, another ongoing multicenter study, called Amyloid Imaging to Prevent
Alzheimer’s Disease (AMYPAD), is collecting data from thousands of patients with the
aim of providing answers regarding the diagnostic confidence, change in diagnosis, and
alterations between planned and actual patient management plans after the amyloid-β
imaging [84].

3.1 Radiotracers
Radiotracers are administered so as to not perturb normal physiology, but allows

in vivo studies under physiological conditions. The compounds can be substrates of
physiological pathways of interest or they have high affinity for particular targets be-
cause of specific binding interactions.

The potential tracers for amyPET belong to the second group and, to be taken into
consideration, they should meet certain requirements: they must be non-toxic, small
molecule with a high affinity binding, specificity and selectivity for Aβ. They have to be
neutral and lipophilic to cross the BBB. However, it should not be too lipophilic to avoid
binding in sites that do not contain Aβ, hence causing nonspecific uptake in the image.

Among the other desirable characteristics, the amyloid-specific tracer should have a
good in vivo stability and be amenable to kinetic modelling. In addition, no radio-labelled
metabolites that bind to the brain should be formed.

Of central importance, the compound must have a suitable site for labelling with
radioisotopes with a rapid time of decaying by positron emission. Two common radioiso-
topes for PET are the carbon 11 (11C) and the fluorine 18 (18F). The 11C is a radioactive
isotope of carbon with a half-life of about 20 minutes. With a long half life of approxim-
ately 110 minutes and the lowest positron energy (which contributes to a better image
resolution), the 18F is the most frequent isotope.

PiB is the first developed amyloid tracer: it is a Thioflavin-T (ThT) derivative labeled
with 11C [142]. The ThT is a fluorescent probe commonly used to monitor the in vitro
formation of amyloid fibril [171]. The PiB chemical formula is C14H12N2OS. Being the
first compound capable of crossing the BBB, of binding to amyloid with high affinity, and
of rapidly clearing from normal gray matter; the PiB is one of the most studied. However,
the short half-life of its radioactive isotope limits its practical use to imaging centers that
have access to a cyclotron.

This drawback has encouraged the development of 18F labeled molecules whose longer
half-life allowed more extensive clinical and research use. The first fluorinated com-
pound that received the FDA approval as a diagnostic tool for Alzheimer’s disease (2012)
derived from polietilen glicole stilbene. It is named 18F-Florbetapir and its chemical for-
mula is C20H18

25FN2O3 [48]. An analogous of the PiB, based on the chemical structure of
the ThT dye received the FDA approval in 2013. It is called 18F-Flutemetamol [238] and
its chemical formula is C14H18

11FN2OS. The last radiotracer to receive the FDA approval
(2014) derived from stilbene as well. It’s name is 18F-Florbetaben and its chemical for-
mula is C21H26FNO3S [235]. In figure 3.1 the chemical structures of the fluorinated
radioligands.

To receive the FDA approval, the three fluorinated agents demonstrated high affinity
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Figure 3.1: Chemical structures of the three FDA-approved 18F-labeled amyloid-binding radio-
pharmaceuticals.

binding to cortical β-amyloid plaques in living human subjects and high correlation with
postmortem disease [32, 267, 136, 238, 235].

All these tracers rapidly enter the brain through passive diffusion of the BBB. They
all reach the site at a very high rate that, however, is heavily dependent on the regional
blood flow. The different chemical structures and properties of these agents cause an
important source of variability in the extent of the amyloid load stained by the different
tracers. Specifically, these differences affect the time that the agents spend in the white
matter and the absorption in the gray matter. This means that while the high affinity
binding to amyloid fibrils results in a much slower clearance from the amyloid plaques in
the gray substance, clearance from the white substance depends on the degree to which
non-specific low-affinity links occur.

The differences in chemical structures of tracers agents necessitate specific acquisi-
tion protocols and reader training [66, 90, 219]. Figure 3.4 summarizes the injection
parameters of the fluorinated tracers recommended by the respective vendors.

Figure 3.2: Guidelines for Performing Imaging and Interpreting Results for the three FDA-
approved Radiopharmaceuticals for amyPET. Courtesy of Lundeen and colleagues [167].
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3.2 Appropriate Use Criteria
Although the amyloid imaging represented one significant advance enabling clini-

cians and researchers to visualize in vivo deposition linked to AD, some major concerns
about this methodology arose over years. Specifically it was reported: declining spe-
cificity in elderly [14] ethical concerns about the lack of disease-modifying therapies
available for cognitively uninpaired patients, and concerns about possible overdiagnosis
and lack of demonstrated cost-effectiveness [64].

To cope with these concerns, the Alzheimer’s Association Amyloid Imaging Task Force
and the SNMMI rallied up imaging and dementia specialists to establish the so called
Appropriate Use Criteria (AUCr) to define for which patients and in which clinical scen-
arios in the amyloid PET is appropriate [136]. The AUCr were based on peer-reviewed,
published literature to ascertain available evidence relevant. A brief review of these cur-
rent guidelines is provided in this section. However, as dementia care, amyloid imaging
and biomarker framework are in active development, to date, there is still debate on the
appropriateness of these AUCr which are subject to periodic revisions [184, 100], critical
reviews [7, 5] and appraisals [56, 225].

According to the AUCr, the amyPET is appropriate when the following conditions are
met:

• A cognitive complaint with objectively confirmed impairment is present.

• Alzheimer’s disease as a possible diagnosis, but when the diagnosis is uncertain
after a comprehensive evaluation by a dementia expert.

• Knowledge of the presence or absence of amyloid-beta pathology is expected to
increase diagnostic certainty and alter management.

According to the clinical indications for an appropriate diagnostic use of amyloid PET
imaging, this examination is suggested for patients:

• With progressive or persistent unexplained mild cognitive impairment.

• Satisfying core clinical criteria for possible Alzheimer’s disease because of unclear
clinical presentation, either atypical clinical course or etiologically mixed present-
ation.

• With progressive dementia and atypically early age of onset (usually defined as 65
years or less in age).

Contrariwise, amyloid imaging is inappropriate:

• With patients with core clinical criteria for probable Alzheimer’s disease with typ-
ical age of onset.

• To determine dementia severity.

• Solely based on a positive family history of dementia or presence of the apolipopro-
tein E gene (APOE4).

• With patients with a cognitive complaint that is unconfirmed on clinical examina-
tion.
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• In lieu of genotyping for suspected autosomal mutation carriers.

• In asymptomatic individuals.

• For non-medical usage (e.g.: legal, insurance coverage, or employment screening).

3.3 Scan interpretation: the visual assessment
According to the AUCr, the administration of the tracer and the imaging procedure

should be performed by qualified personnel that apply the FDA and EMA1 recommend-
ation for each agent. The clinical evaluation of the amyloid PET is performed with a
visual inspection that can be complemented by quantitative analyses. The visual assess-
ment provides a binary classification (i.e.: negative or positive) of the scan which is the
current standard in both clinical and research settings. It assesses the contrast between
the signal originated from white matter and the signal originated from the gray matter
tissue.

The correct procedure for the visual assessment of an amyloid PET is described in
the product labels of all the registered radiotracers [66, 90, 219]. According to the man-
ufacturer’s recommendations, the amyPET should be displayed in grayscale (or inverse
grayscale) for 18F-Florbetapir and 18F-Florbetaben, and in rainbow color scale for 18F-
Flutemetamol.

Also an appropriate intensity reference should be used to facilitate the contrast as-
sessment (for instance, for 18F-Flutemetamol it is recommended to set the scale intensity
at 80-90% in the pons region). Due to the off-target binding of the radiotracer in the white
matter, in both positive and negative patients high uptake is present in correspondence
of this tissue. Healthy control patients are characterized by relatively low levels of amyl-
oid deposit in cortical gray matter. Thus, a typical negative scan presents high uptake
only in correspondence of the white matter, and maintains high white / gray contrast in
the whole brain. Conversely, the typical positive test exhibits areas of reduced contrast
between the cortical gray matter uptake and that of the white matter.

Since the cerebellum does not accumulate amyloid until very late stages of the patho-
logy [232], the contrast between white matter and gray matter is generally unaltered
and kept as a reference.

The assessment is carried out on all lobes (temporal, occipital, frontal and parietal)
generally by reviewing the axial images from inferior to superior with the cerebellum
first to get a clear picture of the base contrast in the reference region. Coronal and sagit-
tal sections are used to confirm the axial assessment and to carefully examine typical
sites of accumulation in AD (i.e.: precuneus, cingulate posterior, lateral temporal, pari-
etal and caudate nuclei). A scan with preservation of gray-white matter differentiation
is labelled as Aβ negative. In contrast, a scan is evaluated as positive in the presence of
a number of regions with an evident loss of contrast between white and gray matter. In
figure 3.3 a real example of a positive and a negative scan.

As reported in figure 3.4, the number of affected cortical regions that define a pos-
itive scan differs among the radiotracers. Various imaging signs for each brain region
are commonly used to distinguish between negative and positive scans. Most of these
signs are applicable across the different radiotracers. A systematic integration of these

1EMA: The European Medicines Agency is an agency of the European Union in charge of the evaluation
and supervision of medicinal products.
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Figure 3.3: A positive (top) and a negative (bottom) scan. The encircled areas can help focusing
on the contrast differences between white and gray matter signal in the two cases. In addition,
different ventricular dilation can be pointed out (yellow dots). Orthogonal planes examination
show the precuneus (purple), fronto-orbital (azure) and occipital (green) regions.

imaging signs during regional evaluation of amyloid PET scans facilitate scan interpret-
ation [167].

In the temporal-occipital region of a negative scan, the white matter tracts create a
“ridge” that can be observed on the axial view. Conversely, in a typical positive scan,
the tracer binding in the gray matter on both sides of the white matter ridge smooths
the edges resulting in a “plain” of tracer activity. Moreover, in a typical negative scan,
the gray matter lining the medial aspects of the occipital lobes demonstrates absence of
activity. Conversely, in the amyloid-positive brain, uptake of the gray matter permeates
the midline, forming the so-called “kissing hemispheres” sign [167].

In the frontal lobe of a typical amyloid-negative scan, the radiotracer bind only to the
frontal white matter resulting in the configuration of a “cartoon hand” on the axial view
and of a “bare tree” on the coronal view. Moreover, in these scans the gray matter lining
the medial aspects of the frontal lobes demonstrates absence of activity and configure a
diamond shape that can be observed on the axial view. Contrarily, the addition of activity
in the gray matter of an amyloid-positive brain fills in the space between the “fingers”
of the “cartoon hand” making this sign disappear. Similarly, on the coronal view, the
empty spaces between the “branches” is gradually filled up making the “bare tree” look
like a “luxuriant tree” [167]. It should be highlighted that the appearance of these signs
depends not only on the amyloid status, but also on the position of the section through
the frontal or coronal region.

In the parietal region of a negative subject, the radiotracers binding to the white
matter of the centrum semiovale creates a “double convex lens” sign on the axial view.
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The effect of the amyloid deposition on this sign is a loss of the “double convex lens”
that is replaced with a “kissing hemispheres” sign. A similar phenomenon occurs in the
precuneus, where amyloid deposition seems to fill the interhemispheric fissure creating
another “kissing hemispheres” sign. This effect is particularly relevant since the pre-
cuneus is one of the regions where the Aβ accumulation preferentially starts [271, 13,
69, 68, 93, 94, 104, 281]. Moreover, due to its thin dimension and location it is suggested
to observe the precuneus in all three planes [167].

The last sign has been observed with the 18F-Flutemetamol, which has frequently
demonstrates striatal binding on positive scans. On the three views of a negative scan,
lack of uptake in the striatum creates a “striatal gap” that is filled in positive scans
(“striatal bridge”) [167].

Figure 3.3 provides an overview of the most used signs organized by region.

3.3.1 Pitfalls and artifacts
Cortical atrophy is the most common confounding factor in amyloid PET. Due to

the PVE, that averages the activity from thinned cortices and wider sulci, grey matter
volume loss can be mistaken for lack of uptake in amyloid positive scans [244]. Thus,
for a correct assessment of an amyloid PET, structural imaging (CT or MRI) is highly
recommended to complement the visual reading with morphological information. This
combined information is very useful also in patients whose brain anatomy is altered
(i.e.: those with traumas, past neurosurgery, excessive ventricles dilatation or vascular
complications) and the correct estimation of the signal is much more complicated.

In populations with cognitive disorders, motion artifacts can typically occur for many
reasons such as lack of attention and concomitant movement disorders. These artifacts
can reduce the accuracy by causing image blurring, misregistration between PET and
structural imaging or errors in the attenuation correction [263]. In any case, technolo-
gists should check for possible artifacts and repeat the acquisition if necessary.

Finally, slight differences exist between the radiotracers in the non specific uptake
of the white matter and in the clearance [244]. So, the clinicians should attend specific
courses on radioligands they have to use.

Although visual reading and its dichotomic output is a fast and relatively simple
procedure, there is a relevant fraction of cases where this qualitative approach is not
trivial (from 10 to 30%, depending on the inclusion criteria) and results inadequate for a
thorough interpretation [100].
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Figure 3.4: Atlas of regional amyloid PET signs. Courtesy of Lundeen and colleagues [167].
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3.4 Sex differences in amyloid PET
This section is based on Chapter 5 of the book published in 2021 “Sex and Gender

Differences in Alzheimer’s Disease: The Women’s Brain Project” [76].
In this book a critical overview of the evidence documenting sex and gender differ-

ences in Alzheimer’s disease neurobiology, biomarkers, clinical presentation, treatment,
clinical trials and their outcomes, and socioeconomic impact on both patients and care-
givers is provided.

Specifically, Chapter 5 offers a description of different imaging techniques used to
assess sex-related brain differences, both in the healthy and in pathological aging: struc-
tural and functional MRI, perfusion SPECT (single-photon emission computed tomo-
graphy), DAT-SPECT (dopamine transporter scan-SPECT), FDG PET, amyloid PET and
tau PET. The aim is to provide the reader with an overview of the most recent find-
ings coming from different studies, highlight the implications of these findings, and the
limitation that need to be overcome in future neuroimaging studies. This chapter was co-
authored with F. Massa, D. Arnaldi, M. Balma, M. Bauckneht, A. Chincarini, P. M. Fer-
raro, M. Grazzini, C. Lapucci, R. Meli, S. Morbelli, M. Pardini, S. Raffa, L. Roccatagliata
and F.M. Nobili.

Gender differences in AD biomarkers have been suggested and investigated rather
recently and they are starting to be explored systematically thanks to large, interna-
tional initiatives [79]. However, sex differences in Aβ burden findings are controver-
sial, and very few review studies are available to allow a comprehensive overview of
the possible relationship between sex and the in-vivo measurement of amyloid load [75].
Sex-related differences are often found in literature as marginal analyses and there are
comparatively few studies using in-vivo positron emission tomography (PET) analyses on
AD subjects, whose target is the assessment of sex-dependent relationship with amyloid
burden as specific factor.

To date, the main results that most studies report is that the prevalence of amyl-
oid positivity is the same for men and women. Minimal, if any, sex differences have
been found cross-sectionally in levels of global Aβ burden in clinically normal older
adults [190, 4, 183, 24].

In clinically normal elderly individuals some studies have indicated no sex differences
at all [129, 131], one study has demonstrated slightly higher uptake of PiB in men than
women (males showing higher PiB uptake than females in the temporal and occipital
lobes) [242], but two other reports have indicated higher PiB uptake in women than
men [96, 270].

In MCI patients, no clear sex differences in Aβ burden have been reported. A meta-
analysis of PET studies revealed no sex differences in amyloid positivity among indi-
viduals with subjective cognitive impairment (SCI), amnestic or non amestic MCI [134].
A similar meta-analysis to investigate patients with AD is currently lacking, however,
post-mortem studies of AD subjects suggests that there is no sex difference in the occur-
rence or distribution of Aβ plaques [11].

Similarly, sex seems to have no impact on CSF concentrations of Aβ in living patients
with AD dementia, people with prodromal AD or cognitively normal individuals [176,
112].

Some authors suggest that sex differences may be more likely to appear downstream
after the onset of Aβ accumulation [111, 272]. This hypothesis has found some traction
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in a study comparing age, sex, and APOE ε4 effects on memory, brain structure, and
amyloid PET (PiB radiotracer) in cognitively normal individuals aged 30 to 95 years
old [129].

One of the few studies directly tackling the gender difference in AD using imaging
biomarkers found significantly higher accumulation of in vivo brain amyloid load in the
anterior cingulate cortex in men than in women [36]. In this study, in spite of equal
levels of global intact cognition and after controlling for age, educational level, and cli-
nical comorbidities, men compared with women showed more pronounced amyloid load,
neurodegeneration, and reduced functional connectivity in the default mode network.
These findings suggest that men may have higher brain resilience to pathophysiological
processes of AD than women.

On the same line of reasoning, Pike and colleagues [217] concludes that while there
are no known sex-dependent physicochemical/biological differences in the human brain
that would explain why women seem more prone to get AD, women have more notable
cognitive impairment than men with a smaller amyloid burden, suggesting that they
might be more susceptible to suffer the other or more downstream events of AD patho-
physiology. This also implies that other factors than the brain amyloid load alone can
have pivotal roles in an individual’s clinical outcome.

This subtle evidence favoring elderly men in having comparatively lower impairment
with a similar Aβ burden than women could be linked to the menopausal stage [190] and
parental family history [280].

Conversely, in one of the few studies focused on the examination of the relative con-
tribution of various factors and the effect of their interactions on the accumulation of
regional cortical amyloid, it was found that the effect of gender was marginally signific-
ant (p=.03) with women showing higher SUVrs (which is a quantitative approach for the
PET scans anaylsis, see Section 4.2) than men [192]. On the same line, other findings
suggest that - while sex differences in amyloid PET were not significant - women trended
toward greater β-amyloid beyond age 70 years [129], and the same trend toward slightly
higher median Aβ values in elderly women was observed by Oveisgharan et al [206] and
in a similar 2019 study [25].

In spite of the lack of a clear significant sex differences in PET at any age - both
for amyloid-negative and amyloid-positive subjects - differences were present in memory
(beginning at age 40 years) well before abnormal amyloid PET first appeared in the
population. One study found that there was a trend for a gender × amyloid burden
interaction (p = .062) with episodic memory, and a significant gender × amyloid burden
interaction with visuo-spatial functions [217].

Interestingly, no study found association between sex and APOE genotype, a result
independently found by Jack et al. [129] and Jansen and colleagues [134], and later
confirmed by Cavedo et al. [36].

The lack of consensus and of significant effects might suggest that sex does not mod-
erate the effect of amyloid on the volumetric, metabolic, and functional imaging marker
of AD, and thus the effect of sex seems independent on the amyloid status. Other ex-
planations of the discrepancies between publications could be the result of differences
in study designs, sample sizes and ages of individuals included in the study. Indeed,
the findings of modest interaction effect of amyloid burden with cognitive performance
might help in clarifying the discrepancies, suggesting that sample composition - partic-
ularly gender, cognitive level and the number of positive cases - may determine whether
a relationship between amyloid burden and sex is found.
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While conclusive evidence on gender difference in concentrations of Aβ is still lacking,
this might also be due to a comparatively lesser number of studies specifically investi-
gating this difference. In most studies of biomarkers, results are adjusted for age and
sex, thereby hindering examination of sex differences.
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Chapter 4

Quantitative assessment

Visual interpretation is the de facto standard assessment in clinical practice. How-
ever, due to its subjective nature, this approach suffers from many limitations including
inter- and intra-observer variability.

Quantitative approaches have been developed to extract numerical estimates of the
parameters linked to the physiological processes of interest, and therefore of the quant-
ity of radioligand bound to target tissues. After the injection, the radiotracer can be
detected in several bound states in proportions that depend on the pharmacokinetics. At
any time of the acquisition, the PET intensity is a mix of overlapping signals: mathem-
atical models of the tracer kinetic are needed to isolate the desired signal component (in
amyloid PET, it is the tracer bound to the aggregates of Aβ).

In these mathematical representations, each component is modeled by a compart-
ment. The quantification (or absolute quantification) derived with compartmental mod-
els represents the ideal method for the in vivo measurement of the specific binding of a
PET tracer and is the current gold standard for quantitative approaches.

Simplified approaches have been developed for the PET analysis: these so-called
semi-quantitative methods represent leaner, but less accurate, alternatives that can be
easily integrated into clinical practice. Current clinical PET guidelines are pushing for
the usage of semi-quantitative metrics. Although simple and practical for use in the
clinic, semi-quantitative metrics are subject to a number of approximations implicit in
the use of uptake ratios that may also lead to variability and bias. As such, their use for
robust disease monitoring and assessment of treatment response as well as in clinical
trials requires standardization of PET quantification techniques to enable pooling data
across different facilities or scanners using different data acquisition and reconstruction
protocols.

The correct use of quantitative approaches for the assessment of amyloid PET as-
sumes an ethical value particularly in view of the possible near introduction of anti-
amyloid drugs to reduce the number of patients in trials, radiation exposure, to identify
the patients who would benefit from the intervention and for therapy monitoring [261,
146].

4.1 Compartimental modeling
The compartmental models are used to describe systems that vary in time but not in

space. Applied to PET imaging, these models provide a quantitative description of the
uptake and of the clearance of tracers in tissues [122, 283].
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According to the well-mixed assumption, in these models no spatial concentration
gradients are assumed within the sampled area (e,g.: a voxel in a 3-D image such as the
amyloid PET). In this area it is assumed that every radioactive species that contributes
to the resulting signal is in uniform concentration and characterized as a single state.
Each state is modeled as a compartment described by an ordinary differential equation.
Overall, these compartments model the pharmacokinetic of the tracer. The input of this
system is the radioactivity concentration in blood-plasma in an artery measured over
time: the arterial input function (AIF). The AIF can be derived with invasive continuous
(or discrete) arterial sampling [70], with population-based AIF or with an image-derived
AIF [194, 256].

These models require a dynamic scan acquired as a time-series of 3-D images start-
ing from the tracer injection until the concentration reaches an equilibrium. A typical
dynamic scan contains the few minutes that occur after the injection where the PET
signal is dominated by the blood flow. The subsequent frames represent the transition
from a non-equilibrium situation, during which the specific tracer binding approaches
a plateau, to an equilibrium state. The time required to achieve equilibrium depends
on the tracer kinetic, the regional blood flow and the target physiological process. A
dynamic acquisition allows to measure the time-activity curve, that is the trend of the
radioactivity signal in every point [244]. By knowing the activity concentration in the
blood and its temporal trend it is possible to solve the system of differential equations
which characterizes the flow among the compartments.

In a typical compartmental model three states are represented: a free compartment,
in which the tracer has passed the BBB, but is not yet bound, a compartment, in which
the tracer is stick to the amyloid aggregates and a compartment in which the tracer
is bound, but not to the desired target (non specific binding). Each compartment is
characterized by the concentration of the tracer as a function of time. In figure 4.1 a
representation of possible time-activity curves in modeled compartments.

Figure 4.1: Qualitative representation of the time-activity curves in three compartments repres-
enting: the bound, the plasma concentration (used in the AIF) and the non-specific binding.

Among different compartments the tracer molecules are free to move with rates that
are described by constants that describe, per unit of time, the fraction of molecules mov-
ing from one compartment to another. Thus, it is possible to connect concentrations from
a compartment to each other by ordinary differential equations that express the balance
between the tracer mass entering and leaving each compartment. By solving these equa-
tions it is possible to determine the quantities of interest. Radioactive decay is generally
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neglected in these models. In figure 4.2 a typical representation of a compartmental
model is provided.

Figure 4.2: Examples of comparmental models: a one-tissue model (a) and a two-tissue model (b).
The two models comprise the time course of tracer concentration in arterial blood plasma (Ca),
free and non-specific tracer in tissue (CF+NS), specific-bounded tracer in tissue (CS), and the
fraction of arterial blood in the tissue (Va). K1, k2, k3 and k4 are the rate constants describing the
rate of tracer exchange between contiguous comparments. Courtesy of Häggström and colleagues
[118].

Since the compartment model best describes the states of the radiotracer, from the
site of administration to the molecular target, the quantification (or absolute quantifica-
tion) provided is considered the ideal method for the in vivo measurement of the specific
binding of a PET tracer to the molecular target.

4.1.1 Limitations
Obtaining arterial blood samples is difficult and invasive. Moreover, the complex

imaging and analysis protocol requires longer acquisitions (from 60 to 90 minutes long,
depending on the tracer) which increase the patient discomfort and the possibility of mo-
tion artifacts. Considering all these points, the absolute quantification in clinical routine
is rather impractical and may be impossible for specific patient groups. Other difficulties
come from the modelization of the compartments, which requires a full characterization
of the in vivo pharmacokinetic profile of the radiotracer.

Consequently, simplified methods have been proposed in the hope that accurate quant-
itative results can be obtained with no need for arterial sampling or complex mathem-
atical modeling. These approaches involve the reduction of the PET acquisition dura-
tion and the use of the input function obtained from region delineated on the PET ima-
ges, in the internal carotid artery making the arterial sampling superfluous. However,
these simplified approaches must be validated against the full compartmental models to
confirm their accuracy taking into account the biases introduced by each simplification
[1, 119].
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4.2 Semi-quantitative approaches
Alternative approaches to absolute quantification have been developed to estimate

the activity of tissues in a PET acquisition with no need of arterial input or complex
mathematical models: the semi-quantitative methods. These simplified approaches are
typically based on a static scan that is a single acquisition lasting about 20 minutes that
starts after a relatively long time after the injection. This delay depends on the tracer,
and generally it lasts more than 40 minutes. Static scans are easier to acquire, less
expensive and minimizes the amount of time that the patient needs to lie still into the
scanner, thus reducing the discomfort and the possibility of motion artifacts.

The Standardized Uptake Value (SUV) is a widespread simple image-based method
defined as:

SUV = CROI

A/W
(4.1)

It represents the tracer uptake in a region of interest measured by a calibrated PET
scanner (CROI) normalized to the injected dose (A, expressed in MBq) and to a measure
of the volume of distribution (W , usually total body weight) [118]. When computing
the SUV, the average or the maximum activity in the region of interest are the most
conventional choices.

Many physiologic and technical factors affect the outcome of the SUV. The most com-
mon are: the scanner calibration, the effective administered dose, the acquisition time,
the presence of artifacts, the image reconstruction parameters, the ROI definition and
placement and other inconsistencies [19]. Besides undermining the reliability of the
results, these factors can lead to substantial differences in SUV outcomes among sites,
therefore, strict standardization of the procedure is of utmost importance [19].

This dimensionless ratio was historically used in oncology by nuclear medicine pro-
fessionals to assess lesion malignancy in a 18F-FDG PET examination [19, 166].

SUVr definition

The ratio between two SUVs is called Standardized Uptake Value ratio (SUVr) and
is used to compare the activity of a target region with respect to a reference region. It is
simply:

SUV r = SUVtarget

SUVre f erence
(4.2)

The target region is the one that exhibits the physiological or biochemical process of
interest (e.g.: an area expected to accumulate amyloid, a tumor). Conversely, the refe-
rence region is usually selected among those that do not exhibit specific tracer binding,
and so it can be considered as not affected by the pathology under scrutiny.

The SUVr is the most extensively semi-quantitative approach in the assessment of
the cerebral amyloid load [143, 48, 57, 17, 289, 265, 260]. In figure 4.3 an example of
target and reference ROIs drawn on a typical positive and negatve amyloid PET.

Target region

In amyloid PET, according to the clinical evaluation guidelines, the target ROIs are
commonly placed in cortical areas showing the greatest tracer retention and consistently
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Figure 4.3: Axial sections of two typical amyloid PET: a negative (a) and a positive (b) scan. Cyan
lines enclose the reference region for the SUVr calculation (cerebellum). The target region are
bounded by green lines.

with pathologic studies of amyloid accumulation [297, 22, 259]. These regions typically
include: cortical frontal, lateral temporal and parietal, anterior and posterior cingulate,
precuneus. A composite simplified measure is often calculated by averaging the uptake
of these regions. Occipital cortex can be also included [228]. Moreover, as anti-amyloid
clinical trials move to the early stages of the pathology, some regions has been taken into
consideration as they may provide a sensitive marker of early deposition [220, 101, 27].
Methods to correct for atrophy and white matter spillover may play a role as they reduce
the portion of target anatomic region [292]. Thus, selecting the most appropriate brain
region highly depends on the hypotheses being tested and on the methods to reduce the
influence of confounding factors.

Reference region

The choice of the most appropriate reference region is still a matter of debate [244,
28, 45]. It represents one of the most critical factors affecting the quantitative assess-
ment of β-amyloid since it can lead to an overestimation or an underestimation of the
SUVr of each region considered in the analysis of a scan. In longitudinal studies, where
modest changes in amyloid load is plausible, aslo small variations induced by the refe-
rence tissue choice can generate significant variability in the SUVr values, and therefore
an inaccurate understanding of the pathology progression [28, 18]. A suitable reference
region should be Aβ free and have the same non-displaceable activity as the target area.
Several regions fulfill these requirements, but the selection depends on many consid-
erations including the used tracer, the reliability in region delineation, the presence of
artifacts and the analysis protocol in case of comparison with other sites. The cerebellar
cortex was the first reference region in studies with PiB because of its presumed lack of
Aβ plaques [142]. However, the cerebellum (particularly its gray matter) is highly vul-
nerable to fluctuations due to its proximity to the edge of the scanner FOV where noise
and truncation are more likely to occur [149]. Moreover, imaging studies confirmed that
the cerebellum may also accumulate Aβ in late-stages of the disease and in some types
of familial AD [34, 144]. By including the white matter one may have less susceptibility
to noise including tissue less vulnerable to edge and truncation effects [244]. Thus, the
whole cerebellum is considered a more stable reference region. Indeed, it was used for
the Centiloid project, which is, to date, the most convincing standardization effort for
amyloid PET semi-quantification [143]. A possible alternative to the cerebellum is rep-
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resented by the pons. This region displays high uptake due to non-specific binding and
amyloid depositions occur in the very late stages of the pathology [259]. Due to its place-
ment, the pons is less vulnerable to edge noise and truncation. However, its small volume
makes it particularly sensitive to head motion and to delineation error [244]. The sub-
cortical white matter has been proposed since it does not accumulate amyloid. Compared
to the cerebellum, It showed more stability (particularly in longitudinal studies), it is a
larger region over which to average the signal, potentially leading to less noise and it is
potentially located in the same plane as cortical target regions and making the results
less susceptible to differences in scatter correction across planes [244, 149, 40, 165].
However, there is no consensus on which region should be considered and how it should
be delineated in order to mitigate the effect of the cortical signal spillover. Since the
whole cerebellum is less prone to segmentation error than the selection of cerebellum
gray matter or pons alone [244], in this study the SUVr was calculated by using the
whole cerebellum as a reference region (see figure 4.3).

4.2.1 Strengths and weaknesses
Despite its simplifications that make it feasible for clinical use, the SUVr in amyloid

PET shows a general good agreement with both tracer kinetic models [289, 91] and
histopathological features of β-amyloid deposits [155, 120]. Moreover, many studies
have shown high agreement of SUVr with cerebrospinal fluid assessment [213], and
the image assessment stemming from a thresholded SUVr has proven to be comparable
with visual assessment [260]. However, the SUVr dichotomization is strictly related to
the chosen cutoff, which in turn heavily depends on the tracer, on the image acquisition,
on the analysis protocol, on the population discrimination approach [244]. Different
thresholds have been proposed based on the comparison with histopathological findings
[47], on class separation between diagnostic groups [188] or by defining amyloid negative
standards using healthy individuals in their early adulthood [81].

The comparison across sites of SUVr results has been an important issue since the
very beginning. Its heterogeneity is due to many factors, including differences in binding
properties of tracers, acquisition time duration, image reconstruction protocol, method
of analysis, target and reference regions employed and partial volume correction (of lack
thereof). All these factors have a significant impact on the actual calculated values [244].

The unique physical and chemical characteristics of each tracer affect the gray versus
white matter uptake and tracer retention. Thus, these characteristics affect the SUVr
results (even when using the same reference ROI) and may compromise the comparabil-
ity particularly at regional level [148, 151]. In this study we have proposed a model to
map the SUVr results from a fluorinated tracers onto another (see Chapter6).

The use of PVE to correct the spillover of high uptake white matter in the cortical
region represents another source of variability. In absence of corrections, this effect leads
to overestimation of SUVr values, especially in those subjects with low amyloid load and
significant atrophy [244].

Among the other, the acquisition timing is an important parameter in the SUVr
measurement. The acquisition should be performed when the balance between uptake
and clearance of the tracer in target tissues has been reached. This timing depends on
the characteristics of the tracer which is typically about 40 minutes after the administra-
tion. Studies suggest that delayed measurements result in significant variances of SUVr
that can be overestimated [196, 265]. This aspect is particularly critical in multicentric
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studies in case of unshared acquisition protocol.
The most considerable attempt for standardisation of amyloid PET SUVr was the

already mentioned Centiloid project [143]. This project aims to derive a standardised
quantitative amyloid imaging measurement scale. This scale ranges beyond an “anchor-
point” set to 0, representing young healthy controls, and 100, representing the amyloid
burden present in average mild to moderate severity dementia due to AD. To let the
center map their own results onto the same scale, Klunk and colleagues have made
the dataset used for defining the Centiloid scale publicly available. Further studies are
required to assess the comparability of Centiloid values derived from different analysis
pipelines and different acquisition settings and what impact will the Centiloid have on
both cross-sectional and longitudinal studies [255]. However, this harmonized method
has great potential to produce cohesive and comparable results from clinics across the
world.

Some remarks regard the accurate image registration and segmentation of the cor-
tical and reference ROIs and the use of SUVr in longitudinal studies. Registering or
aligning images is, in general, a necessary step for the SUVr calculation. Spatial nor-
malization is calculated to map the reference atlas to each individual image allowing
using the same region of interest for each scan under evaluation. Although many tools
and libraries have been developed for image mapping [140, 168, 9], the registration can
fail. Thus, visual inspection is often a recommended step to verify the correct alignment.

The ROI placement and segmentation can be a non-trivial task due to the possible
template choice, the image quality and reconstruction parameters, and the transforma-
tion used to implement the registration. Analyses are prone to errors due to the PVE
when using pre-defined ROIs, particularly on the small cortical regions.

Longitudinal amyloid PET studies suggest that the SUVr is impaired by multiple
factors. In these studies, where changes in amyloid burden was expected to be modest
due to the relatively short time window, the variability of the signal in the reference
region generated significant shifts in SUVr value [244, 265]. Moreover, variability in
regional blood flow causes considerable uncertainty and underestimation in the SUVr
values and significant decrease in amyloid load in patients undergoing no therapy [265].
Indeed, the uptake and clearance of the tracer are strictly related to the blood flow that
depends not only on the type of tissue, but also on the advanced neurodegeneration [296].
These issues are so relevant that some authors suggest avoiding longitudinal analysis
with SUVr [274].

4.3 SUVr-independent approaches
To overcome some of the limitations of the SUVr and its constraints (such as the

need for accurate image registration or predefined ROIs), several SUVr-independent
semi-quantification approaches have been developed exploiting different features of the
acquisition. Some methods exploit geometric features [43] or texture features [30] to
provide quantitative global indices of Aβ deposition with no need of a reference region.
Another innovative approach uses deep learning networks to remove the non-specific up-
take map from the Aβ load measurement substantially improving amyloid PET accuracy
[161]. Similarly, a novel global index of the amyloid burden is obtained by regressing the
SUVr of a static scan for the non-specific binding image and a carrying capacity canonic
image [285]. Up to now, the most sophisticated semi-quantitative approach that takes
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into account the widest spectrum of confounding factors (including correction for atrophy,
spillover and blood flow) was developed by Cecchin and colleagues [37]. It requires a
dual time point PET/MRI acquisition, full cortical segmentation and the creation of a
patient-specific brain atlas.

Since the variability in regional blood flow causes considerable uncertainty in the
SUVr, we have developed and validated a semi-quantitative approach, called Time Delayed
ratio (TDr) that allows for a blood flux correction (see Chapter 7).

4.3.1 The ELBA method
In the studies described in the Chapters 6, 7, 8 and 9 a SUVr-independent semi-

quantitative method named Evaluation of Brain Amyloidosis (ELBA) [43] has been ex-
tensively used for both global and regional analyses. Thus, in this section a brief descrip-
tion of this method is provided.

The score provided by ELBA showed excellent agreement with SUVr, clinical eva-
luation and cerebro-spinal fluid measurement. Moreover, it has ranking characteristics
proven both on cross-sectional and longitudinal analyses [43].

It was developed and tested on scans from the ADNI1 database acquired with 18F--
Florbetapir. The intent of ELBA is to capture intensity distribution patterns rather
than actual counts in a target ROIs. Considering the brain as a whole, the geometrical
appearances of iso-intensity surfaces are rather characteristic in typical negative and
positive subjects, the latter showing a sparser and more convoluted appearance than the
former. Moreover, intensity distributions appear to be skewed towards higher intensities
in positive subjects. In figure 4.4, a graphical representation of the ELBA method.

To capture and quantify these characteristics two features were developed by Chin-
carini and colleagues: one that gauges the iso-intensity surface complexity and another
that assesses the histogram propensity towards higher values. These features, named
geometric and intensity feature, represent global properties of the brain and do not re-
quire a reference region, they are combined in a single score.

In each study described in the Chapters 6, 7, 8 and 9 the ELBA method has been
automated and applied to amyloid PET that were first mapped onto the MNI space2.
The analysis procedure developed does not need any human supervision save for an
optional check after the spatial registration process, to ensure that the processed image
is consistent and has acceptable characteristics.

Geometric feature

The selected target brain volume is divided into a number of iso-intensity levels (nL
= 48) 0 < l j < 1, j = 1..nL. These levels are taken at equal quantile distances of the
whole intensity distribution (i.e.: nL quantiles in the interval [ 1 - 1/nL nL ]). To ensure
adequate sampling of the intensity distribution the number of levels was set to 10 is of
little importance, as long as it is ≥ 10.

Partitions consist of s j surfaces and Vj enveloped volumes defined as:

1ADNI: Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative is a multisite study that aims to improve clini-
cal trials for the prevention and treatment of Alzheimer’s disease; its cohort is one of the largest public
clinical dataset of AD data. It comprises clinical information about each subject including recruitment,
demographics, physical examinations, and cognitive assessment data.

2MNI space: Is a 3-D coordinate system used to map the location of brain structures or activity in a
standardized space, it was developed by the Montreal Neurological Institute.
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Figure 4.4: Iso-intensity curves in axial projection of a typical negative (a) and positive (b) case.
The Curves are related to three percentile values of intensity counts within the brain: 0.2 (cyan),
0.4 (green) and 0.7 (yellow). Each histogram describes the brain intensity distribution in each
amyloid PET.

Vj = {number of voxels ∈ volume of interest, voxel intensity≥ l j}s j = 1 (4.3)

s j =
∑
∂Vj

1 (4.4)

Where the ∂ symbol represents the boundary, that is s j counts the number of voxels
of the perimeter. The s j and the enveloped volumes Vj are not required to be a connected
set. Each partition is characterized by two numbers: one representing the radius r j

s of
an equivalent sphere having the same surface extent as s j, and another is the radius r j

v

of the equivalent sphere of volume Vj, that is:

r j
s =

( s j

4π

) 1
2

(4.5)

and

r j
v =

(3Vj

4π

) 1
3

(4.6)

If r j
v and r j

s are plotted for all j = 1, .., nL on a cartesian plane ther result is a
characteristic curve inferiorly bounded by the bisector line rv = rs, which is the limit for
all s j being actual spheres. The characteristic curve distances itself from the bisector
line the most when the s j is rough and notched.

By subtracting the bisector line, typically positive scans show a higher surface-to-
volume ratio on the higher intensity levels (low rv) with respect to the lower intensity
levels (high rv). The characteristic curve is integrated without the bisector area on the
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lower and higher half of its domain D (i.e.: the range of rv) to deliver the geometric
feature G i:

G i =
∫

D1
(rs(r)− r)dr∫

D2
(rs(r)− r)dr

(4.7)

Where D1 = [min(rv) rv/2] and D2 = [rv/2 min(rv)].

Intensity feature

This feature determines the intensity and contrast values in the volume of interest
and divides them into clusters thanks to the k-means clustering method (two classes:
High and Low). The k-means uses an iterative algorithm starting form a random sample,
to ensure reproducibility and robustness it was repeted for 10 times. then the one with
minimum within-cluster sums of point-to-centroid distances was chosen.

In each class the number of elements KHigh and KLow and the class median intensity
value IHigh, ILow were computed. The intensity histogram is linearly scaled so that the
values corresponding to the 1% and the 99% percentiles are mapped onto the interval [0
1]. Then the intensity feature Ci is defined as:

Ci = ln(
KHigh

KLow

IHigh

ILow
) (4.8)

The intensity feature modulates the relative number of elements in the classes with
their contrast. As in the geometric feature, this formulation is expressed as a ratio too,
so that both features are internally (intra-subject) normalized.

ELBA score

The two features G i and Ci were used to fit a quadratic polynomial. Each point of this
quadratic model can be projected onto the curve providing new coordinates: a curvilinear
abscissa xc (arc lenght) and a curvilinear ordinate yc (see figure 4.5).

The ELBA score is xc after a linear scaling and a shift to conveniently place the
origin at the cut-off between negative and positive scans. It was merely a way to combine
information on the geometrical distribution of PET counts in the brain and information
on the contrast between the brightest and darkest intensity components.

The ELBA score is blind to the subject age or clinical status.

ELBA validation

ELBA was tested on 504 scans from the ADNI cohort. It provided excellent agreement
with visual assessment (AUC = 0.99, accuracy = 0.97) and strong correlation with cortico-
cerebellar SUVr (ρ = 0.86, p < 10−4). To provide a more robust validation, ELBA was also
compared with CSF Aβ. Concordance between ELBA score and CSF score classification
was observed in 90.6% of istances and the accuracy was comparable (ELBA = 0.91, CSF
= 0.9). In longitudinal data, ELBA showed higher sensitivity with respect of SUVr to
amyloid deposition even in a relatively short time span (48 months).
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Figure 4.5: Intensity feature C vs. geometric feature G. The black line is the quadratic model. For
each scan (dots) the blue part of the line represents the curvilinear abscissa xc (arc length), and
the perpendicular line is the curvilinear ordinate yc. Courtesy of Chincarini and colleagues [43].
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Chapter 5

Activities overview

This chapter summarises the studies carried out in the framework of amyloid PET
semi-quantification: from the investigation of technical and clinical aspects, to the devel-
opment and the comparison of advanced approaches.

5.1 Study I: semi-quantification and grading
Chapter 6 is based on the paper published in Neuroimage: Clinical in 2019 titled

“Semi-quantification and grading of amyloid PET: A project of the European Alzheimer
Disease Consortium (EADC)” [42]. This paper was co-authored with A. Chincarini, S.
Morbelli, M. Pardini, M. Bauckneht, J. Arbizu, M. Castelo-Branco, K.A. Büsing, A.
de Mendonça, M. Didic, M. Dottorini, S. Engelborghs, C. Ferrarese, G.B. Frisoni, V.
Garibotto, E. Guedj, L. Hausner, J. Hugon, J. Verhaeghe, P. Mecocci, M. Musarra, M.
Queneau, M. Riverol, I. Santana, U.P. Guerra and F.M. Nobili.

The study stems from the EADC project EAPP21. The EADC (European Alzheimer’s
Disease Consortium) is a network of over 50 European clinical and research sites of
excellence working in the field of AD and related dementias. The primary goal of this
consortium is to develop and maintain an organisational structure capable of rapidly car-
rying outrivals of interventions designed to prevent, slow or ameliorate the primary and
secondary symptoms of Alzheimer’s disease and to increase the basic scientific under-
standing of this pathology. This will be done by facilitating large pan-European multi-
disciplinary wide research studies. Funding for the original realisation of this network
was received from the European Commission which supported work towards standard-
isation of diagnostic criteria, assessment tools and data collection methods, with a view
to this being followed by a trial period involving the testing and practical application of
the tools agreed.

In this context, the EAPP2 is aimed at joining together amyloid PET scans with
corresponding clinical and neuropsychological data from subjects attending a memory
clinic of one of the EADC centers. This will help establish frameworks for investigating
the amyPET use in clinics in the diagnostic of AD, looking at two main aspects. The
first is related to technical issues that can arise in the use of amyPET in clinical routine,
such as the choice of an appropriate semi-quantification method, its application to dif-

1EADC-PET 2.0: Further information about this project is available on the institutional website
http://www.eadc.info.
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ferent radiotracers, the dichotomous outcome of the visual assesment, the comparison of
multiple-reader visual evaluations and scans quality issues. The second aspect is more
clinical-related and has to do with the investigation of the relationship between cognition
and amyloid burden; especially the prognostic aspects. The aim is to clarify the amount
of Aβ and the brain regions that are more meaningful or apt to predict the clinical out-
come.

In this study we tried to answer to some of the most technical aspects. In clini-
cal routine, as reported in Section 3.3, the amyloid PET reading is being implemented
as a binary assessment although the clinical experience has shown that the number of
borderline cases is non negligible not only in epidemiological studies of asymptomatic
subjects but also in naturalistic groups of symptomatic patients attending memory clin-
ics. Data from 175 patients acquired with three fluorinated tracers were retrospectively
enrolled. The scans were visually classified (with both a binary and a 5-step grading) and
the semi-quantified with SUVr and ELBA. The readers accord and inconsistencies in the
visual assessment were measuerd, and a model to compare and integrate visual read-
ing with SUVr and ELBA was developed in order to obrain a tracer-independent multi-
parametric evaluation. It was possible to map the quantification results across different
tracers without resorting to ad-hoc acquired cases. Moreover cut-offs and transition re-
gions were delivered and resulted largely independent from the population. Finally, all
fluorinated tracers appeared to have the same contrast and discrimination ability with
respect to the negative-to-positive grading; this is an interesting result as there is not
much literature comparing all fluorinated tracers by the same set of readers and quan-
tifiers. All these findings together validated the integration of both visual reading and
different quantifiers in a more robust framework thus bridging the gap between a binary
and a user-independent continuous scale.

5.2 Study II: the Time Delayed ratio
Chapter 7 is based on the paper published in the European Journal of Nuclear Medi-

cine and Molecular Imaging in 2020 titled “A kinetics-based approach to amyloid PET
semi-quantification” [41]. This paper was co-authored with A. Chincarini, M. Corosu, S.
Morbelli, M. Bauckneht, S. Capitanio, M. Pardini, D. Arnaldi, C. Vellani, D. D’Ambrosio,
V. Garibotto, F. Assal, B. Paghera, G. Savelli, A. Stefanelli, U.P. Guerra and F.M. Nobili.

Regional blood flow variability has been shown to cause considerable uncertainty
and underestimation of Aβ load with common semi-quantitative approaches [265, 274].
Specifically, the uptake and the clearance, which are closely linked to the blood flow,
does not depends only on tissue type, but also on atrophy and AD progression [296].
This issue is so relevant that many authors suggest avoiding longitudinal analysis with
common approach such as the SUVr [265, 274].

A solution to this problem could come from absolute quantification of amyloid tracers
using full kinetic analysis. However, only a limited number of studies, have examined
the absolute quantification of amyloid tracers using this approach [173, 16]. On the one
hand, the full kinetic modeling, relying on fewer assumptions, is more accurate than
a typical semi-quantitative methods. For example, it is not affected by rCBF or tracer
clearance. On the other hand, these models are complex, require an arterial sample and a
long acquisition protocol with additional discomfort for the patients. These requirements
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make, to date, absolute quantification in clinical routine unfeasible. Recently, research is
shifting towards the development of quantitative and semi-quantitative approaches that
exploit a dual time frame window to integrate the missing tracer kinetic information,
thus correcting for changes in rCBF and for radiotracer clearance [37, 26].

To try to overcome some of the limitation of the traditional semi-quantitative tech-
niques, in this paper a semi-quantification method called Time-Delayed ratio (TDr) has
been proposed and applied to amyloid PET scans. This approach takes the kinetic be-
haviour of the tracer into consideration to reduce the blood flow-dependent component
in estimates of the Aβ load. The information for this correction comes from an early
acquisition in which the signal is dominated by the blood flux. Unlike other methods
that extract similar information from the time-activity curve, the TDr relies on a very
lean processing, as do the approaches currently used in the clinic.

Thus, the TDr method requires two static scans per subject: one early (∼0-10 min
after the injection) and one late (typically 50-70 min or 90-100 min after the injection,
depending on the tracer). High-perfusion regions are delineated on the early scan and
applied onto the late scan. A SUVr-like ratio is calculated between the average intensit-
ies in the high-perfusion regions and the late-scan hotspot.

TDr was applied to a naturalistic multicenter dataset of 143 subjects acquired with
18F-Florbetapir. TDr values were compared to visual evaluation, cortical-cerebellar
SUVr and to the geometrical semi-quantification method ELBA (see Section 4.3.1). All
three methods are gauged versus the heterogeneity of the dataset.

In this study, the TDr shows excellent agreement with respect to the binary visual as-
sessment and significantly correlates with both validated semi-quantification methods.
This approach is an alternative to previously validated methods (SUVr and ELBA): it
requires minimal image processing, it is independent on predefined regions of interest
(ROIs are tailored onto the patient, and different from patient to patient) and does not
require MR registration. Besides, it takes advantage on the availability of early scans
which are becoming common practice while imposing a negligible added patient discom-
fort.

Our observations suggested that TDr, ELBA and SUVr are independent approaches
to measuring the same biological process. From a mathematical point of view, combining
a set of independent measures (with uncertainties in the same order of magnitude) is the
best way to provide a more robust score. Thus, an appropriate combination of the three
quantifiers would improve the estimation of Aβ load and represent a step forward in the
use of semi-quantification methods that could also be open to other techniques.

5.3 Study III: regional assessment
Chapter 8 is based on the paper published in the Journal of Alzheimer’s Disease in

2020 titled “Probing the Role of a Regional Quantitative Assessment of Amyloid PET” [215].
This paper was co-authored with M. Grazzini, M. Bauckneht, F. Sensi, P. Bosco, D. Ar-
naldi, S. Morbelli, A. Chincarini, M. Pardini and F.M. Nobili.

The amyloid PET is still used purely for differential diagnosis and evaluated at
whole-brain level. However, this approach may not properly exploit the full amount
of information. Already in 2002 post-mortem pathologic studies showed that amyloid de-
position follows a specific pattern of spread [259]. According to this study, the deposition
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starts in the neocortex and limbic area, then extends down into subcortical structures,
brainstem and cerebellum. Several studies have shown that abnormal striatal Aβ accu-
mulation predicts late Braak neurofibrillary tangle stage [22] and is associated to greater
prevalence of AD pathology [14, 258]. Also other brain region may contribute [212, 177].

Other brain regions might have several implications giving pathophysiological in-
sights into where Aβ fibril accumulation is likely to start in AD [212, 177]. Regional Aβ

burden has been associated with cognitive decline in amyloid-negative cognitively unim-
paired elderly adults [101] suggesting a role for local amyloid load in cognitive ageing.

This study represents an attempt to deepen the role of regional amyloid burden and
its implication on clinical-neuropsychological features. AmyPET and a complete neuro-
psychological assessment were available in 109 patients with clinical suspicion of AD.
By averaging the cortico-cerebellar SUVr and ELBA (see Section 4.2 and 4.3.1), a set
of regional quantification scores was calculated for each scan. Patients were grouped ac-
cording to their overall amyloid load and correlation maps, based on regional quantifica-
tion, were calculated and compared. To assess whether regional Aβ burden is associated
with cognitive decline a regression analysis between neuropsychological assessment and
the regional quantification score was carried out.

Significant differences were observed between the correlation maps of patients at in-
creasing levels of Aβ and the overall dataset. The Aβ uptake of the subcortical gray mat-
ter was not related to other brain regions independently of the global Aβ level. As stated
by staging works based on anatomopathological and imaging findings, the Aβ spreading
proceeds differently between cortical and subcortical regions as well as between patients.
Our results confirmed the different susceptibility to Aβ accumulation among brain re-
gions.

The regression analysis showed no association of the neuropsychological tests with
both whole brain and regional Aβ load. However, a significant association of semantic
verbal fluency - which is known to be affected early in AD [241, 29] - was observed with
ratios of cortical and subcortical distribution of Aβ which represent a coarse measure of
differences in regional distribution of Aβ.

The association between cognition and Aβ distribution deserves further investiga-
tions: it is possibly due to a direct local effect or it represents a proxy marker of a
more aggressive disease subtype. Interestingly, Cook’s distance analysis showed that
negative and mild negative subjects drove the asssociation. This is in line with stud-
ies that pointed out a possible biological role of Aβ in individual with sub-threshold
levels [39, 279, 123, 150, 73].

All these results together suggest that regional Aβ assessment represents an avail-
able resource on amy-PET scan with possibly clinical and prognostic implications: future
image assessment may benefit from an element of regional evaluation using quantitative
or semi-quantitative PET imaging approaches.

5.4 Study IV: comparison of advanced approaches
Chapter 9 is based on the manuscript submitted in the European Journal of Nuc-

lear Medicine and Molecular Imaging in 2022 titled “A comparison of advanced semi-
quantitative amyloid PET analysis methods”. This paper was co-authored with D. Pog-
giali, M. Pardini, H. Barthel, O. Sabri, S. Morbelli, A. Cagnin, A. Chincarini and D.
Cecchin.
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As discussed in Chapter 4, there is currently no consensus on which is the best way
(and the most feasible in clinical practice) to perform a quantitative analysis of amyloid
PET. Absolute quantification is considered essential to accurately monitor the response
to Aβ-modifying treatments for AD and for longitudinal studies.

However, semi-quantitative approaches, that can rely on different sources of informa-
tion and on increasing sophistication, represents a good compromise between practicality
and accuracy in the clinical context. Although the full kinetic modeling is the optimal
solution, simpler yet advanced semi-quantitative approaches might be used under the
assumption of accepting a larger error. Besides the SUVr, other analysis relies on the
late acquisition alone [43, 285] or on tracer kinetic information adding an early acquisi-
tion [41]. Other methods takes into consideration also atrophy and spillover by including
structural imaging [37].

In this study, we compare, at both global and regional level, five semi-quantitative
approaches with increasing refinement level designed to capture specific characteristics
of the image: SUVr [139], ELBA [43], TDr [41], WMR [37] and SI [37].

A single-center dataset (from University Hospital of Leipzig, Germany) was used con-
sisting in 85 patients who PET/MRI examination with an early and a late scan acquired
after the injection of ∼300 MBq of 18F-florbetaben. The scans were classified as amyloid-
negative or positive by two independent nuclear medicine experts.

Due to the lack of an absolute quantification the SI, being the most comprehens-
ive and complete approach, was used as the reference measure for the amyloid burden.
The choice of a robust measure as a reference allowed us to assess the efficacy of the
other quantifiers. We evaluated the correlation of the approaches with the reference and
quantified the dispersion with a Bland-Altman analysis. Then, the we computed the
discriminating power of each semi-quantification approaches with respect to the visual
assessment. Finally, the possible association between each quantifier, age and cortical
thickness in amyloid-negative patients was assessed. With the idea that SUVr, ELBA,
TDr and WMR are proxy measures of the true amyloid load, we linearly combine them
to provide more robust indices and we compare these combinations with SI.

We observed that the different approaches, although there are some regional differ-
ences due to the characteristics of individual methods, tend to the reference measure SI
both regional and global level. Versus the consensus binary visual assessment all the
quantifiers showed excellent results. Moreover, the linear combinations of the quantifi-
ers provided scores that are always closer to the reference, therefore encouraging efforts
towards multi-classifiers systems to measure surrogate endpoints for therapy evalua-
tion. Interestingly at a global and regional level, the TDr, the WMR and the SI (that are
the methods including information on the tracer kinetic) were significantly associated
with age in qualitatively assessed amyloid-negative patients.

This latter result suggest that the TDr could be accurate (deriving information from
dual time points) and easier (no structural imaging needed) to implement as compared
to SI (accepting some inaccuracy in deep structures).

Possible results of the present study could be of outermost importance in view of the
accelerated approval for aducanumab [191] in patients with AD. In fact, while on one
hand, one could argue that if amyloid plaque load, as measured by amy-PET with a
standard late acquisition, could be considered a valid surrogate endpoint for a drug ap-
proval and could demonstrate a clinical benefit in AD, on the other hand it is important
to notice that advanced semi-quantitative methods including also a blood flow analysis
(using early acquisition) could pick not only amyloid load [87] but also neurodegenera-
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tion, therefore constituting a more robust end point to measure diseases modifying drugs
targeting amyloid load deposition.

5.5 Study V: amyloid and tau regional relationship
Failure, in recent years, of AD trials on anti-amyloid treatments gave a boost to the

development of approaches that involve also other therapeutic targets such as inflamma-
tion, oxidative stress or tau aggregation (as a complement to anti-amyloid medications
or independently). As posited by the amyloid cascade hypothesis (see Section 1.3), the
Aβ accumulation has been considered the initiating toxic event in AD and its relation-
ships with neurodegeneration and cognitive decline are not straightforward. On the
other hand, the distribution and burden of NFTs showed clear association with neurode-
generation and clinical status. The most commonly accepted approach is to consider the
aggregation of amyloid and tau in parallel, thus biologically defining Alzheimer’s disease
on the basis of the coexistence of amyloid and tau aggregates in the brain [125]. The in-
troduction of radiotracers that binds to NFTs provided a new tool to in-vivo evaluate the
pathology progression [276]. This assessment showed a strong association of regional tau
burden with clinical and anatomical heterogeneity in AD patients [203, 220]. Although
the use of these imaging modalities is becoming increasingly popular in research, many
questions still remain. For example, it is not clear whether amyloid is a driver or trig-
ger for Alzheimer’s disease, nor the fundamental relationship between tau and amyloid
levels in the brain.

Recent studies showed that the cortical tau retention in AD patients almost only oc-
curs in amyloid-positive individuals [128, 202]. These observations were also verified on
a longitudinal study including normal adults with repeated PET measures [104]: Aβ ac-
cumulation was associated to successive tau accumulation that mediates the association
of baseline amyloid with cognitive decline. These multimodal investigations allowed an
in-vivo exploration of the link between β and tau at the whole brain level. However, at
the regional level, this relationship is still rather unexplored.

Therefore, the preliminary study described in Chapter 10 aims to investigate the
amyloid/tau relationship at the regional level. To do this, we used data from 153 pa-
tients with cognitve complains recruited at th Geneva Memory Clinic and acquired with
both amyloid and tau PET. Both amyloid and tau PET were semi-quantified with re-
gional SUVr on a common space. A simplified model was developed to fit the possible
trajectories of regional accumulation of amyloid and tau and thus, to assess their rela-
tionship at regional level. The model essentially assumes that the dynamics of amyloid
and tau can be coarsely described by a single curve, and that amyloid and tau increase
solely.

The model output provided a regional description of possible amyloid/tau trajectories.
These trajectories were verified in terms of: I) internal consistency and agreement with
the literature, II) relationship with cognitive decline.

The preliminary results showed some consistency of regional characteristics of amyl-
oid and tau tracers, with the results in the literature. Furthermore, a significant re-
lationship was observed, in the AD subgroup, between marker of neurodegeneration
and the model output. Nevertheless, additional confirmatory analyses are mandatory
to verify the consistency of the model and validate the estimated regional trajectories
with the actual trajectories from longitudinal data.
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At the time of this writing, preliminary results and planned confirmatory tests are
being collected in a manuscript co-authored by F. Ribaldi, S.E. Tomczyk, R. Gianeri, F.
Sensi, V. Garibotto, M. Pardini, A. Chincarini and G.B. Frisoni.
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Chapter 6

Semi-quantification and grading of
amyloid PET: A project of the
European Alzheimer’s Disease
Consortium (EADC)

6.1 Introduction
Assessment of brain Aβ amyloidosis has gained a pivotal role in the diagnosis of

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) in vivo, according to the last National Institute of Aging -
Alzheimer Association (NIA-AA) [180] and the International Working Group-2 (IWG-
2) criteria [62]. Moreover, the 2018 research framework identifies a stage of Alzheimer
pathology for isolated brain amyloidosis while the term AD is reserved to the concomi-
tant amyloid and tau pathology [125].

The concordance between CSF Aβ1−42 levels and amyloid load on PET is good (over
80%; [106]) although data shows that CSF Aβ levels changes may precede brain amyloid
deposition and thus it should be considered as an earlier phenomenon [211]. Instead,
brain amyloid load on PET still continues to increase even after the onset of cognitive
symptoms [74]. Moreover, the availability of Aβ assays has shown that a non-trivial part
of patients are high or low beta-amyloid producers so that the Aβ42/40 ratio better reflects
the real amyloidosis status of a subject and allows better correlation with amyloid load
on PET [198].

The amyloid PET reading has been classically implemented as a binary lecture, i.e.,
negative or positive for amyloidosis, however the current clinical experience has shown
that the number of borderline cases is not trivial not only in epidemiological studies in
asymptomatic subjects but also in naturalistic groups of symptomatic patients attending
a memory clinic to receive a diagnosis [214]. This behaviour actually mirrors what hap-
pens with CSF Aβ assay showing a non-negligible borderzone around the cut-off value
identifying positive and negative subjects [185].

The APOE genotype (presence of at least one ε-4 allele) is a major determinant of the
degree of amyloidosis [59] but other, less known factors may play a role [282].

In any case, the binary lecture is poorly adequate to address the clinical reality and
complexity and, even within the two extreme classes - i.e. negative or positive - there is
inhomogeneity because there are subjects that are more or less positive and those who
are more or less negative [80].
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Taking together all this information, brain amyloidosis across subjects attending a
memory clinics appears more as a continuum rather than a clusterized, binomial dis-
tribution. Therefore, the issue arises on how to quantify and grade such a continuum,
whether the continuum with a specific fluorinated radiopharmaceutical is similar to the
one obtained with the other two available fluorinated radiopharmaceuticals, and how to
share this information among labs.

The so-called “centiloid project” has tried to give an answer to this issue and is cer-
tainly of value but it requires that each center builds-up its own cohort of normal subjects
in different age ranges [143]. Moreover, it is based on SUVr computation that certainly
has advantages but also disadvantages, such as the uncertainty about the reference re-
gion and on how to draw the cortical ROIs.

In the present study and in the frame of the PET study group of the European
Alzheimer Disease Consortium (EADC) we aim at: (a) propose and validate a method to
compare semi-quantification values among tracers regardless of the semi-quantification
approach (SUVr-based or SUVr-independent); (b) define transition regions and cut-off
values which are (largely) independent from the cohorts; (c) test a more complex visual
evaluation scale common across different tracers and assess its performance.

6.2 Methods

6.2.1 Subject selection
The amyloid PET project of the EADC is aimed at joining together amyloid PET

scans with corresponding clinical and neuropsychological data from subjects attending a
memory clinic of one of the EADC centers. To the purpose of this project, both subjects
with a positive or negative amyloid PET scan according to visual dichotomic evaluation,
as established by the local nuclear medicine physician, were enrolled.

We identified the fluorinated tracer with the lowest number of scans available (i.e.,
18F-Florbetaben, 53 subjects) and then a similar number of subjects with the other two
fluorinated tracers (18FFlutemetamol, 62 subjects; 18F-Florbetapir, 60 subjects). Only
with the 18F-Florbetapir we randomly sampled the database in order to maintain the
highest possible number of centers overlapping with the other two tracers, and to main-
tain an approximate balance in number of cases per center. These subjects constitute
three cohorts, one per each tracer.

The selection was done from some of those EADC centers participating to the PET
2.0 project, namely: Genoa (GEN), Brescia (BRE), Geneva (HUG), Antwerp (ANT), Paris
(PAR), and Mannheim (MAN) according to scan availability on the tracer of choice. Sub-
jects main demographics and clinical characteristics are summarized in table 6.1.

Subjects received a diagnosis after the first diagnostic work-up, including the result
of amyloid PET scan, and were followed-up clinically for an average time of 30.1 [6-143]
months. We considered the diagnosis as clinically confirmed at the last available visit.
The selected subjects were diagnosed as affected by mild cognitive impairment (MCI)
due to AD (MCIAD), probable (prob) or possible (poss) AD dementia, frontotemporal de-
mentia (FTD), dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB), or vascular dementia (VaD) according
to current criteria [180].

Moreover, those subjects who did not received a definite pathogenetic diagnosis were
still labeled as affected by amnestic (aMCI) or non-amnestic (naMCI) MCI. The popula-
tion also included some subjects with the so called “pseudodementia” (pseudoDD, that
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Table 6.1: Demographics.

flutemetamol florbetaben florbetapir

provenance GEN PAR HUG GEN MAN HUG GEN BRE ANT HUG
sample size 15 33 14 15 30 8 15 15 6 24

scanner
Siemens

BioGraph
HiRes 1080

GE
Discovery

690

Siemens
Biograph
128 mCT

Siemens
BioGraph

HiRes 1080

Siemens
BioGraph
40 mCT

Siemens
BioGraph
128 mCT

Siemens
BioGraph

HiRes 1080

Siemens
BioGraph
40 mCT

Siemens
BioGraph
64 mCT

Siemens
BioGraph
128 mCT

age [y]
69.7

[54 79]
62.3

[42 78]
60.3

[45 70]
72.6

[55 82]
66.2

[48 84]
69.2

[51 71]]
72.5

[59 80]
72.0

[60 84]
77.5

[68 85]
71.0

[59 83]
sex (M %) 46.7 40.0 49.1 60.0 56.7 30.0 51.9 45.0 16.7 45.8

MMSE score
26.7

[18 30]
27.9

[24 30]
28.2

[25 30]
27.7

[24 30]
24.6

[14 30]
27.1

[20 30]
26.1

[15 30]
22.1

[13 28]
25.1

[15 30]
27.6

[13 30]
MCIAD (%) 24.1 41.5 23.1
possAD (%) 1.6 3.4
probAD (%) 4.8 18.8 15.0

probFTD (%) 1.6 3.8 3.2
possFTD (%) 4.8 3.4
possDLB (%) 1.6
probVaD (%) 1.5

PseudoDD (%) 1.6 13.2 10.0
aMCI (%) 14.6 3.8 8.2

naMCI (%) 32.2 9.4 6.5
SCI (%) 13.0 9.4 25.7

is, psychiatric conditions that can mimic dementia), or with subjective cognitive com-
plaints but without evidence of deficit on neuropsychological tests (SCI). The study was
approved by the local Ethics Committees and all the recruited subjects provided an in-
formed consent.

6.2.2 PET acquisition
Amyloid PET acquisition followed the recommendations of tracer manufacturers and

the joint guidelines of the European Association of Nuclear Medicine and the Society of
Nuclear Medicine [184]. The equipment used was a PET-CT tomograph and is listed in
table 6.1 for each center.

Three-dimensional static scan acquisition was performed in all centers, and attenu-
ation correction was based on CT. Image reconstruction was made with Ordered Subset-
Expectation Maximization algorithm following the standard brain protocols embedded
in each equipment. Each center was responsible for sending good-quality data but a fur-
ther quality check was performed by the core center in Genoa. In order to reproduce the
clinical situation in the real world, only unreadable scans were rejected while all other
scans were submitted to further analysis.

6.2.3 CT subset
A subset of all cohorts - 50% in total: 39 subjects with 18F-Flutemetamol, 29 with 18F-

Florbetaben and 20 with 18F-Florbetapir - came with the companion CT scans. While all
PET scans were read without CT, the subset with the CT underwent a separate, further
evaluation following the same rules detailed in Section 6.2.4. The intent is to use this
subset to validate the statistics of evaluation and accord among readers even when the
assessment was conducted without the CT.
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6.2.4 Visual evaluation
The 175 scans were independently presented to five readers, including three expert

(UPG, FN and VG) and two intermediate-expert readers (AC and MB). The three ex-
perts passed the training qualification of the three vendors and are used to report sev-
eral scans monthly since the time of availability on the market of the radiopharma-
ceuticals, always with the agreement of at least another expert and with the assistance
of semi-quantification based on both SUVr and SUVr-independent tools [43]. The two
intermediate-expert readers share the same characteristics as the experts but are read-
ing scans for a shorter time.

The anonymized scans were presented in the native space, randomized, and the
reader was blind to the clinical information and the reading of the other experts. No
MRI or CT scans were provided together with PET scans (see also CT subset compar-
ison). Readers were asked three questions as follows:

1. Quality flag: a dichotomous response on sub-optimal scans. There is no formal or
shared definition on scan quality. This flag was raised according to each reader
own’s experience. Typically though sub-optimal quality involves image acquisition
flaws like field of view cuts or poor count rate; it can also be related to image
reconstruction issues like excess smooth, artefacts, etc.

2. Binary evaluation: negative/positive according to the approved indications of each
manufacturer.

3. 5-step evaluation: visual grading into classes: negative, mild negative, borderline,
mild positive, positive according to Paghera and colleagues [209] (see below).

Readers were presented with 3 batches (one for each tracer) and they were informed
of the tracers used. The evaluation of each batch was completed sequentially, with at
least 2 weeks time between one batch and the next. After the three evaluation batches,
the CT subset was sent to the readers to get a new independent evaluation with the help
of the companion CT.

6.2.5 Semi-quantification methods
The visual assessment of the amyloid PET scan is a non-trivial task that is often

complemented by measures derived from semi-quantification methods (hereafter named
quantifiers). These measures are intended to be proxies of the brain amyloid load.
Among quantifiers, the Standardized Uptake Value ratio (SUVr) [139] is the most widely
used and validated, compared to the binary reading. This approach calculates the ratio
of PET counts between a target region of interest (ROI) versus a reference one.

In this study the SUVr was estimated using the whole cerebellum as reference region.
As reported in the literature [244], this choice makes the measure less prone to segmen-
tation errors than the selection of the cerebellum gray matter or the brain stem. The
SUVr score was calculated as the average cortico-cerebellar SUVr on all scans. Similarly
to what accomplished in [143], the target cortical ROI included the medial frontal gyrus,
the lateral frontal cortex (middle frontal gyrus), the lateral temporal cortex (middle tem-
poral gyrus), the lateral parietal cortex (inferior parietal lobule), the insula, the caudate
nucleus, and the precuneus-posterior cingulate region.
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The other quantifier used in this study is named ELBA [43]. It is a SUVr-independent
approach that is designed to capture intensity distribution patterns rather than actual
counts in predefined ROIs. These patterns are global properties of the whole brain and
do not require a reference ROI. ELBA showed good performance versus the visual clas-
sification, highly significant correlation with the result of CSF Aβ1−42 assay, and has
ranking characteristics proven both on cross-sectional and longitudinal analyses [43].

Similarly to the procedure described in [43], quantifiers were applied onto the spa-
tially normalized image. Briefly, the procedure mapped the PET onto the T1-weighted
MRI template in MNI space (with isotropic spacing and voxel dimension of 1×1×1 mm)
with a registration consististing in: global intensity re-scaling, rigid registration, affine
registration. Then, a pre-segmented atlas which included cortical and cerebellar ROIs
was mapped from the MNI space to the affine-transformed PET with a deformable re-
gistration. We used the ANTs registration software [9] with the mutual information
metric.

Both quantifiers were implemented in an automatic analysis procedure that did not
require any human supervision with the exception of an visual check after the spatial
normalization process onto the MNI space.

6.2.6 Analysis
Sample homogeneity and data model

Direct comparison of semi-quantification values over different tracers is possible in
principle, if one is in possess of a set of subjects who have been acquired with two or more
tracers over a reasonably short time frame (i.e. with respect to the typical physiological
change in amyloid deposition). Alternatively, one could use statistically equivalent refe-
rence cohorts. This latter approach is the one followed by the centiloid method, where
the ad-hoc acquisition of a group of young healthy controls and a group of confirmed
AD subjects - both analyzed with the quantification method of choice - constitutes the
centiloid scale references. Unfortunately our three cohorts are not statistically equival-
ent (both in sample size, center distribution and clinical evaluation) and neither can
they be considered scale extremes, so that direct comparison among semi-quantification
values cannot be applied.

Given that visual reading is the de-facto gold standard in assessing positivity in a cli-
nical setting, we can exploit it as a cross-tracer comparison method. A model is therefore
necessary to link the visual assessment to the semi-quantification. The binary read-
ing is though too coarse to provide a meaningful relationship, we therefore resort to the
grading.

Positivity grades have been conventionally declined into numbers ranging from 1 to 5
(negative, mild negative, borderline, mild positive, positive). Basic considerations on the
transition continuity and on the floor / ceiling effect on negative / positive evaluations
suggest that a possible model of the grading versus semi-quantification is a sigmoid
function (S), which we write in the following form:

g = p− p−n
1+exp(−s(q− o))

= S(q, s, o) (6.1)

Where g is the grading, p and n are the numerical equivalent of the positive and
negative gradings, q is the quantification value, s is the slope and o is the offset. For
each tracer, the sigmoid function of our model has only two free parameters: the slope
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s and the offset o. All other parameters are set by the limit grading values (negative
for quant. score →-∞, positive for quant. score → ∞). This ensures that the models
are (largely) independent from the sample characteristics because of the few degrees of
freedom versus the sample size (∼60 scans in each cohort). Models are used in synergy
with visual grading to provide a mapping between tracers.

Readers concordance

Readers evaluated all scans independently. We can therefore assume that their errors
are uncorrelated and that their mean is a good estimator of the “true” evaluation. While
this holds true for a large number of measures, we need to ensure that the error on
the mean is relatively small even when employing 5 readers only. This assumption is
acceptable if the accord among readers is sufficiently high.

To assess reader concordance we compute the intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC,
two way random-effect model, mean of k raters) for the whole dataset and on the single
cohorts (one per tracer, table 6.2).

Table 6.2: ICC Two way random-effect model, mean of k raters (absolute agreement).

tracer ICC [95% CL]

flutemetamol 0.952 [0.93 - 0.969]
florbetaben 0.987 [0.98 - 0.992]
florbetapir 0.959 [0.94 - 0.974]
all tracers 0.967 [0.96 - 0.975]

Between each reader we also compute the Cohen k. For each tracer and for each
reader we compute the grades statistics, i.e. the number scans in each grade (table 6.3).
The between tracer distribution is also visually shown with a heatmap (number of scans
per each grade pair) and the Bland-Altmann plot (figure 6.7 in supplementary materials).
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Table 6.3: Evaluation fraction by grade.

Reader neg (%) mild neg (%) borderline (%) mild pos (%) pos (%)

all tracers

UPG 23 14 5 22 36
FN 25 10 9 17 39
AC 17 18 21 19 26
VG 11 22 9 19 38
MB 22 21 10 14 33
all 19.6 17 10.8 18.2 34.4

flutemetamol

UPG 15 23 8 32 23
FN 23 10 15 19 34
AC 8 16 35 18 23
VG 6 24 13 24 32
MB 23 26 11 18 23
all 15 19.8 16.4 22.2 27

florbetaben

UPG 25 9 2 13 51
FN 23 13 2 11 51
AC 21 11 6 17 45
VG 19 15 4 17 45
MB 23 15 8 13 42
all 22.2 12.6 4.4 14.2 46.8

florbetapir

UPG 30 10 5 18 37
FN 30 7 8 20 35
AC 22 25 18 23 12
VG 10 27 8 17 38
MB 20 22 10 12 37
all 22.4 18.2 9.8 18 31.8

Visual assessment and semi-quantification

The relationship between visual grading and quantification is found by fitting the
sigmoid model onto the data. Model parameters are fit both onto z-score quantifier values
(direct model, grading vs. quantifiers) and on the raw quantifiers data (inverse model,
quantifiers vs. grading). In the direct model, each scan is identified by the z-scored
value of the quantifier (either ELBA or SUVr) and by its average grading. Z-scores are
computed on each cohort separately.

With the z-scores model we can easily visualize relationships with the two quantifiers
on the same plot and we can evaluate potential significant differences, both between
quantifiers and among tracers. We use the fitted models to define a transition region
(from mild-negative to mild-positive) and the cut-off on all tracers. These quantities
are found at the intersection of the models with the mild-negative, borderline and mild-
positive coordinates on the y-axis (figure 6.1). Both the transition region and the cut-off
values depend on the data only through the model, so they can be considered a proxy of
cohort-independent definitions.

Given their good correlation (see figure 6.2), the two z-scored quantifiers can be
further summarized into a single value, that is the score on the first PCA axis (PCA1).

This allows us to abstract the quantification (potentially including more than two
quantifiers) and focus on the relationship with the gradings. While the direct model
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Figure 6.1: Quantification-visual assessment relationship for the 3 fluorinated tracers. On the
x- axis: z-score of the two quantifiers; on the y-axis the average visual grading. Dots represent
scans, continuous line are the sigmoid model. Intersection of the model with mild and borderline
evaluations is projected onto the scores to define a transition region (gray area) and the cutoff
(gray line).

is useful for comparison and visualization, the inverse model is used to estimate the
between-tracers mapping.
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Figure 6.2: ELBA-SUVr scatter-plot with binary visual assessment. Dots represent scans, colors
are according to the combination of negative and positive evaluations given by the 5 readers.

Evaluation latitude

We grouped scans according to similar average grading. Groups may contain one or
more scans. Each group is assigned a quantification value, which is the average score
of its members onto the PCA1. Each group is also assigned an “evaluation latitude”;
with this term we intend the overall scope of gradings, that is, the largest span of evalu-
ations given by all readers on a scan or group of scans. The group evaluation latitude is
therefore a range, spanning the lowest to highest grading received on any of the group’s
members. The relationship between group’s score and latitude provides further informa-
tion on the reading discrepancies as function of the quantification (figure 6.3).
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Figure 6.3: Relationship between quantification score and evaluation latitude. Each circle rep-
resents a group of scans sharing the same average grading. The group position on the x-axis is
the average score of its members on the first PCA axis (PCA computed on the z-score quantifiers).
The group position in the y-axis is the average grading. Vertical lines show the group evaluation
latitude, that is, the lowest to highest grading received on any of the group’s members.

Binary assessment

Each reader assigned a binary visual assessment - negative (n) / positive (p) - to the
scan, according to each tracer’s standard evaluation rules. With 5 independent readers
we have therefore 6 possible classes: 5n-0p, 4n-1p ... 0n-5p. We explored the distribution
of the binary reading on a scatter-plot which also shows the relationship between the
quantifiers. We used the cut-off and the transition regions derived from the model (see
Paragraph “Visual assessment and semi-quantification”) to compute accuracies for both
quantifiers.
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In this latter analysis we considered negative scans as belonging to classes 5n-0p,
4n-1p, 3n-2p and positive scans as belonging to classes 2n-3p, 1n-4p, 0n-5p (figure 6.2).
The reader accord on the binary assessment is shown with the Cohen k, to be compared
to the grading (table 6.8 and table 6.5).

Table 6.4: Agreement between pairs of readers all tracers with respect to the grading evaluation
using accuracy and Cohen k (within brackets).

UPG FN AC VG MB

UPG 0.61 (0.48) 0.55 (0.44) 0.59 (0.46) 0.61 (0.49)
FN 0.61 (0.48) 0.60 (0.49) 0.62 (0.49) 0.62 (0.50)
AC 0.55 (0.44) 0.60 (0.49) 0.58 (0.46) 0.55 (0.43)
VG 0.59 (0.46) 0.62 (0.49) 0.58 (0.46) 0.53 (0.39)
MB 0.61 (0.49) 0.62 (0.50) 0.55 (0.43) 0.53 (0.39)

Table 6.5: Agreement between pairs of readers on all tracers with respect to the binary evaluation
using accuracy and Cohen k (within brackets).

UPG FN AC VG MB

UPG 0.90 (0.80) 0.91 (0.81) 0.89 (0.76) 0.86 (0.71)
FN 0.90 (0.80) 0.91 (0.82) 0.93 (0.84) 0.86 (0.72)
AC 0.91 (0.81) 0.91 (0.82) 0.90 (0.79) 0.86 (0.71)
VG 0.89 (0.76) 0.93 (0.84) 0.90 (0.79) 0.87 (0.74)
MB 0.86 (0.71) 0.86 (0.72) 0.86 (0.71) 0.87 (0.74)

Then, we looked at possible relationships between the binary reading and the dis-
crepancies on the grading (latitude). For each scan we assigned the binary class (among
the 6 possible choices) and we computed the latitude (i.e.: the maximum grading differ-
ence among those received). We then counted how many scans are there per class and
latitude (figure 6.4).
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Figure 6.4: Relationship between the binary evaluation and the latitude. Each box shows the
number of scans grouped by binary class and maximum grading difference received in the 5-step
visual assessment.

Scan quality effect

The third type of visual assessment is the scan quality. This is simply a flag indic-
ating whether acquisition nuisance and/or reconstruction procedures would result in a
sub-optimal image, according to each reader’s own experience. We study whether scan
quality has any relationship with quantification and evaluation latitude. First we plot
the number of quality flags versus the second PCA components (PCA2). The PCA1 en-
codes the quantification (negative to positive), while the PCA2 mainly encodes discrep-
ancies between the quantifiers (approximately off-diagonal distances in the ELBA-SUVr
scatter plots, figure 6.2). We then look at biases in the quality distribution. Then, we
compute the matrix of the number of quality flags for each scan grouped by the latitude
(i.e. the grading range).

CT subset comparison

Finally we compare evaluations on the subset with companion CT. Comparison between
evaluations with/without CT is carried out by testing χ2 statistics on the 5-step grading
and binary distribution, and by comparing the intra-rater ICC and Cohen’s k.
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Mapping

We now have all the tools to map quantifications on one tracer into another. While
the direct model S maps z-scored quantifier values into gradings, the inverse model S−1

maps the gradings into the raw quantification values. If we keep the visual gradings as
constants across tracers, we can bind two models together (model mapping). Mathem-
atically, this means that for each tracer pair i− j we have a set of two equations for the
inverse model S−1, with model parameters s (slope) and o (offset, see table 6.6):

qi = S−1(g, si, oi) (6.2)

q j = S−1(g, si, oi) (6.3)

Table 6.6: Model parameters.

tracer quantifier slope offset

Raw values (inverse model, quantifier vs. grading)

flutemetamol
SUVr -10.05 [-10.84 -9.26] 1.11 [1.04 1.18]
ELBA -13.41 [-14.54 -12.28] 0.76 [0.72 0.79]

florbetaben
SUVr -7.71 [-8.01 -7.41] 1.23 [1.17 1.29]
ELBA -9.65 [-10.06 -9.24] 0.85 [0.82 0.89]

florbetapir
SUVr -16.97 [-18.70 -15.24] 1.16 [1.11 1.21]
ELBA -11.40 [-12.00 -10.80] 0.87 [0.84 0.90]

Z-score values (direct model, grading vs. quantifier)

flutemetamol
SUVr 3.80 [2.91 4.70] -0.27 [-0.53 -0.00]
ELBA 3.37 [2.57 4.17] -0.17 [-0.51 0.17]

florbetaben
SUVr 3.60 [3.01 4.19] -0.29 [-0.54 -0.03]
ELBA 3.54 [3.01 4.07] -0.26 [-0.50 -0.02]

florbetapir
SUVr 3.27 [2.39 4.15] -0.10 [-0.40 0.21]
ELBA 3.32 [2.79 3.84] -0.16 [-0.40 0.09]

These represent the expected (i.e. modeled) quantifier value q of the i-th and j-th
tracer calculated in the grading coordinate g. As g ranges in [1..5], we therefore have
a vector of 5 quantifier coordinates [qi, q j]. These coordinates are linearly regressed to
find the mapping functions listed in table 6.7.
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Table 6.7: Conversion parameters between tracers (model mapping).

ELBA
from / to flutemetamol florbetaben florbetapir
flutemetamol 1.39x - 0.20 1.18x - 0.02
florbetaben 0.72x + 0.15 0.85x+ 0.15
florbetapir 0.85x + 0.02 1.18x - 0.17

SUVr
from / to flutemetamol florbetaben florbetapir
flutemetamol 1.30x - 0.22 0.59x + 0.51
florbetaben 0.77x + 0.17 0.45x + 0.61
florbetapir 1.69x - 0.86 2.20x - 1.33

Another possible and distinct approach is to consider visual grading ranges as con-
tainers, in order to group subjects into comparable sets; that is, we might consider as
equivalent two sets from different tracer cohorts, whose subjects received a mean aver-
age grading between - say - negative and mild negative. Container classes would there-
fore be 4: negative to mild negative, mild negative to borderline, borderline to mild pos-
itive, mild positive to positive. This latter approach is similar to the centiloid one, as it
aims at constructing a series of comparable groups across tracers cohorts, thus avoiding
the need for a model.

In principle, albeit with a much higher number of scans, we could detect deviations
of the mapping from a linear dependence, a possibility that is lacking in the centiloid
method. The linear regression over container cohorts is done on the average quantifier
values and takes into account standard deviations on both quantifiers according to [295].
While we are plagued by the relatively small number of subjects in some of the interme-
diate container classes, we still use this approach to cross-check the model mapping.
We therefore require that the model mapping be compatible with the (linear) regression
computed on container classes.

Validation

Last analysis is a validation of the mapping model. We run a Monte Carlo simulation
to construct populations sharing the same grading distribution. For instance, we first
select a reference cohort A - say the florbetaben scans - and another test cohort B - say
the flutemetamol scans. The visual grading distributions of cohorts A and B are typically
statistically different (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test p-value < 0.05).

We now resample cohort B with appropriate weights (and with repetition), in order
to create a new cohort B* whose grading distribution is statistically equivalent to the
cohort A. If we look at the distribution of quantification values of the two cohorts A
and B* (either with ELBA or with SUVr) we still find these distributions statistically
different because of the different tracers (i.e. quantifiers values are expressed in their
own tracer units). We show that when we apply the model mapping we can nullify the
statistical differences between A and B*.

In essence, population resampling plus model mapping give statistically equivalent
results as if we had a single population that underwent multiple-tracers acquisitions.
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6.3 Results

6.3.1 Readers concordance
The statistics on the grading evaluations is summarized in table 6.3. The general

overall assessment of accord among readers on the grading is measured by the ICC (two
way random-effect model, mean of k raters, absolute agreement, table 6.2). The agree-
ment is very good (>95%) both on the whole dataset and on the single cohorts. ICC on
Florbetaben is higher due to the relative lack of borderline cases in the graded evaluation
(higher rate of AD-like diagnosis, table 6.1).

The Cohen k for agreement between pairs of reviewers ranged from 0.39 to 0.49 (fair
agreement, table 6.8).

Table 6.8: Agreement between pairs of readers all tracers with respect to the grading evaluation
using accuracy and Cohen k (within brackets).

UPG FN AC VG MB

UPG 0.61 (0.48) 0.55 (0.44) 0.59 (0.46) 0.61 (0.49)
FN 0.61 (0.48) 0.60 (0.49) 0.62 (0.49) 0.62 (0.50)
AC 0.55 (0.44) 0.60 (0.49) 0.58 (0.46) 0.55 (0.43)
VG 0.59 (0.46) 0.62 (0.49) 0.58 (0.46) 0.53 (0.39)
MB 0.61 (0.49) 0.62 (0.50) 0.55 (0.43) 0.53 (0.39)

Overall, the borderline scans were 10.8% (a non-trivial amount) whereas in the 35.2%
of cases the readers defined the scan “mildly” positive or negative. A more detailed
comparison among raters is shown in figure 6.7 (supplementary materials): this plot
summarizes statistics and between readers agreement grouped by the 5 gradings. The
heatmap representation (where color intensity is proportional to the number of scans)
shows where discrepancies are more likely to occur. Besides the transition region, which
is an obvious candidate, severe deviations from the diagonal (i.e. ∆ grade >2) can occur
on all grades, albeit on very few scans. Finally, we show the number of discrepancies
grouped by severity in table 6.9.

Table 6.9: Number of scans with minor (∆ grade ± 1), mild (∆ grade ± 2) and severe discrepancies
(∆ grade >2).

tracer no discrepancy minor mild severe

flutemetamol 19 21 16 6
florbetaben 26 22 5 0
florbetapir 8 29 20 3
all tracers 53 72 41 9

6.3.2 Visual assessment and semi-quantification
The model-mediated relationship between the grading and the quantifiers is shown

in figure 6.1. There is no significant difference among models (z-score), both with respect
to quantifiers and with respect to tracers (direct model, table 6.6). The transition region
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width is very similar among tracers, showing that there is no substantial difference in
assessing the negative/positive contrast both with different tracers and with different
quantifiers. For instance, the ELBA transition region width (in z-score units) is 0.64,
0.66 and 0.67 for 18F-Flutemetamol, 18F-Florbetaben and 18F-Florbetapir respectively.
These numbers are all compatible when we consider the parameters uncertainty.

6.3.3 Evaluation latitude
We now group subjects by average evaluation and we plot them versus their mean

quantification value (here the score on the PCA1). We can graphically represent the
group’s latitude by means of a line that spans the lowest and highest evaluation received
by any member of the group (figure 6.3). We can glance at the latitude distribution and
see that it tends to cluster in the mild negative to borderline region.

6.3.4 Binary assessment
Reader agreement is ranked according to Cohen k (table 6.5) and values ranges from

0.71 to 0.84 (substantial agreement). Accuracies based on binary semi-quantification
(i.e. above/below cutoff) are reported in table 6.10.

The distribution of the binary reading is shown on the quantifier scatter-plot in fi-
gure 6.2. We see that pure classes {5n-0p, 0n-5p} nicely cluster in the lower-left and
upper right quadrant respectively, whereas intermediate classes (particularly {2n-3p,
3n-2p}) tend to aggregate near both transition regions. Gray areas and gray lines are the
transition regions and cut-off values derived from the intersection of the models with the
mild-negative / borderline / mild-positive coordinates.

Table 6.10: Quantifiers accuracies.

tracer SUVr ELBA

flutemetamol 0.85 0.80
florbetaben 0.92 0.96
florbetapir 0.85 0.90
weighted average 0.87 0.89

6.3.5 Scan quality effect
The distribution of quality flags is shown on all tracers together versus the two PCA

components computed on the quantifiers (figure 6.5 left). There is a marked bias to-
wards negative-to-borderline scans while there seems to be no relation with respect to
quantifiers discrepancy (PCA2 axis). Comparing quality to latitude, one would expect
a positive trend linking the number of quality flags and the assessment discrepancies.
Results shows that the latitude is substantially independent on the quality, hinting to a
solid performance and coping ability of the trained eye (figure 6.5 right).
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Figure 6.5: Left: distribution of the quality flags in the PCA plane; dots represent all scans, color
is proportional to the number of quality issues raised by the 5 readers; marginal distribution
shows the kernel density estimation. Right: heatmap of quality and latitude, showing the fraction
of scans normalized on the quality and the actual number of scans sharing the same quality
interpretation and evaluation latitude (within brackets).

6.3.6 CT subset comparison
We compute the intra-rater statistics on the assessments with and without the CT

(88 scans, ∼50% of the whole dataset). χ2 statistics was calculated on all tracers and for
each reader on both the grading and the binary frequencies. No significant difference
was found on the grading (for all readers, χ2 < 4.72, p-value > 0.35) and on the binary
evaluation (χ2<0.75, p-value > 0.38). The ICC on the grading, for all raters and on the
whole CT dataset, is 0.982 [0.980 - 0.987].

The Cohen’s k, computed on the grading and per rater, is: k = 0.65, 0.84, 0.76, 0.78,
0.85 for UPG, FN, AC, VG, and MB respectively. We conclude therefore that there is no
significant difference in the evaluation statistics when the CT is present.

6.3.7 Mapping and validation
The complete set mapping functions between one tracer to another is shown in fi-

gure 6.6. The mapping function looks linear because of the substantial equivalence
between model parameters (see table 6.6). We can then easily convert any value from
one tracer’s own units into another (in particular the cut-off and the transition region),
as detailed in table 6.7.

Similarly we can use cohort containers (i.e. grouping subjects by average visual as-
sessment lying between two adjacent gradings) to fit a linear regression. The cohort
container regression does not require the sigmoid model and relies on the visual assess-
ment only modestly, as we are fitting the average container values. Results show that
the model fitting is well within the container regression error (see table 6.11 in the sup-
plementary materials).
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Figure 6.6: Matrix plot of all between-tracers models and container-cohort fits. Dots represent
the average quantification on the cohort containers, lines crossing the dots are the standard
deviations. The thick line is the model mapping, the dashed thin line is the linear regression
based on the average quantification values (container mapping). Cut-offs are based on the model
mapping.

6.4 Discussion
We have shown that it is possible to construct a map between different tracers and

different quantification methods without resorting to ad-hoc acquired cases, as required
in the centiloid approach or in studies where the same subjects are injected with more
tracers. In doing this we, used a 5-level visual scale, to define cut-offs and transition
regions on tracers in a way largely independent from the population.

The link between the graded visual scale and semi-quantification is the sigmoid
model. The use of the sigmoid function simply derives from the considerations that
the amyloid load is a biologically continuous process with two boundaries (i.e. satura-
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tion at both the decidedly negative and positive range), which naturally translates in a
smooth (i.e. infinitely derivable) function with finite limits and a near-linear response
in the transition. Obviously, other functional models could do, and possibly with more
data one could appreciate the asymmetry already partially visible in these data when
transitioning from negative-to-borderline with respect to the borderline-to-positive.

The integration of model and grading allows to compare semi-quantification val-
ues regardless of the approach (either SUVr-based or SUVr-independent) and employed
tracer. This combination (a) defines transition regions and cut-off values; (b) indirectly
confirms the appropriateness of a visual evaluation scale which is more apt to recognize
transitions (similarly to several other clinical and visual scales [243]).

As models have only two free parameters, derived quantities (cut-off, transition re-
gion) are more robust with respect to the sample size and can be easily generalized. The
width of the transition region and the substantial similarity of the sigmoid models show
that no tracer is the winner here, all are equivalently discriminating (i.e. no slope dif-
ference implies equivalent contrast). While to our knowledge there is no literature on
tracers comparison within the same dataset and with the evaluation from the same set
of readers, we can compare this result to Curtis et. al. [53], where the accuracy of all
three fluorinated tracers in the phase-3 study is compared and similar conclusions are
drawn. Importantly, the determination of a threshold for abnormality common across
tracers is one of the required validation steps for the use of amyloid PET in AD following
a recently proposed roadmap for biomarkers for an early diagnosis [85, 44].

As a by-product of the work, we have studied the relationship between concordance
and discordance of readers according to some indicators such as the degree of negativity
/ positivity, the quality of the scan and the binary evaluation. On the reader concor-
dance, first we notice a very good agreement among readers in binary lectures, accuracy
ranging from 86% to 94%, meaning that in routine clinical practice only about one out
of ten scans might be read with opposite conclusions. If on the one hand the present
experimental setting does not fully reproduce the clinical reality where a doubtful scan
is usually evaluated together by more than one reader and sometimes with the aid of
semi-quantification tools (while here the raters were blind), on the other hand our raters
were high to intermediate experts thus likely more skilled than the average of the real
world. However, this figure is in keeping with other studies [49, 195]- if not higher - and
points to the need of semi-quantification tools in assisting the nuclear medicine physi-
cian in the binary interpretation of scans. In more detail, when we look at the grading
we see that while the overall observed ICC was very good, the discrepancies in the mild-
negative / borderline regions (latitude) are rather significant. That is, despite the differ-
ences in expertise among readers and the multi-centre nature of the study, the learning
curve for visual amyloid PET readings is not steep after a moderate degree of expert-
ise has been acquired; on the other hand, evaluation errors are not evenly distributed
across the positivity spectrum. Considering the three tracers altogether we observed
a “U”-shape distribution with higher percentage at the two extremes and progressively
lower percentages toward the borderline cases (see table 6.7 in supplementary materi-
als). With individual tracers this pattern was less evident with flutemetamol disclosing
a higher percentage in mild negative than in negative subjects while it was stronger
with florbetaben. This mismatch could be due to the higher prevalence of subjects with
AD and with non-AD conditions as compared to the flutemetamol cohort (table 6.1). As
remark on the evaluations with and without the CT information, we first remind that
readers have been trained to read amyloid PET scans as taken alone, leaving the use of
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CT/MRI only in doubtful cases, as per approved courses administered by pharmaceutical
companies on the respective products; second, readers are all rather experienced; third,
evaluation results with and without CT scans are not identical but simply statistically
equivalent. This latter statement means that there were indeed patients whose evalua-
tion was changed because of the CT information, but the cohort statistical distribution
was not significantly altered. We have to say we used data collected during clinical
routine from sparse European centers and thus carrying inhomogeneity in scan quality
and characteristics of patients. If this may have generated high variability among scans,
it is however the reality collected in naturalistic cohorts and thus closer to the real world
with respect to the setting of clinical trials. Inhomogeneities are also evident when look-
ing at latitude scans, where the apparent different relationship with the tracers can be
ascribed to the diversity of cohort provenance and statistics. Interestingly, however, we
failed to find a correlation between scan quality and latitude (i.e., degree of differences
among readers). This may mean that the intrinsic subjectivity in the human eye when
reading an amyloid PET scan is higher than quality inhomogeneity among scans. This
represents a distinct source of disagreement among readers that adds to the one possibly
deriving from low quality [244].

Coming to the not-clearly positive/negative scans, we observed that almost half (i.e.,
46%) of scans were visually rated either as borderline (10.8%) or mildly negative/posit-
ive (35.2%). Thus, the amount of transitional patients is considerable even in the clinical
setting facing symptomatic patients and not only in the studies in the general population
dealing with asymptomatic subjects. Apolipoprotein E ε-4 genotype is a major determ-
inant of amyloid load but we miss this data in most patients so we cannot evaluate its
influence on our population but it is likely other variables can act on amyloid deposition
rate [97]. Moreover, differences in disease severity may also be reflected by differences
in amyloid load among subjects with MCI [278].

This work, moreover, is timely regarding its possible clinical applications. Firstly, it
could be used to indirectly compare anti-amyloid compounds in clinical trials based on
different tracers to evaluate drug-specific differences in target engagement and efficacy
in brain amyloid clearance, thus allowing a better understanding of their mode of action.
Moreover, if and when an anti-amyloid agent will be approved for clinical use, availab-
ility of an approach to directly compare PET fluorinated tracers will probably allow to
streamline the eligibility criteria evaluation and thus the treatment access. A further
possible by-product of the availability of validated, tracer-independent cut-off and trans-
ition values that differentiate positive and negative scans is represented by their use
during resident training to challenge the new readers with progressively difficult cases.

6.4.1 Study limitations
We have evaluated average tracer uptake in a volumetric ROI distributed in the

whole brain without further analyzing regional differences. Some authors have repor-
ted that amyloid brain deposition in specific regions has higher predictive value toward
transition to dementia or better correlate with cognitive impairment [46, 98].

This exploration was beyond the aim of the present study although the resolution
of this issue might have been relevant to rate especially borderline cases. We plan to
further explore this issue in the future with a more homogeneous patient sample.

Another limitation is that we lacked coregistered CT in a number of cases (50%), as
only PET scans were transferred and for the oldest ones recovery of CT was unfeasible.
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Indeed, it has been shown that reading amyloid PET with coregistered CT improves
correct classification compared to PET scan alone [53]. However, we did not observe
significant differences in classification intra- and inter-observer in the subset of patients
(>50% of the whole sample) with CT available.

Finally, APOE information was available in less than 10% of all cases only. It is
therefore omitted in the demographic table and it was not used in this study. However,
we did not investigate the reason for positivity nor the interplay with demographic varia-
bles. The semi-quantification ranking, the visual grading and their relationship should
therefore be independent from the APOE information.
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6.5 Supplementary materials

Figure 6.7: Reader concordance plot matrix (all 3 tracers combined). Labels: reader identifier.
Diagonal plots: grades statistics for each reader. Upper triangular plots: between-readers heat-
maps (number of scans per each grade pair); colors are proportional to the number of scans; white
= no scans. Lower triangular plots: between readers Bland-Altmann plots; red band ∆ grade = ±
2 (mild discrepancies).
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Table 6.11: Conversion parameters between tracers (container cohort regression).

ELBA
from / to florbetaben florbetapir
flutemetamol 1.30x [0.50 2.10] -0.18 [-0.77 0.40] 1.42x [0.40 2.45] -0.21 [-0.96 0.54]
florbetaben 0.80x [0.34 1.27] + 0.19 [-0.18 0.56]

SUVr
from / to florbetaben florbetapir
flutemetamol 1.02x [0.27 1.78] + 0.02 [-0.76 0.80] 0.55x [-0.01 1.12] + 0.57 [-0.04 1.17]
florbetaben 0.52x [0.10 0.95] + 0.56 [0.08 1.05]
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Chapter 7

A kinetics-based approach to amyloid
PET semi-quantification

7.1 Introduction
The recent NIA-AA diagnostic framework [125] considers the direct (i.e., through

PET imaging) or indirect (i.e., through cerebrospinal fluid, CSF, assay) evidence of abnor-
mal brain beta-amyloid deposition as the characteristic signature to define the Alzheimer’s
spectrum in vivo. This position is shared nowadays by most researchers and clinicians
and had been previously proposed by the International Working Group-II research cri-
teria in 2014 [62]. In the past few years, thanks to a number of commercial fluorinated
radiotracers, amyloid-PET has indeed emerged as a validated and effective proxy of brain
amyloidosis [121, 277, 48, 258], becoming a major tool in the diagnostic process in order
to confirm or, even more robustly, rule out Alzheimer’s disease (AD) [125, 62], and for
improving patient selection for clinical trials [288]. Currently, amyloid-PET assessment
consists of a visual evaluation by trained nuclear medicine physicians complemented by
the (still optional to date) support of a semi-quantification technique. The outcome is
usually a binary evaluation (negative/positive) of the scan, at least in the clinical setting.

In the set of semi-quantification techniques, the Standardized Uptake Value ratio
(SUVr) is the most widely used [139]. SUVr values represent the ratio of PET counts
between one or more target regions of interest (ROI) versus a reference region. SUVr-
based measures of amyloid-tracers uptake show good agreement both with histopatho-
logical measures of the density of neuritic plaques [48, 260] and with the binary classi-
fication obtained by CSF analysis [175] and visual assessment [260]. However there are
several possible choices both in drawing target ROIs and in identifying reference ROIs
for the purpose of amyloid status evaluation, and especially on the latter an agreement is
still lacking [133]. In addition, SUVr values can be impaired by several factors, such as
number of ROI, ROI drawing criteria [143, 264], partial volume effect (PVE) [254, 244],
and regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) fluctuations (particularly for longitudinal stud-
ies) [244].

In recent years, such variabilities have paved the way to explore alternative, SUVr-
independent approaches, such as ELBA [43] - a ROI-independent method designed to
capture intensity distribution patterns rather than actual counts - and the more sophist-
icated combined method SLOPE [37] which corrects for atrophy, spillover and blood flow
using a PET/MRI acquisition and sophisticated post-processing steps.

Many of the SUVr noisances are due to methodological issues, such as differences
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in ROI selection and placement [151]. In summary, the main issues that researchers
are trying to overcome derive from i) instability or inconsistency of cortical ROIs (MRI-
guided versus atlas-guided, hand-drawn versus automatic), ii) effect of rCBF changes
between patients and intra-patient, possibly affecting tracer delivery to the cortex, iii)
PVE, iv) lack of a standard in the choice of a reference region.

As a possible solution to address these issues, we propose an approach based on a
dual-time point acquisition, whose ROI are adapted to the individual patient anatomic
and pathophysiological characteristics. This approach does not need any template- or
MRI- registration and may be suitable for longitudinal evaluations. We take into ac-
count the surrogate rCBF information extracted by an early (“E”) PET static acquisition:
high rCBF regions are concentrated in the cortical gray matter (GM) and are used to de-
lineate the uptake ROIs. The reference ROI, instead, is defined on the standard static
acquisition - late (“L”) PET.

The ratio between the average intensities in the uptake ROIs (from the early scan
E) and the reference ROI (from the late scan L) is named “time-delayed ratio” (TDr).
The name underlines the fact that the uptake ROI is defined at an early time point in
the acquisition (E) but it is used at a later time point (it is mapped onto the late scan
L). TDr is therefore based on tracer kinetics, and the ROI are uniquely adapted to each
individual by using two static acquisitions at the opposite ends of the time frame for a
lipophilic tracer.

7.2 Material and methods

7.2.1 PET scans and subject selection
A set of 143 subjects consisting of 107 subjects from naturalistic populations (aged

54-87) and 36 elderly normal aging (NA) subjects - undergoing a comprehensive eva-
luation in the frame of previous studies - were acquired in four clinical centers with
18F-Florbetapir PET.

The participating institutions were: Nuclear Medicine Unit, Department of Health
Sciences (DISSAL), University and IRCCS Ospedale Policlinico S. Martino, Genoa, Italy
(HSM-GE, 29 subjects acquired with a Siemens BioGraph HiRes 1080); Department
of Nuclear Medicine, Fondazione Poliambulanza, Brescia, Italy (FPA-BS, 55 subjects
acquired with a Siemens BioGraph 40 mCT); University Hospitals and University of
Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland (HUG-GE, 40 subjects acquired with a Siemens BioGraph
128 mCT) and Nuclear Medicine Unit, IRCCS Istituti Clinici Scientifici Maugeri, Pavia,
Italy (ICSM-PV, 19 subjects acquired with GE Discovery 690 VCT). Demographics and
final diagnostic hypotheses are provided in table 7.1 and table 7.2. A further refine-
ment taking visual assessment into account is shown in the supplementary materials
(table 7.6).

Symptomatic outpatients underwent amyloid PET because of a clinical suspicion
of AD which could not be confirmed (or ruled out) on the basis of standard clinical-
neuropsychological assessment and morphological neuroimaging (usually MRI); a num-
ber of patients also had previously undergone brain 18F-Fluorodeoxyglucose PET. Pa-
tients were enrolled according to the local clinical practice and in keeping with the in-
ternational appropriate use criteria for amyloid PET [136]. No other selection criteria
was set. Injected dose for HSM-GE, FPA-BS and ICSM-PV had an average of ∼442 MBq
(min 370 MBq, max 536 MBq), in compliance to the minimum dosage suggested by the
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tracer manufacturer. Due to local regulations, HUG-GE injected dose ranged between
[180, 220] MBq with an average of ∼200 MBq.

Acquisition protocol was as follows: the patient was positioned into the scanner, in-
jected with the tracer and acquired for 5-7 minutes (E). Then he/she was let out of the
scanner and left resting for ∼40 minutes (i.e. 50 min after the injection). Lastly, the
patient was positioned again into the scanner for the L static acquisition (10 minutes)
according to the tracer manufacturer indications. E and L were therefore acquired with
patient repositioning and hence each scan needed its own CT for attenuation correction.

Table 7.1: Demographics.

Center # subjects
Gender

M/F
Age

[95% CI]
Visual assessment

Neg / Pos

FPA-BS 55 24/31 71 [69 72] 29/26
HUG-GE 40 19/21 72 [69 74] 24/16
ICSM-PV 19 9/10 76 [73 79] 7/12
HSM-GE 29 15/14 75 [72 78] 10/19

Table 7.2: Post-test diagnosis.

Center NA
Diagnosis Subtype

MCI / Dem. MCI / MCI-AD / AD dem. FTD / VCI / CBS / MSA

FPA-BS 9 12 / 34 12 / 0 / 19 6 / 6 / 2 / 1
HUG-GE 13 19 / 8 13 / 6 / 6 2 / 0 / 0 / 0
ICSM-PV 5 4 / 10 4 / 0 / 9 1 / 0 / 0 / 0
HSM-GE 9 6 / 14 4 / 2 / 14 0 / 0 / 0 / 0

Legend: NA, Normal Aging; MCI, Mild Cognitive Impairment; MCI-AD, MCI due to
Alzheimer’s Disease; AD dem, dementia due to Alzheimer’s Disease; FTD,
Frontotemporal Dementia; VCI, Vascular Cognitive Impairment; CBS, Cortico-basal
Syndrome; MSA, Multisystem atrophy; Dem, Dementia.

7.2.2 Kinetics
The TDr is a semi-quantification method that is inspired by the absolute quantific-

ation approach. Initially, the tracer flows into the blood vessels and then migrates to
the tissues. Thus, in the first 5-8 minutes the signal is dominated by the uptake in
brain structures as a function of rCBF, so that E can be taken as a proxy of brain per-
fusion [289, 221, 51, 182]. Then, from E it is possible to select highly-perfused tissues
and this selection is restricted to the broad cortical areas. Several studies compared
rCBF in both gray matter (GM) and white matter (WM): MRI-based arterial spin la-
beling (ASL) studies reported that WM blood flow is 1.6 to 4.6-times lower then GM
flow [266, 227, 8, 294], while PET perfusion studies showed 0.15 to 0.18 ml/g/min for
WM [153, 186, 208] and 1.05 ml/g/min for GM [153] resulting in a GM/WM ratio of 5.8/1
to 7.0/1. A high rCFB in a tissue ensures that the tracer is properly delivered. If Aβ

is present in this tissue, the tracer will bind to it; otherwise, it will be quickly washed
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out (good clearance). Therefore the selection of the relatively higher rCBF tissue in the
brain - which largely coincides with the GM - is the best place to look for good contrast
in the tracer uptake.

7.2.3 TDr computation
We denote by DE the highest perfusion domain delineated on E and DL is the highest

uptake domain identified on L. These two domains are a collection of voxels defined on
E and L as follows:

DE = (v ∈ E|Iv ≥ I0
E) (7.1)

DL = (v ∈ L|Iv ≥ I0
L) (7.2)

Where v represents the voxels, Iv is the intensity (counts) in v. I0
E and I0

L are
thresholds applied on E and L respectively (typical values are I0

E = 0.85 percentile and
I0

L = 0.99 percentile on the respective intensity distributions). In words, DE and DL are
collections of voxels whose intensities are greater than a specified value (see figure 7.1).
The TDr is then defined as:

TDr = < IL > |DE

< IL > |DL

(7.3)

The numerator of the TDr formula is the mean intensity in L (< IL >), averaged on
the voxels with high perfusion defined in E (DE, equation 7.1 ). Clearly, a high value of
IL|DE corresponds to a high uptake and vice-versa. As the absolute value of this intensity
can vary among subjects for a number of reasons (injected activity, rCBF, physiological
characteristics, etc.), this intensity must be normalized.

There are several choices for the reference ROIs according to the semi-quantification
approaches that require normalization: the pons [155], the cerebellar GM or the whole
cerebellum [48, 143, 148]. In recent years, concern has been raised about these reference
regions: the small size of the pons or the peripheral position of the cerebellum in the field
of view may introduce artifacts, and thus noise and variability in longitudinal measure-
ments [40, 149]. These works, in agreement with other longitudinal studies [253, 82, 23],
highlighted the potential advantages of a WM-based ROI as reference: reduction of the
variability in longitudinal measurement, improvement of semi-quantification to track
the increases of Aβ deposition and stability of SUVr at single subject level.

Since the delineation of the most appropriate WM region has not yet been standard-
ized, it was decided to use the highest uptake domain (DL), otherwise known as the “hot
spot”, which is typically located in the WM (a-specific uptake). The denominator of the
TDr formula (equation 7.3) is therefore the mean intensity in L (< IL >), averaged on the
voxels with highest uptake (DL).
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Figure 7.1: The early (E) and the late (L) scans of a positive and negative subject. On the E scans
the highest flow domain (DE) are outlined in green. On the L scans the highest uptake domains
(DL) are also outlined (in orange).

7.2.4 Threshold definition
MRI-based measurements of the cerebral cortical GM showed its thickness ranging

from 2.5± 0.7 mm up to 3.74± 0.32 mm [78, 137, 117, 156]. As we look for amyloid
presence in the cortex it is reasonable to select an intensity threshold I0

E that outlines
a domain DE whose thickness is comparable to the cortical GM thickness taking into
account the spatial resolution and the point spread function. The threshold I0

E = 0.85
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is defined as a quantile on the E intensity distribution: it is practically independent of
the single subject scan and it can be defined once and for all. To show this we computed
the threshold statistics on each patient finding the quantile corresponding to an average
thickness µ = 3.0± 0.16 mm. It turns out that the quantiles cluster along the mean
(µ= 0.847±0.036). Moreover, small variations within these limits do not affect the TDr
overall results.

Similarly, if DL indicates the hot spot in the image, we choose the threshold I0
L =

0.99 percentile on the L scan intensity distribution. This value was chosen so that DL
is a non-negligible volume (µ = 13.47±1.2 ml) and therefore less susceptible to inten-
sity fluctuations. Further information on the threshold computation are in Appendix A,
supplementary materials.

7.2.5 Image processing
TDr implementation is rather straightforward. It only needs a spatial registration

of E onto L, so that DE voxels can be mapped onto the late scan. This is done with a
6-parameters linear transformation, with the L scan as fixed image.

TDr can be implemented as an automatic procedure which does not require any su-
pervision (save an image registration check after mapping the early scan onto the late
scan).

In order to compare TDr with other semi-quantification methods (SUVr and ELBA)
we spatially normalized all scans to the MNI space as an additional step. This procedure
is identical to the one used in [43] and allowed us to take advantage of predefined MNI
segmentations to provide the confidential volume C. The confidential volume was used
to compute SUVr and ELBA values and therefore we now use it to constrain the domains
DE and DL, so that TDr is compared to other semi-quantification methods using infor-
mation coming from the same brain volume. The confidential volume C comes from the
MNI lobe atlas and is defined as the whole brain parenchyma minus some specific re-
gions: cerebellum, ventricles, brainstem and basal ganglia (figure 7.4 in supplementary
materials).

The average cortico-cerebellar SUVr was computed following the approach described
in [143], whereas the ELBA score was computed according to [43].

7.2.6 Validation
TDr values were compared to a) the binary visual assessment; b) two validated semi-

quantification methods (SUVr and ELBA).
The 143 PET scans were assessed by two expert readers (one nuclear medicine phys-

ician - MB - and one neurologist with certified reader training for 18F-Florbetapir and
with 5-y experience in evaluation - FN) who reached consensus on the visual evalua-
tion (i.e. negative or positive) on all scans. The discriminating power of the TDr was
measured by the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) for neg-
ative versus positive labeled scans. To get an estimate of the generalized performances
of the TDr versus visual assessment we used a bootstrap procedure combined with a
leave-10-out cross-validation. For each bootstrap step, 10 subjects were omitted (testing
group), a cut-off value maximizing the accuracy was calculated with the remaining sub-
jects (training group) and applied to the testing group. The whole process was repeated
until all subjects were labeled: then the accuracy, sensitivity and specificity were calcu-
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lated. The cut-off value was calculated as the mean of the cut-offs applied to the testing
groups. This procedure was iterated 500 times.

TDr was compared to SUVr and ELBA, and performance measured by Pearson correl-
ation. Finally, we looked at possible TDr-specific center effects with respect to SUVr and
ELBA. In the last analysis, we looked at residuals in the linear models TDr-SUVr and
TDr-ELBA in order to rule out non-linear relationships and to verify that TDr is indeed
an independent measure of amyloid load. Residual analysis involved the Lilliefors nor-
mality test and the estimation of the Pearson correlation coefficient between the model
residuals and the predictors.

7.3 Results
TDr performance versus the consensus binary visual assessment is summarized in

table 7.3, together with SUVr and ELBA values. TDr shows excellent results both on the
whole dataset and on single center cohorts.

Table 7.3: Performance (AUC) of TDr, SUVr and ELBA versus visual assessment.

Site TDr SUVr ELBA

FPA-BS 1.00 0.99 1.00
HUG-GE 1.00 0.95 1.00
ICSM-PV 1.00 0.94 0.98
HSM-GE 0.99 0.92 0.99
Whole set 0.99 0.95 0.99

The bootstrapped, cross-validation results are summarized in table 7.4. Within the
same procedure we computed the cut-off values: cTDr= 0.611 [0.610 - 0.620] (95% CI).
Similarly, cELBA= 0.956 [0.944 - 0.958] and cSUV r= 1.133 [1.113 - 1.149].

Table 7.4: Bootstrap estimation of accuracy, specificity and sensitivity versus visual assessment
calculated on the entire dataset.

Accuracy Specificity Sensitivity

[95% CI]

TDr
0.945

[0.937 0.951]
0.933

[0.931 0.934]
0.957

[0.928 0.970]

SUVr
0.863

[0.846 0.881]
0.842

[0.831 0.859]
0.888

[0.854 0.908]

ELBA
0.955

[0.944 0.958]
0.958

[0.958 0.959]
0.953

[0.930 0.957]

Figure 7.2 shows the direct comparison of the quantifier values together with the
visual evaluation (negative / positive label). cSUV r, cELBA and cTDr are also reported
in figure. Correlation results are summarized in table 5. TDr significantly correlates
with both SUVr and ELBA although it relates better with ELBA, as evidenced by the
correlation coefficients on the negative and positive classes separately.
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Figure 7.2: Scatter plot of all three semi-quantification methods versus the visual assessment.
Dotted horizontal and vertical lines show the cut-off (cSUV r = 1.133, cELBA = 0.956, cTDr = 0.611).

The impact of scan provenance is shown in figure 7.3. Negative and positive scans are
grouped by center and plotted on the same scale for all quantifier methods; the common
scale being the z-score values computed on the whole dataset (figure 7.3 left). For com-
parison, figure 7.3 (right) shows the distribution of the whole dataset grouped by binary
evaluation.

Figure 7.3: Boxplot of ELBA, SUVr and TDr (z-score) versus center and visual assessment (left).
The whole dataset distribution (z-score) (right). Between cohorts (same method) significant dif-
ferences are marked with brackets (t-test p-value < 0.05); a summary is also shown in table 7.5.
Negative scans are represented with lighter hues, positive with darker hues. White dots inside
the colored boxes are the medians.

For each method and for each visual class we computed t-test statistics among centers
to look for possible bias in centers and/or methods. Significant differences are shown in
figure 7.3 (left) and summarized in table 7.5. There is no clear pattern related to a specific
center and/or method, rather, each method shows significant differences between cohorts
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that seem unrelated to other methods.
Finally, we assessed whether TDr is an independent measure. We took a linear model

in the form TDr = k1 (ELBA) + k2 and found k1 = 0.849 [0.765 - 0.934] and k2 = -0.149
[-0.226 - -0.073]. Similarly for TDr vs. SUVr, k1 = 0.464 [0.370 - 0.559] and k2 = 0.068
[-0.042 - 0.179].

Residual analysis showed no significant deviations from normality (Lilliefors test,
p-value < 10−3) in both models. Moreover, the residuals and the predictor were found
to be uncorrelated and the linear regression of the residuals versus ELBA was found
to be compatible with the null model. The same analysis was carried on by switching
the dependent variable, and with TDr vs. SUVr; all yielded no significant relations.
Graphical representations for this latter analysis are shown in figure 7.5 (left), figure 7.5
(right), figure 7.6 (left) and figure 7.6 (right) (supplementary materials).

Table 7.5: Significant differences among cohorts in each visual class and by quantifier method
(t-test). Upper triangular slots refer to negative subjects (light hues), lower triangular slots refer
to positive subjects (darker hues).

FPA-BS HUG-GE ICSM-PV HSM-GE
FPA-BS X X X

HUG-GE X X X X
ICSM-PV X
HSM-GE X X

X = ELBA; X = SUVr; X = TDr.

7.4 Discussion
This work describes a semi-quantification method to be applied to amyloid-PET scans.

It is based on the typical properties of a non-receptorial tracer kinetics, that is, the radi-
oligand exhibits a perfusion-like trait if acquired for a short time after the injection.

As 18F-Florbetapir and the other radiopharmaceuticals to image brain amyloidosis
are lipophilic, they cross the blood-brain barrier and distribute to the brain as a function
of rCBF, with a ratio of about 0.8 (at least for 11C PiB) [221]. It may be assumed that
these early scans are a rCBF surrogate since a very good correlation has been demon-
strated with 18F-FDG PET data [54] according to the well known rCBF-metabolism
coupling.

Clearly, a highly perfused region has the capability of good imaging contrast because
it holds the highest probability of ligand binding (if amyloid is present) and high wash-
out rate (when there is no amyloid). The drawback to exploit this information is that we
need an ad-hoc acquisition consisting of two separate scans per subject.

We should underline though that the term “high-perfusion regions” does not signify
a selection of the most perfused GM volumes. We identify the cortex areas by exploiting
the differential flux between the WM and GM so that the “high perfusion regions” are
indeed the “only” perfused regions. That is, the GM is in general more perfused than the
WM.

When we select the 85% percentile on the global WM+GM brain ROI we actually se-
lect the only (relatively) more perfused part: the GM (plus some spill-over onto the WM).
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Therefore, even when we consider a lesser perfusion of the GM due to aging, pharmaco-
logical treatment or atrophy, the GM will still be selected as the relatively more perfused
part in the GM + WM volume. In other words, we don’t select the highest perfusion
ROIs within the GM, but rather we select the whole GM (be it normal or relatively pre-
served), which is identified in the same space and with the same resolution as the late
PET image.

Some notable exceptions exist however, such as focal loss of perfusion due, for in-
stance, to seizures, strokes or advanced atrophy. In these cases the DE domain (i.e. the
selected GM in the early scan) would not include these areas but we would not expect to
evaluate them either.

Early image acquisition can provide insights regarding rCBF (which is coupled with
metabolism and thus indirectly, with synaptic function/dysfunction) and at the same
time can be exploited to help in the quantification of the late scan. Indeed, the introduc-
tion of early scans is becoming more and more popular for it is investigated to be a proxy
even of 18F-FDG PET [54, 205, 231, 40]. Besides, the acquisition of an early scan poses
little inconvenience on the patient and on the scanner management.

We have therefore hope that more data will be available with two scans per subject,
that we shall use to consolidate the validation procedure.

Methodologically, TDr relies on a (crude) estimation of high perfusion volumes, which
are closely related to the cortical thickness. Works in literature show a rather large spec-
trum of values, depending also on the used techniques. These however should not be
taken at face value as we must take into consideration the peculiarity of the estimation
technique and its meaning and equivalent for PET. For instance, ASL-based perfusion
values may be affected by partial volume effect and blurring that can lead to underestim-
ation of GM and overestimation of WM perfusion amplitude. Anyway, we showed that
the estimation of perfusion volume - defined by imposing a threshold on the intensity
statistics of the early scan - is not overly critical, so that a mean value can be effectively
used for the sake of robustness.

A particular, potential useful characteristic of TDr is that its computation depends
on the definition of regions with the high rCBF and thus should be less affected by the
issue of reduced tracer delivery because of focal hypoperfusion. This characteristic may
be especially relevant not only in cross-sectional but even more in longitudinal studies
because it is known that in AD as well as in other neurodegenerative diseases both
atrophy increases and rCBF decreases with time as a function of hypometabolism. Using
TDr should ensure that the cortical ROI are always positioned in regions with sufficient
rCBF and not in severely atrophic or hypoperfused ones. Whether TDr could improve
semi-quantification in longitudinal studies remains to be tested although preliminary
analyses (to be published) seem to confirm this hypothesis.

Concerning overall performance, the TDr is an independent measure with very good
accuracy and on par - if not better - with previously validated methods.

As TDr is mathematically similar to SUVr (a ratio between two uptakes, averaged
over some ROIs), one would expect a closer relationship with it. Instead, we find TDr to
be more related to ELBA, both as correlation on the whole population and on the separate
negative and positive subjects. This could be ascribed to the inherent SUVr variability
due to the fact that uptake and reference ROIs are pre-defined in size and positioning,
which can lead to larger errors on the single subject. This variability underlines the
need to use the subject’s MRI when positioning ROIs, a step that was lacking in the
SUVr computation of this study.
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The intra-class correlation between TDr and ELBA impacts not only the TDr val-
idation, but it also has pathophysiological implications: it confirms that the transition
between the negative and positive state is neither abrupt nor untraceable and that the
concept of borderline scans is actually not a mere technical nuisance.

Results grouped by center show some uneven behavior. The discrepancies can depend
on several factors: on the one hand there is heterogeneity in patient selection, scan-
ner and the image reconstruction protocol; on the other hand, each semi-quantification
method may respond differently to scan type, quality and reconstruction parameters.

We argue that the latter hypothesis is indeed the most likely, as we do not see a con-
sistent response of all methods on a particular center; rather, differences are scattered
in methods, centers and visual assessment. It is therefore likely that significant cohort
differences can be attributed to the sensitivity each quantifier has with respect to the
hardware and reconstruction parameters, that is due to the specific methodological ap-
proach. For instance, the peculiar response for HUG-GE could be explained by the larger
number of NA subjects and by the difference in acquisition protocol (lowest injected dose
paired with the newest scanner model).

Among the technical heterogeneities we could mention the variability on the acqui-
sition time of the early scan, which might be of concern since it captures a significant
transient in the kinetics. The early scan timings defined in this work (5-8 min) has been
agreed upon by our Nuclear Medicine physicians to be a reasonable range that takes into
consideration the variability due to patient handling and possible nuisances in the posi-
tioning in the scanner. In practice though, all participating centers followed the stricter
acquisition interval [0 min - 1 min] as the starting time, to [5 min - 7 min] as the end
time. As a concluding remark, one might observe from table 7.5 that ELBA is different
among centers in just one case while SUVr is different in 4 cases and TDr in 5 cases.
Indeed, the lack of uptake and reference regions that characterizes the ELBA method is
a strong point in favour of this approach and might explain the better robustness with
respect to data provenance. However ELBA is not immune to the nuisances typical of
multicenter studies, such as the signal-to-noise ratio and severe differences in the image
reconstruction methods (as also discussed in [42]). Hence, we believe there is no single
winner in the semi-quantification race, but all methods must be considered and - pos-
sibly - integrated in order to deliver more reliable results. On this note, and taking into
consideration the residuals independence, we argue that a suitable weighted average of
all three methods would be a more robust estimate of the brain amyloid burden.

7.4.1 Study limitations
The main limitation of this study is the lack of histopathological validation. While

this is true for most semi-quantification works, this study also lacks the cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF) assays. In our dataset we only have a handful of patients with CSF-Aβ1−42
and tau assays and these were collected from different centers (3 from HSM-GE and 6
from HUG-GE); a plot summarizing these data is provided in the supplementary ma-
terials (figure 7.7). While we believe that a further validation of TDr should entail the
comparison with Aβ1−42 CSF levels, we can point out that ELBA was successfully com-
pared with CSF on a much larger number of subjects and that the strong correlation of
TDr with ELBA suggest that TDr would perform equally well.

Another limitation of this study is the lack of data with other fluorinated tracers. This
is an unfortunate consequence caused by the need of the supplementary early acquisi-
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tion, which is usually not available in larger, public dataset such as the ADNI. However,
we refer to Chincarini et al. [42] for a thorough validation of ELBA and SUVr on a nat-
uralistic population using all three fluorinated tracers. The substantial equivalent of all
tracers both for negative/positive contrast and between quantification methods, together
with the similar non-receptorial characteristics, suggest that the TDr should perform
similarly on the other tracers (florbetaben and flutemetamol).

7.5 Compliance with ethical standards
The scans were acquired in the clinical setting for diagnostic purposes. All subjects

(or their legal representative, if demented) were informed that their scans would have
been used for research purposes and gave their written consent. All procedures per-
formed were in accordance with the ethical standards of each local institutional Ethics
Committee and with the 1964 Helsinki declaration and its later amendments or com-
parable ethical standards. The supervising ethics committee for this study is the CER
(Comitato Etico della Regione Liguria), based in Genoa, Italy. Ethics Committees ap-
provals included the transfer of imaging data, all anonymized brain amyloid-PET were
collected from the centers in DICOM format.

Quality of images was checked by an experienced Nuclear Medicine Physician (S.M.).
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7.6 Supplementary materials

Table 7.6: Post-test diagnosis grouped by amyloid PET visual assessment (negative + positive).

Center NA
Diagnosis subtype

MCI / MCI-AD / AD dem. FTD / VCI / CBS / MSA

FPA-BS 9+0 12+0/ 0+0 / 0+19 3+3 / 4+2 / 0+2 /1+0
HUG-GE 11+2 11+2/ 0+6 / 0+6 2+0 / 0+0/ 0+0/ 0+0
ICSM-PV 5+0 2+2 / 0+0 / 0+9 0+1 / 0+0 / 0+0 / 0+0
HSM-GE 8+1 2+2 / 0+2 / 0+14 0+0 / 0+0 / 0+0 / 0+0

Legend: NA, Normal Aging; MCI, Mild Cognitive Impairment; MCI-AD, MCI due to
Alzheimer’s Disease; AD dem, dementia due to Alzheimer’s Disease; FTD,
Frontotemporal Dementia; VCI, Vascular Cognitive Impairment; CBS, Cortico-basal
Syndrome; MSA, Multisystem atrophy.

Figure 7.4: An example of the confidential volume C (coronal, sagittal and axial views). From
the brain parenchyma the cerebellum, the ventricles, the brainstem and the basal ganglia are
excluded.
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Figure 7.5: Residuals of the linear regression TDr∼ELBA versus ELBA (left). Residuals of the
regression ELBA∼TDr versus TDr (right). The red line represents the fitting curve, the brown
area represents the 95% confidence interval. The dashed line represents the equation y = 0.

Figure 7.6: Residuals of the linear regression TDr∼SUVr versus SUVr (left). Residuals of the
regression SUVr∼TDr versus TDr (right). The red line represents the fitting curve, the brown
area represents the 95% confidence interval. The dashed line represents the equation y = 0.
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Figure 7.7: CSF protein concentration versus TDr grouped by visual assessment (negative, pos-
itive). Amyloid beta 1-42 (Aβ1−42), total Tau (tTau) and phosphorilated Tau (pTau). The dotted
vertical line shows the cut-off on the TDr values.
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7.6.1 Appendix A: threshold computation
We detail here the basics of the threshold calculation (I0

E and I0
L). The average ROI

thickness was computed on all early scans and for different threshold values (quantiles),
so we have one average thickness per patient.

In figure 7.8 we show the average thicknesses versus the quantile. We see that setting
I0

E = 0.85 appears reasonable, as the dispersion is low and it encompasses the thickness
range found in literature ([2.5 - 3.74] mm). Conversely, we also looked at the I0

E value
that corresponds to an average thickness of 3 mm.

Figure 7.9 shows the distribution of I0
E due to a fixed average 3 mm thickness. The

quantiles distribution mean is µ = 0.847±0.036.
A threshold based on quantile value (therefore a relative value) instead of an abso-

lute cutoff is a more robust approach with respect to inter-individual variabilities. A
percentile-based threshold depends on the single scan’s intensity distribution which is
not affected by normalization. According to the manufacturer’s information for the tracer
(Eli Lilly and Company. AmyvidTM (florbetapir [18F] injection) for intravenous use pre-
scribing information, December 2013. http://pi.lilly.com/us/amyvid-uspi.pdf.), the nor-
malization on the maximum intensity is recommended for a correct assessment. Thus,
the threshold on I0

L was set to delineate a non-negligible volume DL on each scan (µ =
13.47±1.2 ml) which is less susceptible to intensity fluctuations but, at the same time,
contains the maximum intensity of each scan.

Figure 7.8: Average thicknesses varying I0
E in a range from 0.75 up to 0.95. The dark area

represents twice the standard deviation of the average thickness with I0
E = 0.85 (2σ = 0.317).
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Figure 7.9: Distribution of quantiles I0
E used to outlines a domain DE whose average thickness

is 3 mm.
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Chapter 8

Probing the role of a regional
quantitative assessment of amyloid
PET

8.1 Introduction
Amyloid PET (amy-PET) allows to evaluate the presence of increased brain amyloid-

β (Aβ) deposition, the hallmark of Alzheimer pathology. This occurs in virtually all
patients with Alzheimer’s disease (AD) [125], in other neurodegenerative diseases (such
as dementia with Lewy bodies, DLB [240], as well as in otherwise healthy elderly sub-
jects [286, 145, 132].

In AD, according to the biomarker-based model, the Aβ accumulation starts many
years before symptoms onset: thus, patients are expected to have already reached the
plateau of Aβ deposition at the time of the diagnosis [127].

In clinical practice, the amy-PET is visually inspected to provide a binary posit-
ive/negative outcome; it has a high negative predictive value, representing a robust tool
to reject AD diagnosis in case of a negative scan [136]. The positive predictive value is
milder and strongly relies on subject age and on pre-test probability level of having AD,
due to the high prevalence of isolated brain amyloidosis in the elderly [136].

Borderline amy-PET results have been reported not only in the general population
where they can be expected during the accumulation stage, but even in patients with
cognitive symptoms and suspected to be affected with AD or another dementia [214].
Indeed, Aβ accumulation represents a dynamic process and thus a dichotomic reading
may not be adequate with respect to the underlying biological phenomenon.

Semi-quantitative methods are available to help visual reading, among those the
standardized uptake value ratio (SUVr) based methods are the most used [139]. Com-
pared to visual readings, semi-quantitative methods can also be used to characterize the
regional differences in amyloid-β deposition.

To date, local Aβ burden has not been associated with specific clinical symptoms.
However, recent studies have shown that exaggerated accumulation in basal ganglia is
a marker of a more severe AD clinical course [105, 46], but other regions might contrib-
ute [212, 177]. Indeed, the spreading patterns of Aβ and whether different trajectories
of regional accumulation exist among patients are not well understood yet.

With the aim of investigating the role of regional amyloid-β burden and its implica-
tion on clinical-neuropsychological features, we performed a regional analysis of Aβ load
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in a naturalistic cohort of patients undergoing amy-PET for a suspect of AD.
Our a priori hypothesis is that the distribution of amyloid is not homogeneous across

brain regions, but different regions are characterized by a different degree of amyloid
deposition [22].

This hypothesis is in line with the known progression of amyloid deposition in AD
brain from neuropathological studies, however it has not been previously used to guide
our approach to amy-PET imaging interpretation. Indeed, to date only the whole brain
amyloid-β load is used in the majority of amy-PET studies, while the presence of re-
gional differences in the Aβ burden is often neglected. This limited focus on whole brain
metrics is unusual in the application of imaging metrics to study the physiopathology
of neurological diseases, as shown for example by the development of regional metrics
of damage as aids in the diagnostic processes in other conditions such as multiple scler-
osis [164], or by the focus on regional patterns of hypometabolism in FDG-PET studies
of neurodegenerative conditions [55].

8.2 Material and methods

8.2.1 Patient selection
We retrospectively enrolled 109 consecutive patients (aged 54-87, µ= 72.2±5.8) who

underwent amy-PET for a clinical suspicion of AD. Patients were evaluated for a first
assessment of cognitive complaints with standard clinical evaluation, including screen-
ing blood and urine exams, neurological and neuropsychological evaluation, structural
neuroimaging (Magnetic Resonance Imaging, in most cases) by the memory clinic of Uni-
versity Hospital in Genoa.

In the case the caring physician was still unconfident with the diagnosis, at the end
of the diagnostic procedure, the patient was asked to undergo amy-PET.

The 109 patients were selected from a naturalistic dataset following these criteria:
they were symptomatic subjects with suspicion of AD, but whose diagnosis could not be
confirmed in the absence of amyloid status. Those who underwent amy-PET shared this
background: i) a cognitive complaint with objectively confirmed impairment; ii) AD as a
possible diagnosis, but when the diagnosis is uncertain after a comprehensive evaluation
by a dementia expert; and iii) when the awareness of the presence or absence of amyloid-
beta pathology is expected to increase diagnostic certainty and alter management.

The amy-PET examination observed the appropriate use criteria [136], that is: i) pa-
tients suffered from persistent or progressive unexplained mild cognitive impairment, ii)
patients satisfied core clinical criteria for possible AD because of unclear clinical present-
ation, either atypical clinical course or etiologically mixed presentation and iii) patients
showed progressive dementia and atypically early age of onset (usually defined as 65
years or less in age). Thus, the diagnoses were defined after the information on amyloid
status determined by the amy-PET.

The neuropsychological examination included: (1) test of semantic and phonological
verbal fluency to assess language; (2) Trail-Making Test (TMT) A and Stroop color-
word test to assess attention and working memory; (3) TMT B, Stroop color test and
symbol-digit for executive functions; (4) Rey Auditory Verbal Memory Test (immediate
and delayed recall) to investigate verbal memory; (5) figure copying of the mental de-
terioration battery (simple copy) to assess visuoconstruction abilities. Mini-mental state
examination (MMSE) was used as a measure of global cognitive function. The 15-item
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geriatric depression scale (GDS) was administered to rule out depression. Moreover,
patients underwent baseline clinical evaluation, including clinical interview and ques-
tionnaires for ADLs, IADLs and Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR) in order to assess the
presence of dementia.

Raw scores were converted into z-scores, computed using normative population refe-
rence data as previously reported [200].

Further information on neuropsychological assessment, demographics and final dia-
gnostic hypotheses are reported in table 8.1. ApoE genotypes were available for 51 pa-
tients (details are provided in the supplementary material, Appendix A).

Table 8.1: Demographics, final diagnostic hypotheses, and neuropsychological assessment for the
overall dataset and grouped by low, mid, and high global Aβ levels. Apart from the MMSE, all
the neuropsychological tests are reported as z-scored values.

Overall Low Mid High
Demographics Sample size 109 36 36 37

Age [y] 72.2±5.8 73.6±4.8 73.2±5 69.9±6.7
Sex (M%) 50.4% 55.4% 52.7% 43.2%

Education [y] 10.2±4.3 9.7±4.4 10.1±4.4 10.8±4.3
Final diagnostic hypotheses MCIAD 51 6 22 23

PseudoD/SCI 15 11 4 -
MCI undetermined origin 6 6 - -

probAD 27 4 9 14
probFTD 10 9 1 -

Neuropsychological tests MMSE score
26.2

[13 30]
25.7

[13 30]
26.6

[21 30]
26.3

[18 30]
RAVLT Immediate -3.1±1.6 -3.1±1.5 -3.2±1.9 -3.1±1.5

RAVLT Delayed -2.5±1.4 -2.4±1.3 -2.4±1.4 -2.7±1.1
Semantic Verbal Fluency -1.5±1.2 -1.4±1.3 -1.5±1.3 -1.5±1.1

Visuoconstruction -0.7±0.9 -0.7±0.9 -0.5±1.0 -0.8±0.9
TMT-A -1.6±1.5 -1.5±1.5 -1.8±1.5 -1.4±1.5
TMT-B -2.0±2.0 -2.0±2.4 -2.1±2.0 -2.0±1.5

Symbol Digit -0.5±1.5 -0.7±1.3 -0.1±1.5 -0.7±1.8
Stroop Colour -1.0±0.9 -1.0±1.1 -1.2±0.9 -0.7±07

Stroop Colour and Word -1.0±0.8 -0.8±0.9 -1.1±0.8 -1.0±0.5

MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination; MCIAD, Mild cognitive impairment due to
AD; PseudoD, Pseudodementia (Depression-related cognitive dysfunction); SCI,
subjective cognitive impairment; probAD, probable AD dementia; probFTD, probable
frontotemporal dementia; RAVLT, Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test; TMT, Trail
making test.

8.2.2 Amyloid PET acquisition
Amy-PET were acquired with a PET/CT system (Siemens BioGraph 16) following the

recommendations of tracer manufacturers and the guidelines provided by the European
Association of Nuclear Medicine and the Society of Nuclear Medicine [184]. Scans were
acquired with all the fluorinated tracers available at the time of the examination, (i.e.:
18F-Flutemetamol, 36 subjects; 18F-Florbetapir, 59 subjects and 18F-Florbetaben, 14
subjects) and reconstructed on a 256×256 matrix with a voxel size of 1.33×1.33×2.00
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mm. Injected doses ranged between 185 MBq and 370 MBq in compliance to the dosage
suggested by the tracer manufacturer [66, 219, 90].

Each scan was visually assessed by 2 independent trained nuclear medicine phys-
icians with a binary output (31 negative, 78 positive), discrepancies were resolved by
consensus. No statistically significant differences were observed in neuropsychological
assessment between the amyloid-positive and negative patients (t-test, p>0.05). This is
in line with the naturalistic quality of the dataset as all subjects underwent an amyl-
oid PET scan in order to clarify the diagnosis of an already established cognitive deficit,
although of various etiologies.

This study was approved by the local Ethics Committee; all subjects gave written
informed consent to undergo amyloid PET in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki
as well as to have their anonymized data used for retrospective research.

8.2.3 Image processing
In addition to the binary reading, all the amyloid PET scans were analysed with two

independent semi-quantitative approaches or quantifiers: SUVr and ELBA.
The SUVr [139] is defined as the ratio of counts between a target region of interest

(ROI) and a reference one. The whole cerebellum was used as reference as it is demon-
strated to provide measures less prone to segmentation error than other choices (i.e:
cerebellum gray matter, brain stem) [244].

ELBA is a SUVr-independent approach designed to capture intensity distribution
patterns that are global properties of the whole brain and do not require a reference
ROI [43].

The PickAtlas toolbox [169], was used to divide the supra-tentorial gray matter into
11 ROIs for each hemisphere, as detailed in table 8.2. ROIs in the left hemisphere were
progressively numbered, from anterior to posterior, from 1 to 11. The same numbering
order was applied in the right hemisphere so that the ROI 1 and 12 were homologous as
well as the 2 and the 13 and so on. The brain parcellation is shown in the supplementary
figure 8.6.

Regional SUVr and ELBA were calculated on these 22 ROIs that were maintained
large enough to be less susceptible to intensity fluctuations (average volume: µ= 54.8±
28.8 ml). In order to compare measures obtained from scans acquired with different
tracers we mapped the results of the two quantifiers with a reference model of uptake
conversion into the same tracer (18F-Florbetapir, which is the most common in the data-
set) [42].

The inter-independence of ELBA and SUVr enabled us to combine them in a single,
more robust score. Thus, the geometric mean of the two quantifiers provided a regional
quantification for each ROI.

The two quantifiers were applied onto the spatially-normalized image [42]. Each
scan was mapped onto the MNI space (isotropic spacing, voxel dimension 1.00×1.00×1.00
mm) with a multi-step registration procedure consististing in global intensity re-scaling,
rigid registration and affine registration. Then, the 22 ROIs atlas and the cerebellar
ROI were mapped from the MNI space to the affine-transformed PET with a deformable
registration.

The ANTs registration toolkit [9] was used with the mutual information metric.
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Table 8.2: List of the 22 ROIs. In the Composition column each ROI is defined and the cor-
responding name is listed in the Label columns. Since the atlas is symetrical, the ROIs were
progressively numbered from 1 to 22 (columns #). The ROIs were numbered according to their
position, from anterior to posterior: in the left hemisphere the ROIs were numbered from 1 to 11,
whereas in the right one they were numbered from 12 to 22.

Composition # Label (L) # Label (R)

Insula, Rolandic operculum 1 Insular cortex 12 Insular cortex

Superior, middle and inferior
occipital gyrus, lingual gyrus, cuneus,

calcarine sulcus
2 Occipital cortex 13 Occipital cortex

Hippocampus, parahippocampal
cortex, amygdala, fusiform gyrus

3 Mesial temporal lobe 14 Mesial temporal lobe

Caudate, putamen, pallidum, thalamus 4 Subcortical gray matter 15 Subcortical gray matter

Precentral, postcentral and paracentral
lobule,supplementary motor area

5
Primary motor and
sensorimotor cortex

16
Primary motor and
sensorimotor cortex

Precuneus, posterior cingulate cortex 6
Precuneus and posterior

cingulate cortex
17

Precuneus and posterior
cingulate cortex

Parietal cortex without postcentral cortex 7 Parietal cortex 18 Parietal cortex

Superior, middle and inferior temporal gyrus,
temporal pole, Heschl gyrus

8 Temporal cortex 19 Temporal cortex

Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex 9 Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex 20 Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex

Rectus gyrus, olfactory cortex,
orbitofrontal cortex

10 Orbitofrontal cortex 21 Orbitofrontal cortex

Medial frontal cortex,
anterior cingulate cortex

11 Mesial frontal cortex 22 Mesial frontal cortex

(L) = left hemisphere; (R) = right hemisphere;

8.2.4 Methods overview
In order to evaluate the possible additional value of a regional assessment of amyl-

oid PET we first checked if the association of the Aβ deposition among different regions
varied along with the global burden. Patients were grouped according to their overall Aβ

load and the regional correlation maps from each group were compared to the overall cor-
relation map. Subsequently, the correlation was used as a measure of similarity between
the different regions and a hierarchical clustering merged together the ROIs into a num-
ber of meta-ROIs. Finally, a regression analysis between neuropsychological assessment
and the ratio of Aβ load between different meta-ROIs was carried out looking for clinical
implication on different Aβ spreading across the meta-ROIs.

A graphical representation of the whole process is provided in figure 8.1.
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Figure 8.1: A graphical representation of the analyses summarized in the subsection 8.2.4.

Correlation maps

The image processing delivered for each scan a set of 22 regional scores, one for each
ROI, used to calculate the inter-region correlation matrix of Pearson coefficient for the
whole dataset (CD).

To evaluate whether the association of the Aβ deposition in different brain regions
varies with the global burden, the dataset was splitted into three subsets of low, medium
and high global amyloid-β levels. These are defined as tertiles on the first principal
component scores of the quantification estimated by the principal component analysis
(PCA). The PCA was performed on the SUVr and ELBA scores extracted from each ROIs.
In PCA, the first principal component accounts for the greatest variance in the input
data. In this case, the first principal component (PC) is the one that better captures
the variability of the Aβ load estimated by the two quantifiers. Moreover, this approach
allows to take advantage of the independence of the SUVr and ELBA providing a robust
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ranking value.
Afterwards, the dataset was splitted into tertiles of the first PC, providing the three

subsets described in table 8.1. Similarly, to CD , an inter-region correlation matrix of
Pearson coefficient was calculated for each subset: one for the low-amyloid group (CL),
one for the medium-amyloid group (CM) and one for the high-amyloid group (CH).

Finally, in order to check whether CL, CM and CH significantly differed from CD , a
bootstrap analysis was performed, and the four correlation matrices were compared.

ROIs aggregation and regression analysis

To mitigate the collinearity of the regional uptake, the target ROIs were merged
together according to the pairwise similarity measured with CD . This operation was car-
ried out by applying a correlation-based hierarchical clustering to CD . The conventional
UPGMA was used as linkage criteria. The output clusters are referred to as meta-ROIs.

Subsequently, a score Q i was associated with each meta-ROI (i=1, .. , N where N is
the total number of meta-ROIs) representing the Aβ deposition in each meta-ROI. Each
Qi score was calculated by averaging the regional scores from the generating merged
ROIs. To investigate the different distribution of the amyloid-β deposition between meta-
ROIs, the pairwise ratios of the Qi scores were calculated (Q i/Q j, where i, j=1, .. , N and
i6=j).

Linear regression was used to examine the direct association between the Aβ depos-
ition (both whole-brain deposition and regional Q i scores) and all the z-scored neuropsy-
chological tests listed in table 8.11. Similarly, we tested regression with the pairwise
ratios Q i/Q j. All models were adjusted for age, education and sex.

For each significant regression, the Cook’s distance was calculated. This metric is
commonly used to spot the highly influential points of a model, providing, for each obser-
vation, a distance proportional to the effect of deleting such observation. In this study
the Cook’s distance was used to assess whether patients with low, medium and high
amyloid-β burden differently contributed to each model and therefore, whether the in-
formation linked to the cognitive decline was uniformly distributed over the range of
global Aβ.

Validation and confirmatory tests

To test the robustness and validate our analyses we computed several variations and
cross-checks over the whole procedure.

To probe whether the results of the correlation analysis were independent of the
choice of the axis over which the patients were ordered, the same analysis was performed
with MMSE and age as ranking variables (details in the supplementary material, Ap-
pendix B).

To test the consistency of our results with respect to the quantification approaches,
we repeated the analyses using only the SUVr. Thus, the global SUVr was used as a
ranking value and the regional SUVr as a representation of the regional load. For added
robustness, the analysis of the correlation maps was also replicated using the centiloid
as ranking value [143] (further information in the supplementary material, Appendix
C).

The robustness of the regression analysis to clustering variations was tested by vary-
ing the cut-off (see the supplementary material, Appendix D).
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Finally, to assess whether possible differences in the 18F-Florbetapir regional reten-
tion might affected results, we replicated the analyses in the subgroup acquired only
with this radiotracer (see supplementary material, Appendix E for more details).

8.3 Results

8.3.1 Correlation maps
The correlation matrix CD for the whole dataset is shown in figure 8.2. Pearson

correlation coefficients (ρ) of CD range from 0.21 to 0.98 and the average ρ is equal to
0.73. It can be observed that the subcortical gray matter ROIs (the number 11 and 22,
according to table 8.2) exhibit the smallest correlations with other brain regions (average
ρ=0.47 and ρ=0.39 respectively, [0.21 0.74]).

Conversely, strong correlation was noticed between homologous ROIs in the two hemi-
spheres (average ρ=0.95, [0.89 0.98]).

Figure 8.2: Inter-regional correlation matrix CD of Pearson coefficient calculated for the whole
dataset. Details on the ROIs composition are provided in table 8.2.

Figure 8.3 displays the correlation matrices CL, CM and CH of the three groups of
patients with low, medium and high levels of brain amyloidosis, respectively.

As figure 8.3 (c) suggests, the matrix CH of the group with high levels of Aβ exhibited
the strongest average correlation (ρ=0.51 [-0.31 0.97]), whereas CM , corresponding to the
medium group, showed the weakest average correlation (ρ=0.23 [-0.46 0.94]), figure 8.3
(b). The average correlation for CL is ρ=0.38 [-0.41 0.94], figure 8.3 (a).

Similarly to what observed in CD , the subcortical gray matter ROIs exhibited the
smallest average ρ with other ROIs in CL, CM and CH . Specifically, the smallest cor-
relations for the subcortical gray matter ROIs were observed in CL where the average
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ρ for the ROI 11 and for the ROI 22 were ρ=-0.04 [-0.37 0.42] and ρ=-0.10 [-0.41 0.49]
respectively. In CM and CH the average coefficients for the ROI 11 were ρ=0.01 [-0.45
0.75] and ρ=0.07 [-0.24 0.56] respectively. The average coefficients for the ROI 22 were
ρ=0.01 [-0.46 0.69] in CM , and ρ=0.00 [-0.31 0.51] in CH .

Similarly to what observed for the entire cohort, the average correlation between
homologous ROIs is strong not only for the low but also for the medium and the high
amyloid group: ρ=0.84 [0.68 0.94], ρ=0.77 [0.49 0.94] and ρ=0.90 [0.78 0.97] respectively.

The bootstrap analysis evidenced that the correlation matrices from the low (CL),
medium (CM) and high (CH) subsets significantly differed from the overall matrix CD
respectively at 90.1%, 93.8% and 75.2% of the total number of matrix elements. Statist-
ical significance was quantified by the 95% bootstrap confidence interval.

The bootstrap was also applied to compare the connectivity matrices CL, CM and CH .
CM differs from CL and CH at 83% and 81.4% respectively. Whereas CL and CH differed
at 71.1% of the total number of elements. Thus, CM is the correlation matrix that mostly
differed from the other two.

8.3.2 ROIs aggregation and regression analyses
The dendrogram of the hierarchical clustering of CD was cut to 0.2, thus providing

5 meta-ROIs whose composition is described in table 8.3. This result is robust to small
variations of the cut-off (supplementary material, Appendix D).

Aside from the meta-ROI 5, which is the largest composite cluster of highly correl-
ated neocortical regions (average correlation ρ=0.86 [0.75 0.98]), the other meta-ROIs
included only a single region and its contralateral homologous one.

Table 8.3: The meta-ROI composition is explained: the names of the ROIs in the Composition
column correspond to the labels listed in table 8.2 and an incremental ID (#) is used to uniquely
identify each meta-ROI. All ROIs in the Composition column are intended as right and left.

meta-ROI (#) Composition
1 Insular cortex
2 Occipital cortex
3 Orbitofrontal cortex
4 Subcortical gray matter

5

Medial temporal lobe, Primary motor and
sensorimotor cortex,Precuneus and posterior cingulate cortex,

Parietal cortex, Temporal cortex, Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
and Medial frontal cortex

The ANOVA excluded statistically significant differences of the neuropsychological
tests between patients with low, mid and high levels of global amyloid. The regression
analysis tested the association between the Aβ load and the cognitive impairment.

No significant relationship was observed between the amyloid-β burden in each meta-
ROI (Q i) nor in the whole-brain, and the neuropsychological test scores. Conversely,
weak but still significant associations were observed between the pairwise ratios Q i/Q j
and the semantic verbal fluency test (p<0.05). The p-values of the regression models
were corrected with the Benjamini-Yekutieli procedure for multiple testing.

Interestingly, all the significant ratios involved the Q4 that represents the subcortical
gray matter meta-ROI. In figure 8.4 all the significant models are shown. No other ratios
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Figure 8.3: Inter-regional correlation matrix of Pearson coefficient (CL, CM , CH) calculated for a)
the low, b) medium and c) high amyloid group respectively. Details on the ROIs composition are
provided in table 8.2.

besides those listed in figure 8.4 showed significant relationship with the neuropsycho-
logical variables.

For each model in figure 8.4, the Cook’s distances were calculated. Then, given that
the Cook’s distance is characteristic of each observation, and therefore of each patient,
they were grouped according to the low, medium and high level of amyloid. Results
are illustrated in figure 8.5: the boxplots display the distribution of the Cook’s distances
grouping patients by global Aβ levels and provide a representation of the influence on the
models of each group of patients. The p-values below 0.05 refer to the models where the
Cook’s distance of the low-amyloid patients is significantly greater than that of the high-
amyloid. Although the significance is not reached for each model, the Cook’s distances
mostly trended downward with the amyloid load.
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Figure 8.4: Associations of pairwise ratios (x-axis) and semantic fluency (y-axis). In each scatter
plot the patients are denoted with dots, the red line is the linear regression and the pale red area
represents the 95% confidence interval. The significance and the strength of the association are
indicated with the relative p-value and the R2 respectively. The Q i/Q j are dimensionless as they
represent the ratios of Aβ deposition in each meta-ROI calculated by averaging regional SUVr
and ELBA. Q1: Insular cortex, Q2: Occipital cortex, Q3: Orbitofrontal cortex, Q4: Subcortical
gray matter, Q5: Highly correlated neocortical regions.
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Figure 8.5: A Cook’s distance for each linear regression model depicted in figure 8.4. The dis-
tances were grouped according to the level of amyloid of each observation (i.e. low, medium and
high). The p-values refers to the significance of a one-tailed t-test between the low and the high
groups. The Q i/Q j are dimensionless as they represent the ratios of Aβ deposition in each meta-
ROI calculated by averaging regional SUVr and ELBA. Q1: Insular cortex, Q2: Occipital cortex,
Q3: Orbitofrontal cortex, Q4: Subcortical gray matter, Q5: Highly correlated neocortical regions.
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8.4 Discussion
The overall purpose of this study was to explore the role of regional Aβ deposition in

a cohort of subjects affected by cognitive decline.
While the majority of imaging studies focused on whole brain Aβ load to date, the

possible inter-regional differences in Aβ accumulation and its clinical correlates are less
well characterized. Indeed, while the presence of differences in Aβ regional accumulation
has been described in several neuropathological studies [259, 233] its impact on symp-
tomatic subjects is still unclear. Thus, to interpret the results of this study one should
consider that our cohort is composed by symptomatic outpatients affected by different
disorders (either AD or not-AD related), leading to impaired cognition. These subjects,
all initially suspected having AD, could not be effectively distinguished into the proper
diagnosis without information on amyloid status.

The first result is that Aβ accumulation affects the brain regions differently. Indeed,
the variability in the covariance observed among any two brain regions reflects the dif-
ferences in the levels of Aβ accumulation. If the amyloid-β spreaded linearly within
brain regions we would not have observed any differences between the correlation maps
of patients at increasing levels of Aβ and the overall dataset. The correlation map ana-
lysis with MMSE and age as ranking variables found significantly less differences (<
13% for age and < 2% for MMSE, p<0.05), suggesting that that global Aβ is a privileged
information (supplementary material, Appendix B).

In line with recent literature [104, 46, 177, 98], this observation confirms that brain
regions show different vulnerability to amyloid-β deposition, emphasizing the value of
topographical information provided by the amy-PET. Studies in patients with AD sug-
gest that differences in regional vulnerability may be explained by distinct regional mo-
lecular properties and related biochemical pathways [99] or by structural characteristics
and connectivity of brain regions [212, 207] as well as by regional differences in genetic
expression [247].

From this perspective it is reasonable that contralateral homologous regions, sharing
the same cytoarchitecture and being strictly functionally interconnected, present similar
susceptibility to Aβ deposition. Indeed, a strong correlation in regional tracer retention
was observed across homologous regions, for all amounts of global Aβ deposition.

The presence of a substantial inter-regional correlation in the lower tertile of global
Aβ burden, i.e., the most heterogeneous group from the diagnostic point of view, sug-
gests that regional- (and not only merely disease-) specific factors impact the regional
distribution of Aβ [249, 250].

The observation of a consistent inter-regional correlation in Aβ levels in symptomatic
subjects without AD represents a distinguishing feature of this study. Indeed, these pa-
tients may share the early involvement of some more vulnerable areas to Aβ accumu-
lation, regardless of the underlying neurodegenerative disease. As one can expect the
patients in the medium and high tertiles of global Aβ burden are predominantly amyl-
oid positive in the AD spectrum (90.4%). Interestingly, we noticed that the covariances
among brain regions evolved with the global Aβ levels resulting in an increased inter-
regional correlation with the increase of global amyloid-β burden. This is in line with
observations of Villain et al. [273] and Pereira et al. [216] that the dynamics of Aβ accu-
mulation is not constant nor related to baseline clinical status, but it is associated with
the global neocortical amyloid-β burden. The heterogeneity in Aβ deposition was more
pronounced in patients with intermediate load possibly due to different accumulation
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path or rate between brain regions [124].
Independently of the global Aβ burden, we observed poor or no correlation between

the subcortical gray matter ROIs and other brain regions. Among the regions considered
in this study, the subcortical gray matter is the one with the most independent uptake.
This observation is in line with neuropathological data showing that amyloid-β accumu-
lation in the subcortical gray matter, particularly in the striatum, is at least partially
independent of cortical accumulation [105, 46, 259, 15].

Actually, autopsy studies suggest that the striatal Aβ plaques may be mainly restric-
ted to higher Braak NFT stages in AD subjects, predicting NFT stage and the presence
of more severe cognitive decline at the time of death. The role of genetics may also be
relevant on striatal Aβ spreading; two familial AD studies showed early striatal PET-Aβ

signal, and early striatal Aβ was also observed in Down syndrome (DS) [103]. Regional
differences in amyloid-β accumulation are not limited to the subcortical gray matter as
shown by the hierarchical clustering based on the correlation map (i.e. the 5 meta-ROIs,
see table 8.3) as well as by available literature. Among the cortical regions, for example,
the orbitofrontal cortex and the insula are considered as early accumulators, whereas
the occipital cortex is one of the latest [212, 177].

The overall brain Aβ load is in itself not strictly associated with clinical symptoms [286,
145, 132] and this was observed also in our data. The lack of association observed
between regional Aβ load and cognitive performance is consistent with the recognized
notion that amyloid-β, unlike tau pathology, is not directly related to clinical symp-
toms [290, 203].

However, the relationship with the relative regional burden has not been studied in
depth. The role of subcortical gray matter Aβ involvement on cognition has been in-
vestigated with different results. Striatal involvement has been suggested to be able
to predict cognitive decline better than cortical Aβ. It has also been found that stri-
atum involvement may be able to identify patients with more rapid cognitive deterior-
ation [105, 46, 15]. Whether the expansion of amyloid-β into striatum leads directly to
cognitive decline or whether it indicates disease duration or higher cortical Aβ burden
or merely represents a proxy of tau pathology [259], remains to be determined. An asso-
ciation of cognition (and more in details of semantic verbal fluency) to the ratio between
regional cortical and subcortical Aβ deposition was observed, rather than to the cortical
or subcortical Aβ per se.

The semantic fluency is known to be affected early on in AD [241, 29]. Moreover,
it may be impaired in FTD (typically in semantic dementia but in other variants as
well [226]), in SCI [199], in DS with dementia [114] and in Lewy-body diseases [172]. A
more evident impairment of semantic fluency seems mainly related to a more aggressive
neurodegeneration, but the entity of amyloidosis might play a role. For instance, in a
large neuropathological series of non-demented people, semantic memory was associated
with number of neurofibrillary tangles but with Aβ load as well [21]. Our results hint to
a possible role of regional Aβ in cognitive decline irrespective of the underlying diagnosis,
as shown by Cook’s distance analysis. Indeed, the semantic fluency was mostly driven
by the patients with lower global amyloid-β, predominantly negative scans and with
heterogeneous diagnosis classes.

Several studies [39, 279, 123] pointed out a biological impact of Aβ load already before
the quantitative threshold required for amyloid-scan positivity is reached. These data
highlight the role of regional Aβ assessment, suggesting that the amy-PET is an avail-
able resource that has not yet been fully explored. Regional approaches to amy-PET
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analysis could be instrumental to understand the spatial pattern of amyloid deposition
over time thus allowing to understand the possible role of local anatomical factor on the
amyloid cascade. Even if this work won’t impact the clinical practice directly in its cur-
rent form, we believe it represents a step in the direction of more complex pattern-like
analyses, to be used in research settings only that may lead to new insight with possibly
prognostic implication. Future studies are needed to explore the relationship between
regional Aβ, the onset of neurodegeneration, and cognition.

The results of this study should be replicated on a larger, multicentric dataset. How-
ever, the monocentric nature of this cohort likely prevented possible biases in center
and/or method inhomogeneities. Moreover, our cohort included only cross-sectional data
so further analysis on longitudinal data should be undertaken to deepen the relative
dynamic of the regional Aβ deposition and the possible relationship with the clinical
status.

The dataset is biased towards amyloid positive cases (71.5%). However, this condition
is related to the naturalistic quality of the data and the analyses were all based on the
estimation of Aβ on a continuous scale.

The use of different tracers should be further investigated: although it is known that
no marked differences in the diagnostic accuracy of the fluorinated Aβ tracers are presen-
ted for both global quantitative and visual approaches [42], it is still unclear whether
combining regional quantitative information is equivalent across different tracers. How-
ever, to mitigate this possible effect, a mapping model was applied [42]. Overall, there
was no material difference in the observed results using only patients acquired with
18F-Florbetapir (supplementary material, Appendix E).

Both the reference and the target ROIs size and definition impaired the quantifica-
tion and the derived analyses [244, 264, 254]. Precautionarily, large regions were chosen
to make the quantification less susceptible to fluctuations. Moreover, the use of two
combined independent methods with independent weaknesses (i.e.: SUVr and ELBA)
should mitigate, at least partially, these issues. However, our observations were reason-
ably independent of the quantification approach and to the representation of the global
Aβ deposition (supplementary material, Appendix C).

8.4.1 Conclusions
This study focused on the potential added value derived by the regional information

provided by the amyloid PET. Its results should be interpreted considering the natural-
istic quality of the dataset of symptomatic outpatients.

As stated by staging works based on anatomopathological and imaging findings, the
Aβ spreading proceeds differently between cortical and subcortical regions as well as
between patients. Different susceptibility to Aβ accumulation was observed among brain
regions, however homologous regions share the same trajectory in a symmetrical man-
ner with the contralateral ones. The Aβ uptake of the subcortical gray matter was in-
dependent from the cortical one, resulting poorly correlated to the other brain regions
independently of the global amyloid-β burden.

The overall brain Aβ load as well as the regional Aβ was not directly related to cog-
nitive performance, but a significant association of semantic verbal fluency was observed
with a coarse measure of differences in regional distribution of Aβ, always involving the
subcortical gray matter.
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Regional Aβ assessment represents an available resource on amy-PET scan with pos-
sibly clinical and prognostic implications, but it is poorly examined yet.
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8.5 Supplementary materials

Figure 8.6: Brain parcellation adopted for this study. Each hemisphere was divided into 11 ROIs.
A more detailed description of each ROI is provided in table 8.2.
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8.5.1 Appendix A: apolipoprotein E genotype
Data on apolipoprotein E (ApoE) genotype status are resumed in the supplementary

table 8.4. They were available for 51 patients: 14, 19 and 18 from the low, medium and
high amyloid group respectively. As expected, the prevalence of the e4 allele is linked
with high amyloid burden.

Table 8.4: ApoE genotype for the overall dataset and grouped by low, mid and high global Aβ

levels.

Overall Low Mid High
Genotype e2e3 2 1 1 -

e3e3 26 11 9 6
e3e4 19 2 7 10
e4e4 4 - 2 2

8.5.2 Appendix B: alternative partitioning
To prove that global amyloid load was a privileged information, the dataset was split-

ted into tertiles on MMSE and age. For each subgroup the inter-regional correlation
matrix was calculated and a bootstrap analysis was repeated to compare each matrix
with CD .

The bootstrap analysis evidenced that the correlation matrices from the low, medium
and high subsets, derived from MMSE-based splitting, differed from CD only at 1.2%,
1.6% and 1.2% of the total number of elements respectively.

The bootstrap on the subsets derived from the age-based splitting showed that the
correlation matrices from the low, medium and high subsets differed at 8.2%, 10.3% and
12.4% of the total number of elements. These results suggest that the information of
global amyloid burden is privileged to spot the differences in global amyloid deposition.

8.5.3 Appendix C: centiloid scale
To test the consistency of our results we repeated the analyses using only the re-

gional SUVr. The analysis of the correlation matrices showed that CD differed from CL,
CM and CH at 95%, 87.6% and 71.2% respectively. The hierarchical clustering provided
the same meta-ROI aggregation and significant associations were still observed between
the pairwise ratios involving the subcortical gray matter meta-ROI and the semantic
verbal fluency test (p<0.05 after Benjamini-Yekutieli procedure for multiple testing, sup-
plementary figure 8.7). The linear models were alla adjusted for age, education and sex.

These results are similar to those observed using both ELBA and SUVr in terms of
R2 and significance. Interestingly, significant associations of the stroop color and word
test with pairwise ratios were observed (p<0.05 after Benjamini-Yekutieli procedure for
multiple testing). As the supplementary figure 8.8 shows, the meta-ROIs involved in
those ratios are: number 5, 4 and 1. Unlike what was observed for the verbal fluency,
there are two significant ratios (Q5/Q1 and its reciprocal) that do not involve the striatal
meta-ROI, but rather the insular and the largest neocortical meta-ROI. However, the
associations of the pairwise ratios with the stroop color and word test vanished with even
small variations in the clustering making them unreliable (see supplementary material,
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Figure 8.7: Associations of pairwise ratios (x-axis) and semantic fluency (y-axis). In each scatter
plot the patients are denoted with dots, the red line is the regression model and the pale red area
represents the 95% confidence interval. The significance and the strength of the association are
indicated with the relative p-value and the R2 respectively.

Appendix D). These observations suggest that our results are reasonably independent of
the choice of the quantification approach.

We also tested the use of a uniform scale of global Aβ load (i.e. the centiloid) as
a ranking value in the analysis of the correlation maps. According to Klunk and col-
leagues [143], the cortico-cerebellar SUVr of each amy-PET were scaled to a 0 to 100
scale where 0 represents a definitively Aβ-negative brain and 100 reflects the aver-
age signal observed in patients with typical mild-to-moderate AD dementia. For each
tracer, the 0 of the scale was derived by averaging the cortico-cerebellar SUVr of neg-
ative scans (22 subjects for the 18F-Florbetapir, 25 for the 18F-Florbetaben and 26 for
the 18FFlutemetamol). Similarly, the 100 for each tracer was computed as the average
of cortico-cerebellar SUVr of positive scan of patients with mild-to-moderate AD demen-
tia (27 subjects for the 18F-Florbetapir, 29 for the 18F-Florbetaben and 30 for the 18F--
Flutemetamol). These scans come from independent studies conducted in our center and
their clinical status was confirmed after 2 years of follow-up. The dataset was split-
ted into three subsets defined as tertiles of the centiloid values: the thresholds between
the low, medium and high subsets were 34.5 and 49.7 respectively (centiloid values are
detailed in the supplementary table 8.4).

Table 8.5: SUVr, ELBA and centiloid scores for the overall dataset and grouped by low, mid and
high global Aβ levels.

Overall Low Mid High
SUVr 1.24±0.12 1.12±0.05 1.2±0.06 1.37±0.09
ELBA 0.93±0.12 0.83±0.09 0.92±0.06 1.04±0.10

Centiloid 44.6±19.6 23.6±6.3 42.9±4.2 66.7±12.2
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Figure 8.8: Associations of pairwise ratios (x-axis) and stroop color and word (y-axis). In each
scatter plot the patients are denoted with dots, the red line is the regression model and the
pale red area represents the 95% confidence interval. The significance and the strength of the
association are indicated with the relative p-value and the R2 respectively.

For each subgroup an inter-regional correlation matrix was calculated and a boot-
strap analysis compared each matrix with CD . The correlation matrices of the low, mid
and high subsets differed from CD at 91.3%, 90.5% and 70.2% of the total number of ele-
ments respectively. These results suggest that the variability observed in the covariance
among any two regions reflects the differences in the level of Aβ accumulation independ-
ently of the approach used to represent the amount of global amyloid-β deposition.

8.5.4 Appendix D: clustering variations
The results of the hierarchical clustering were tested by varying the cut point ori-

ginally set to 0.2. The cut was first set to 0.28 providing 4 meta-ROIs described in the
supplementary table 8.6.

Compared to previous results, the clustering merged the orbitofrontal cortex into the
neocortical meta-ROI. The linear regression analysis confirmed that the semantic verbal
fluency was significantly associated only with the pairwise ratios of brain meta-ROIs
involving the subcortical gray matter (p<0.05 after Benjamini-Yekutieli procedure for
multiple testing, see the supplementary figure 8.9). All models were adjusted for age,
education and sex.

To increase the number of clusters to 6, the cut applied to the dendrogram was set
to 0.15. The resulting parcellation is described in the supplementary table 8.6: the new
meta-ROI came from the splitting of the largest neocortical region into two meta-ROIs.
Again, significant associations (models adjusted for age, education and sex) were ob-
served between semantic verbal fluency with the pairwise ratios of brain meta-ROIs in-
volving the striatal meta-ROI (p<0.05 after Benjamini-Yekutieli procedure for multiple
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Table 8.6: The meta-ROI composition varying the number of clusters. The names of the ROIs in
the Composition column corresponds to the Label listed in table 2 and an incremental ID (#) is
used to uniquely identify each ROI. All ROIs in the Composition column are intended as right
and left.

cut=0.28; 4 clusters cut=0.15; 6 clusters
meta-ROI (#) Composition meta-ROI (#) Composition

1 Insular cortex 1 Insular cortex
2 Occipital cortex 2 Occipital cortex

3

Medial temporal lobe,
Primary motor and
sensorimotor cortex,

Precuneus and posterior
cingulate cortex,
Parietal cortex,

Temporal cortex,
Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex,

Medial frontal cortex and
Orbitofrontal cortex

3 Orbitofrontal cortex

4 Subcortical gray matter 4 Subcortical gray matter

- - 5

Medial temporal lobe,
Precuneus and

posterior cingulate cortex,
Medial frontal cortex

- - 6

Primary motor and sensorimotor cortex,
Parietal cortex,

Temporal cortex,
Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex

Figure 8.9: Associations of pairwise ratios (x-axis) and semantic verbal fluency (y-axis) with a
4 meta-ROI clustering (see supplementary table 8.6 for further details). In each scatter plot
the patients are denoted with dots, the red line is the regression model and the pale red area
represents the 95% confidence interval. The significance and the strength of the association are
indicated with the relative p-value and the R2 respectively.

testing, see the supplementary figure 8.10).
Moreover, significant associations (p<0.05, Benjamini-Yekutieli procedure for mul-

tiple testing) of the stroop color and word test were also observed with the ratios: Q1/Q6,
Q4/Q6 and their reciprocals (see supplementary figure 8.11).

However, the significance of the models involving the stroop color and word test de-
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Figure 8.10: Associations of pairwise ratios (x-axis) and semantic verbal fluency (y-axis) with
a 6 meta-ROI clustering (see supplementary table 8.6 for further details). In each scatter plot
the patients are denoted with dots, the red line is the regression model and the pale red area
represents the 95% confidence interval. The significance and the strength of the association are
indicated with the relative p-value and the R2 respectively.

Figure 8.11: Associations of pairwise ratios (x-axis) and stroop color and word (y-axis) with a
6 meta-ROI clustering (see supplementary table 8.6 for further details). In each scatter plot
the patients are denoted with dots, the red line is the regression model and the pale red area
represents the 95% confidence interval. The significance and the strength of the association are
indicated with the relative p-value and the R2 respectively.
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pends even on small variation of the clustering, suggesting that these results are due
to statistical fluctuations. Conversely, varying the number of clusters, the associations
of semantic verbal fluency to the ratios involving the subcortical gray matter were still
significant.

8.5.5 Appendix E: tracer-related differences
To assess whether possible differences in the regional retention of the 18F-Florbetapir

may affect results, the analyses were replicated only in the subset acquired with this
radiotracer (59 patients).

The dataset was splitted into three subgroups of low, mid and high levels of global
amyloid, and, for each subgroup, an inter-region correlation matrix of Pearson coefficient
was calculated. The correlation matrices from the low (CL), medium (CM) and high
(CH) subsets significantly differed from the overall matrix CD respectively at 70.2%,
87.1% and 74.4% of the total number of matrix elements. These results are consistent
with what observed taking into account all the radiotracers confirming that regional Aβ

accumulation varies with levels of global Aβ burden.
The hierarchical clustering provided the same 5-metaROI parcellation described in

table 8.3.
The results of the linear regressions (adjusted for age, sex and education) are sim-

ilar to those obtained with all the fluorinated tracers: the only significant associations
(p<0.05 after Benjamini-Yekutieli procedure for multiple testing) were those with the
semantic verbal fluency and pairwise ratios involving the subcortical gray matter.

As the supplementary figure 8.12 depicts, both the significance and the R2 slightly in-
creased. These observations hint that the characteristics of the 18F-Florbetapir binding
did not affect the overall results, particularly those pointing to the subcortical structures.
However, these results should be carefully taken into account due to the relatively small
sample available.
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Figure 8.12: Associations of pairwise ratios (x-axis) and semantic verbal fluency (y-axis) of the
18F-Florbetapir subgroup. In each scatter plot the patients are denoted with dots, the red line
is the regression model and the pale red area represents the 95% confidence interval. The sig-
nificance and the strength of the association are indicated with the relative p-value and the R2

respectively.
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Chapter 9

A comparison of advanced
semi-quantitative amyloid PET
analysis methods

9.1 Introduction
Amyloid PET (amy-PET) is an imaging technique that enables highly accurate, in-

vivo detection of amyloid-β (Aβ) plaques, considered a pathological hallmark of Alzheimer’s
disease (AD) [125]. Over the years, amy-PET has provided useful support to clinicians
by increasing diagnostic confidence and helping them refine management plans [12, 72].

In clinical practice, amy-PET is mainly inspected qualitatively with the aid of struc-
tural imaging (i.e., CT or MRI), with results classified as positive or negative. The negat-
ive predictive value of the test is very high, whereas the implications of a positive result
are more complex and depend also on the prevalence of brain amyloidosis in the elderly.

Several studies have reported Aβ deposition, both global and regional, to be common
in cognitively healthy subjects in late adulthood, and to increase with age [134, 130, 228,
92].

Semi-quantitative or quantitative approaches are increasingly being used to comple-
ment qualitative assessments. These measures are essential to much of the research on
neurodegeneration as they improve agreement between raters [195, 49, 42], are part of
the inclusion criteria (and outcome biomarkers) in anti-amyloid clinical trials [248, 65,
239, 113, 268] and provide valuable information on Aβ distribution that may be useful
in staging the progress of an individual’s Aβ pathology [98, 177, 237].

To date, there is no established consensus on how to semi-quantitatively assess amy-
PET. Besides SUVr, the most widely used [139] method, various alternatives using differ-
ent sources of information are available. Analysis can be based on standard late acqui-
sition alone, as with methods like ELBA or AβL [43, 285], or can include tracer kinetic
information obtained by adding early acquisition, as with TDr [41]. Our group proposed
a more sophisticated procedure, called the Slope Index (SI), which also takes into consid-
eration atrophy and spillover by including MRI data [37].

In this study, we compare various semi-quantitative approaches with increasing de-
grees of refinement at both the global and regional levels: SUVr, ELBA, TDr, WMR and
SI. In the absence of absolute quantification, we selected SI - the most complete approach
- as the reference measure of Aβ load. The choice of a reliable measure as reference al-
lowed us to assess the efficacy of the quantifiers and the feasibility of using them in
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clinical and research settings.
Although kinetic modeling is optimal for accurate therapy monitoring and longit-

udinal studies [244] (in this case, a valuable compromise is made between accuracy
and simplicity [26]), advanced semi-quantitative approaches (especially using dual-time-
window protocols) might be an option if a larger error is acceptable. The results of the
present study are potentially of great importance in view of anti-amyloid treatments in
patients with AD. While it can be argued that amyloid plaque load, as measured by amy-
PET with standard late acquisition, is a valid surrogate endpoint for drug approval and
could demonstrate a clinical benefit in AD, it should also be noted that advanced semi-
quantitative methods (such as those discussed in this paper) that also include blood flow
analysis (using early phase) are able to detect not only amyloid load [87] but also neuro-
degeneration (as 18F-FDG does), and therefore represent a more robust end point for
monitoring disease-modifying drugs targeting amyloid load deposition.

9.2 Material and methods

9.2.1 Dataset
In this study, we used a single-center dataset to test different semi-quantitative ap-

proaches including dual-time-window protocols. The data were obtained from 85 patients
(aged 44-87, µ=70.9±10.1; 45.8% women) at the University Hospital of Leipzig, Germany.
The subjects are described in detail in [37], and their clinical diagnoses are listed in Sup-
plementary Table 9.3.

In accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, all subjects gave written informed
consent to undergoing brain PET/MRI and to having their anonymized data used for
retrospective research.

9.2.2 PET/MRI acquisition
Each patient received an intravenous injection of ∼300 MBq 18F-Florbetaben in an

integrated 3T PET/MRI system (Biograph mMR; Siemens), then underwent PET/MRI
with scans performed at 0 to 10 minutes (early) and at 90 to 110 minutes (late) after
injection. Late acquisition was in accordance with the recommendations of the tracer
manufacturer [219] and the guidelines of the European Association of Nuclear Medicine
and the Society of Nuclear Medicine [184].

Anatomical data were also obtained via 3DT1 1-mm isotropic MRI in parallel with
the PET scan. Further details on the 3DT1 MRI acquisition, and the amyloid PET re-
constructions and correction are provided elsewhere [37].

The 85 late scans were visually inspected by two independent nuclear medicine ex-
perts and classified as either amyloid-negative (54 subjects, aged 44-87, µ=69.9±10.6) or
amyloid-positive (31 subjects, aged 48-83, µ=72.3±9.1). Discrepancies were resolved by
consensus discussion with a third independent reviewer.

9.2.3 Image processing
Each amyloid PET was semi-quantitatively assessed by means of five independent

approaches (hereinafter referred to as quantifiers): SUVr [139], ELBA [43], TDr [41],
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WMR [37] and SI [37]. Details of each quantifier can be found in their respective papers.
A brief summary of their underlying methodologies is given here:

The SUVr is defined as the ratio of counts between a target region of interest (ROI)
and a reference one [139]. In this work, it was normalized (as is frequently the case
in the literature) using the whole cerebellum [244]. ELBA is a radiomic-based, SUVr-
independent approach designed to capture intensity distribution patterns that are global
properties of the whole brain and do not require a reference ROI [43]. TDr is defined
in [41] and is the ratio of counts exploiting the information on tracer kinetics provided
by dual-time-point acquisition in order to adapt both the target and the reference ROIs
of each individual. The SI and WMR indices are obtained from an analytical method that
requires dual-time-point amyloid PET acquisition and a co-registered MR, allowing for
blood flow and partial volume effect corrections (PVEC) [37]. Each quantifier is designed
to capture specific characteristics of the image that are directly or indirectly related to
the expected amyloid load and are shown in the amyloid PET. These methods make use
of different types of information, details of which are shown in Table 9.4 along with the
minimum requirements to perform the analysis.

Subcortical volumes, segmentation of the subcortical white matter (WM), and cor-
tical thickness and surface area were estimated from the 3DT1 MRI using FreeSurfer
5.31 [77]. This processing included motion correction, skull stripping, registration to
Talairach space, segmentation, intensity normalization, and parcellation mapping ac-
cording to the Desikan-Killiany cortical labelling protocol.

In this study, we compared the quantifiers at both the global and regional levels. Five
lobar ROIs for each hemisphere were obtained from the FreeSurfer parcellation (i.e.,
the frontal, parietal, temporal, occipital, and central structures); see Supplementary
Figure 9.6. The global ROI was obtained by merging the 10 lobar ROIs. The global and
lobar ROIs were used as target regions in the analyses.

For the SI and WMR quantifiers, image registration to the MNI space was guided by
individual patient’s 3DT1, which resulted in the atlas ROIs accurately overlapping with
those of the patients. For SUVr, ELBA and TDr - since an MRI is not required - image
registration was guided only by a generic amyloid template in the MNI space (see [43]),
resulting in a coarser alignment between the atlas and the patients’ PET.

The results from each quantifier were z-scored to enable better comparison of the
different methods with possibly different scales.

Table 9.1: Minimum requirements for each quantifier.

Acquisition Processing
PET late PET early MRI T13D reference ROI target ROI

SUVr • • •
ELBA •
TDr • •

WMR • • • • •
SI • • • • •

1https://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu
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9.2.4 Overview of the methods
Due to the lack of an absolute quantification (full kinetic acquisition was not available

in our dataset), the SI quantifier - the most comprehensive and sophisticated approach -
was used as the reference measure for amyloid burden. SI includes correction for atrophy,
spillover and blood flow dependence, and is therefore the quantifier that takes the most
error sources into consideration. Selecting a robust measure as the reference allowed us
to assess the efficacy of the other quantifiers and the feasibility of their use in clinical
and research settings.

To compare both the global and lobar SUVr, ELBA, TDr and WMR with SI, we first
determined the correlations and quantified the dispersion with a Bland-Altman analysis.
The discriminating power of the different approaches compared with the visual assess-
ment was then measured by the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve
(AUC-ROC).

Assuming SUVr, ELBA, TDr and WMR to be proxy measures of the true amyloid load
(estimated from the SI), we linearly combined them to obtain more robust indices, and
compared these combinations with SI.

Finally, we assessed the sensitivity of each semi-quantification method to amyloid
plaque accumulation in patients classified qualitatively as amyloid-negative, with the
idea that a more sensitive method could better identify an amyloid load that was physiolo-
gically increasing with age.

9.2.5 Assessment of the differences between the quantifiers and
SI

The agreement between SUVr, ELBA, TDr and WMR and SI was assessed with a
Bland-Altman analysis. The divergences were quantified by the σ of the difference
between the global and the lobar SI and the corresponding values of the other quan-
tifiers. The confidence intervals for the σ were obtained from a 1,000 iteration bootstrap
procedure.

We linearly combined SUVr, ELBA, TDr and WMR into three scores: AVG1, AVG2
and AVG3. The inverse of the global divergences from SI (1/σ) were used as weights
for the average mean of the quantifiers of concern. Thus, the quantifier having a bet-
ter agreement with SI contributed more to each combination. Specifically, AVG1 is the
weighted mean of SUVr and ELBA, AVG2 is the weighted mean of SUVr, ELBA, TDr,
and AVG3 is the weighted mean of SUVr, ELBA, TDr and WMR. The linear correlation
between the global and regional SUVr, ELBA, TDr, WMR, AVG1, AVG2 and AVG3 and
the corresponding SI was measured by the Pearson correlation coefficient.

To verify SUVr, ELBA, TDr and WMR as independent measures of amyloid load,
we looked at the residuals of all possible linear models including these measures (i.e.:
SUVr∼ELBA, SUVr∼TDr, SUVr∼WMR, ELBA∼TDr, ELBA∼WMR and TDr∼WMR). The
Pearson correlation coefficient between the residuals and the predictors was estimated
for each model.

9.2.6 Agreement of quantifiers with visual classification
The discriminating power of the quantifiers and of their combinations were measured

by AUC for negative- vs. positive-labeled scans. This assessment was repeated for both
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the global and lobar scores. The generalized performance of each score was estimated
using a 1,000 iteration bootstrap procedure.

9.2.7 Comparisons in amyloid-negative patients
Linear regression was used to test for possible associations between each quantifier

(global and lobar scores), age and cortical thickness in amyloid-negative patients. Before
running the regressions, the variance inflation factor (VIF) was computed to verify the
possible collinearity between age and cortical thickness (global and lobar).

9.3 Results

9.3.1 Analysis of the differences between the quantifiers and SI
The average divergences of each quantifier from SI are summarized in Figure 9.1 (the

corresponding 95% confidence intervals are reported in Supplementary Table 9.4). In
each Bland-Altman plot examined, the regression lines and the zero bias line fell within
the 95% confidence interval, thus excluding bias changes over the measuring interval.
Examples of the Bland-Altman plots and the divergences from SI are given in Figure 9.5.

Among the quantifiers, SUVr and TDr exhibited lower dispersion from SI both glob-
ally (whole brain; σSUV r = 0.31, σTDr = 0.32) and regionally (average over lobes; σSUV r
= 0.42, σTDr = 0.43). The highest dispersion from SI at the global level was exhibited
by WMR (whole brain σ = 0.57), and at the regional level by ELBA (average lobar σ =
0.55). The lowest variances (σ = 0.31), were observed in TDr (frontal right lobe) and
WMR (parietal right lobe). This is in line with the results that showed the frontal and
parietal to be the lobes with the lowest dispersion (averages over quantifiers; σ f rontal =
0.35, σparietal = 0.35). On the other hand, ELBA in the right subcortical ROI exhibited
the highest dispersion (σ = 1.06); the highest variances with SI were also observed in
this region (average over quantifiers; σcentral = 0.78).

As expected, the σ of the three linear combinations (i.e., AVG1, AVG2 and AVG3) was
lower than those of the quantifiers included in each combination (whole brain; σAVG1 =
0.25, σAVG2 = 0.24, σAVG3 = 0.25; see Figure 9.5). Moreover, the regional average σ of
the linear combinations decreased as another quantifier was added.

As evidenced by the correlation coefficients (ρ) summarized in Figure 9.2, each quan-
tifier correlated strongly with SI both globally and regionally, although with some excep-
tions. In line with the dispersion analysis, there was only a moderate correlation in the
subcortical regions(average ρcentral = 0.67). Moderate correlations were also observed
between SI and WMR (right subcortical ρ = 0.69; left temporal ρ = 0.67), and between
SI and ELBA (central ROI; ρright = 0.43, ρle f t = 0.46). The strongest correlations were
found in the frontal and parietal lobes (average over quantifiers; ρ f rontal = 0.94, ρparietal
= 0.94). Consistent with the dispersion analysis, SUVr and TDr exhibited the strongest
correlations with SI both globally (whole brain; ρSUV r = 0.95, ρTDr = 0.95) and region-
ally (average over lobes; ρSUV r = 0.9, ρTDr = 0.9). Nonetheless, the lowest correlations
were with WMR at the whole-brain level (ρ = 0.83), and with ELBA at the regional level
(average over lobes; ρ = 0.81). Also consistent with the dispersions, the coefficients ρ of
the three linear combinations were higher than those of the single quantifiers included
in each combination (at both the regional and global levels).
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The residuals and the predictor variables of the linear models - SUVr∼ELBA, SUVr∼TDr,
SUVr∼WMR, ELBA∼TDr, ELBA∼WMR and TDr∼WMR - were found to be uncorrel-
ated, while the linear regressions of the residuals of each model against the respective
predictor were all found to be compatible with the null model.

Figure 9.1: Dispersion of quantifiers (and their linear combinations) with SI at brain and lobar
level. The values reported correspond to the bootstrapped discrepancies with SI and are ex-
pressed as the average σ from the Bland-Altman analysis.
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Figure 9.2: Correlations between the quantifiers (and their linear combinations) and SI at the
whole-brain and lobar levels (significant at p <0.05).
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Figure 9.3: Bland-Altman plots of SUVr vs. SI (top left), ELBA vs. SI (top right) and AVG1
(weighted mean of SUVr and ELBA) vs. SI (bottom). In these plots the quantifiers are com-
pared at the whole brain level. As expected, the combination of two methods (AVG1) lowers the
dispersion (red area) of the Bland-Altman plot as compared to single methods.
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9.3.2 Agreement with the visual classification
The bootstrapped generalized performance vs. the consensus binary visual assess-

ment is summarized in Figure 9.4 and in Supplementary Table 9.5. The results were
excellent for all the approaches (whole brain average AUC = 0.99), and for their weighted
averages (whole brain average AUC = 1).

The lowest AUCs were observed in the subcortical lobes with ELBA (AUCle f t = 0.79,
AUCright = 0.71), whereas regional AUC = 1 was observed for different quantifiers in
different regions (e.g., parietal, frontal, temporal). The central was the lobe with the
lowest AUC (average AUC over the quantifiers = 0.9), whereas the parietal and frontal
had the highest (average AUC over the quantifiers = 0.99). With a global value of 0.98,
WMR had a slightly lower AUC than the other quantifiers.

However, in interpreting these results it should be borne in mind that the slight
differences in the average AUCs are not relevant if the confidence intervals overlap.

Figure 9.4: Regional and whole-brain bootstrapped performances (expressed as average AUC) of
the quantifiers and their linear combinations vs. visual assessment.

9.3.3 Comparisons in amyloid-negative patients
A moderate correlation between age and cortical thickness was observed in amyloid-

negative patients (|ρ|<0.48, p<0.05). However, the VIF excluded collinearity of these
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variables (<1.29 for all covariates).
The results from the linear models are given in Table 9.2. Below, we describe the

significant associations that survived a Benjamini-Hochberg correction for multiple com-
parisons.

At the global level, TDr, WMR and SI were significantly associated with age (adjusted
p <0.05). Similarly, in each brain lobe (both right and left hemispheres) significant asso-
ciations were observed between TDr, WMR and SI and age (adjusted p <0.05). The only
exception was WMR in the right occipital lobe, which was not related to age (p >0.05).

Linear relationships between SUVr, ELBA and age were observed only in the right
temporal lobes (adjusted p <0.05). No associations between cortical thickness and the
quantifiers survived at both the global and lobar levels. The regression slopes of each
significant association were positive. Figure 9.5 shows the positive associations between
the quantifiers including early acquisitions and age at the whole brain level.

Figure 9.5: Scatter plot of age vs. whole-brain SI (right) and TDr (left) in the amyloid-negative
subset. Both SI and TDr significantly correlate with age (ρ=0.51 and ρ=0.48 respectively) in sub-
jects qualitatively evaluated as negative, demonstrating the potential to identify subtle changes
in amyloid load.
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Table 9.2: Associations between the quantifier scores, age, and cortical thickness at the global
and lobar levels in qualitatively-assessed amyloid-negative patients.

Region Quantifier
Age Thickness

β p β p
Whole brain SUVr n.s. n.s.

ELBA n.s. n.s.
TDr 0.021 ** a n.s.

WMR 0.022 * a n.s.
SI 0.02 ** a 0.724 *

Frontal right / left SUVr n.s. / n.s. n.s. / n.s.
ELBA n.s. / n.s. n.s. / n.s.
TDr 0.019 / 0.020 ** a / ** a n.s. / n.s.

WMR 0.017 / 0.016 * a / * a n.s. / n.s.
SI 0.018 / 0.019 ** a / ** a - / 0.698 n.s. / *

Parietal right / left SUVr n.s. / n.s. n.s. / n.s.
ELBA n.s. / n.s. n.s. / n.s.
TDr 0.018 / 0.020 * a / ** a n.s. / n.s.

WMR 0.014 / 0.013 * a / * a n.s. / n.s.
SI 0.019 / 0.019 ** a / ** a n.s. / n.s.

Temporal right / left SUVr 0.017 / - * a / n.s. 0.859 / - * / n.s.
ELBA 0.013 / - * a / n.s. 1.010 / - * / n.s.
TDr 0.023 / 0.021 ** a / ** a n.s. / n.s.

WMR 0.028 / 0.028 * a / * a 1.130 / 1.901 * / *
SI 0.023 / 0.020 ** a / ** a 0.885 / 0.574 * / *

Occipital right / left SUVr n.s. / n.s. n.s. / n.s.
ELBA n.s. / n.s. n.s. / n.s.
TDr 0.019 / 0.019 ** a / * a n.s. / n.s.

WMR - / 0.018 n.s. / * a n.s. / n.s.
SI 0.021 / 0.026 ** a / ** a n.s. / n.s.

**p < 0.001, *p < 0.05, n.s. p > 0.05
a Still significant (p<0.05) after the p-values correction for multiple comparison with the
Benjamini-Hochberg procedure for multiple testing

9.4 Discussion
The overall purpose of this study was to compare approaches for semi-quantitative

analysis of amy-PET imaging using different sources of information and with increas-
ing levels of refinement. Among the methods considered in this comparison, SI is the
most comprehensive and the most complex as it takes into account the widest range
of potentially confounding factors, and, like WMR, it requires dual-time-point PET/MRI
acquisition (or a PET/CT and a 3DT1 MPRAGE, 1-mm isotropic acquisition) and the con-
struction of a patient-specific atlas [37]. SI was therefore kept as the reference measure
of Aβ against which the performances of SUVr [139], TDr [41], ELBA [43] and WMR [37]
were calculated.

At the whole-brain level, each quantifier showed excellent agreement with the visual
assessment, so in terms of the binary classification there was substantial equivalence
between the methods. Visual assessment showed that our dataset mainly comprised two
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distinct clusters: amyloid-negative (SI; µ=0.01±0.12) and amyloid-positive patients (SI;
µ=0.65±0.19). A much larger dataset including patients with clinically mild cognitive
impairment could better elucidate the “gray zone” between positivity and negativity, and
possibly heighten the differences among the methods.

The correlation analysis showed that there were strong associations between SI and
every quantifier considered in this study, at both the regional and global levels.

At the global level, WMR (although derived from early and late acquisitions and a
PET/MR scan) was the approach that most diverged from SI (confirmed by the disper-
sion analysis) as it considers the kinetics in a given cortical region compared with the
kinetics in the WM in the same subject. Other quantifiers, however, use WM information,
although only partially: ELBA measures the contrast between white and gray matter,
and TDr uses WM to normalize the counts on the hot spot. Only SUVr (at least the im-
plementation with critical-cerebellar ROIs) focuses mainly on pure cortical distribution,
without considering WM distribution. The fact that WMR correlates with the visual bin-
ary classification and with age in cases classified as qualitatively negative shows it to be
a good metric, albeit based on different assumptions.

At the regional level, the differences between the quantifiers seem to be related to
specific characteristics of the approaches. For example, a lack of agreement between
ELBA and SI was found in the basal ganglia (central ROI). This may be explained by
several factors: first, image registration does not rely on the accompanying MRI, and
second, ELBA is based on the WM/GM contrast, which is harder to identify in deep
structures. SI, on the other hand, constructs a patient-specific atlas (based on the pa-
tient’s MR), which allows for a much more precise alignment of the basal ganglia, deep
nuclei, and insula.

As seen in the results section, SUVr, ELBA, TDr and WMR all come close to SI des-
pite differing in their nature and characteristics. By linearly combining these techniques
we obtained scores (i.e., AVG1, AVG2, AVG3) closer to SI. Moreover, by repeating the
analysis with AVG1, AVG2 and AVG3 calculated as unweighted averages, these combin-
ations were found to be even closer to SI than the single approaches (see Supplementary
Table 9.6). This suggests that the weights, calculated with respect to SI, only introduce
an improvement factor and confirms the suitability of SI as the reference. If this were
not the case, then combining different independent methods blind to the reference would
not achieve greater closeness, and might even move away from it.

In this study, we found that a combination of independent quantifiers provided better
results than the individual quantifiers both in terms of correlation and distance from
the chosen reference method. This suggests that using different sources of information
and/or independent techniques can provide a better estimation of amyloid load. The
analysis of the independence of SUVr, ELBA and TDr confirms the observations of our
group [41] using a different radiotracer.

In patients qualitatively classified as amyloid negative, the methods that included a
correction for blood flow (SI, WMR and TDr) were able to identify the physiologic accumu-
lation of amyloid with age, showing that a metric that includes the early phase is more
accurate (i.e., that includes information on blood flow and hence on neurodegeneration).
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9.5 Conclusions
The quantifiers we evaluated (SUVr, ELBA, TDr and WMR), came close to SI, chosen

as the reference method, even though they are different in nature and in their character-
istics. If we were to single out one method, it would be TDr (accepting some imprecision
in the deep structures), which appears to be accurate (deriving information from dual
time points) and easier to implement than SI (no CT or MR needed). However, this study
suggests that a combination of independent quantifiers yields better results than the in-
dividual approaches, both in terms of correlation and distance from the chosen reference
method. Efforts should therefore be made towards developing multi-classifier systems
to measure surrogate endpoints for therapy evaluation. Moreover, the ability of some
quantifiers (TDr, WMR and SI) to depict variations in brain amyloid load with age in
subjects assessed qualitatively as amyloid-negative demonstrates the goodness of the
estimate and their potential for identifying subtle variations in amyloid load compared
with standard methods (such as SUVr).
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9.6 Supplementary materials

Table 9.3: Diagnoses of the patients grouped by visual classification. MCI: mild cognitive
impairment; LBD: Lewy body dementia; bvFTD: behavioral variant frontotemporal degenera-
tion; probADD: probable AD dementia; possADD: possible AD dementia; atypAD: atypical AD;
mixDem: mixed-type dementia.

Visual classification
diagnosis

negative positive
MCI 23 10
LBD 1 -

bvFTD 4 1
probADD 8 9
possADD 14 7
atypAD 2 3
mixDem 2 1

Table 9.4: Dispersion of quantifiers (and their linear combinations) with SI at brain and lobar
level: results of Bland-Altman analysis. The bootstrapped discrepancies with SI are expressed
as average σ and its 95% confidence interval.

SUVr ELBA TDr WMR AVG1 AVG2 AVG3

Whole brain
.31

[.3 - .31]
.39

[.39 - .4]
.32

[.32 - .33]
.57

[.56 - .58]
.25

[.25 - .25]
.24

[.24 - .25]
.25

[.25 - .26]

Frontal right
.32

[.32 - 32]
.42

[.42 - 43]
.31

[.31 - .31]
.33

[.33 - .33]
.29

[.29 - .3]
.25

[.25 - .26]
.24

[.23 - .24]
Parietal

right
.34

[.34 - .35]
.39

[.39 - .4]
.32

[.32 - .32]
.31

[.30 - .31]
.29

[.29 - .29]
.27

[.26 - .27]
.23

[.23 - .24]
Temporal

right
.32

[.32 - .32]
.43

[.42 - .43]
.39

[.39 - .39]
.54

[.54 - .55]
.29

[.28 - .29]
.27

[.27 - .27]
.25

[.25 - .25]
Occipital

right
.46

[.46 - .47]
.46

[.45 - .46]
.36

[.36 - .37]
.44

[.44 - .45]
.37

[.37 - .37]
.34

[.34 - .34]
.32

[.32 - .33]

Central right
.64

[.63 - .64]
1.06

[1.05 - 1.07]
.71

[.71 - .72]
.78

[.77 - .79]
.65

[.64 - .65]
.57

[.57 - .58]
.54

[.54 - .55]
Frontal

left
.32

[.32 - .32]
.41

[.41 - .41]
.33

[.33 - .34]
.33

[.33 - .33]
.29

[.29 - .29]
.27

[.27 - .27]
.25

[.25 - .25]
Parietal

left
.36

[.36 - .36]
.4

[.4 - .4]
.35

[.35 - .35]
.31

[.31 - .31]
.31

[.31 - .31]
.29

[.29 - .29]
.25

[.25 - .25]

Temporal left
.36

[.36 - .36]
.46

[.45 - .46]
.41

[.41 - .41]
.76

[.75 - .78]
.32

[.32 - .33]
.31

[.3 - .31]
.31

[.31 - .32]

Occipital left
.51

[.51 - .51]
.48

[.48 - .49]
.44

[.44 - .44]
.44

[.44 - .44]
.43

[.42 - .43]
.40

[.40 - .40]
.36

[.35 - .36]
Central

left
.61

[.61 - .62]
1.03

[1.02 - 1.04]
.68

[.67 - .68]
.74

[.74 - .75]
.63

[.63 - .64]
.58

[.57 - .58]
.53

[.53 - .54]
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Figure 9.6: The lobular parcellation of the brain adopted for this study. Each hemisphere (the
right shown here) was divided into 5 ROIs: frontal (blue), parietal (turquoise), temporal (yellow),
occipital (orange), central structures (dark red).
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Table 9.5: Regional and whole-brain bootstrapped performance (expressed as average AUC and
CI 95%) of the quantifiers and their linear combinations versus visual assessment.

SUVr ELBA TDr WMR AVG1 AVG2 AVG3 SI

Whole brain
.99

[.9 - 1]
1

[1 - 1]
1

[.98 - 1]
.98

[.93 - .99]
1

[.98 - 1]
1

[.99 - 1]
1

[.99 - 1]
1

[.98 - 1]

Frontal right
.98

[.91 - 1]
.99

[.97 - 1]
.99

[.97 - 1]
.99

[.96 - 1]
.99

[.95 - 1]
.99

[.97 - 1]
.99

[.97 - 1]
.99

[.96 - 1]

Parietal right
.99

[.94 - 1]
1

[.99 - 1]
.99

[.97 - 1]
.99

[.95 - 1]
1

[.98 - 1]
1

[.97 - 1]
.99

[.97 - 1]
.99

[.97 - 1]

Temporal right
.97

[.87 - 1]
.99

[.97 - 1]
.99

[.96 - 1]
.95

[.83 - .99]
.99

[.95 - 1]
.99

[.97 - 1]
.99

[.97 - 1]
.99

[.96 - 1]

Occipital right
.98

[.94 - 1]
.98

[.93 - 1]
.99

[.96 - 1]
.93

[.84 - .98]
.99

[.96 - 1]
.99

[.97 - 1]
.99

[.96 - 1]
.97

[.92 - 99]

Central right
.96

[.83 - .99]
.71

[.58 - .82]
.94

[.88 - .97]
.9

[.77 - .96]
.95

[.87 - .98]
.97

[.91 - .99]
.97

[.91 - .99]
.97

[.91 - .99]

Frontal left
.99

[.93 - 1]
1

[1 - 1]
1

[.99 - 1]
1

[.97 - 1]
1

[.96 - 1]
1

[.99 - 1]
1

[.99 - 1]
1

[.97 - 1]

Parietal left
.99

[.96 - 1]
1

[1 - 1]
.99

[.97 - 1]
.99

[.96 - 1]
1

[.99 - 1]
1

[.99 - 1]
1

[.99 - 1]
1

[.96 - 1]

Temporal left
.99

[.95 - 1]
1

[1 - 1]
.99

[.98 - 1]
.96

[.89 - .99]
1

[.99 - 1]
1

[1 - 1]
1

[1 - 1]
.99

[.97 - 1]

Occipital left
.98

[.92 - 1]
.96

[.88 - .99]
.97

[.91 - .99]
.91

[.81 - .96]
.98

[.94 - 1]
.98

[.95 - 1]
.97

[.93 - .99]
.93

[.85 - .98]

Central left
.96

[.85 - .99]
.79

[.68 - .87]
.98

[.95 - 1]
.94

[.86 - .98]
.95

[.85 - .99]
.98

[.93 - 1]
.99

[.97 - 1]
.96

[.89 - .98]

Table 9.6: Bootstrapped dispersions, Pearson correlation coefficients and bootstrapped perfor-
mance of the three combinations AVG1, AVG2 and AVG3 calculated as unweighted, arithmetic
means of the quantifiers.

Dispersion (σ) Correlation (ρ) AUC
AVG1 AVG2 AVG3 AVG1 AVG2 AVG3 AVG1 AVG2 AVG3

Whole brain
.26

[.26 - .26]
.25

[.25 - .25]
.28

[.27 - .28]
0.96 0.97 0.96

1
[.97 - 1]

1
[.98 - 1]

1
[.99 - 1]

Frontal right
.30

[.30 - .30]
.26

[.26 - .26]
.24

[.24 - .24]
0.95 0.96 0.97

.99
[.93 - 1]

.99
[.97 - 1]

.99
[.97 - 1]

Parietal
right

.29
[.29 - .30]

.27
[.27 - .27]

.24
[.23 - .24]

0.95 0.96 0.97
.1

[.98 - 1]
.1

[.98 - 1]
.99

[.97 - 1]
Temporal

right
.29

[.29 - .30]
.28

[.27 - .28]
.26

[.26 - .26]
0.95 0.96 0.96

.99
[.95 - 1]

.99
[.96 - 1]

.99
[.97 - 1]

Occipital
right

.37
[.37 - .37]

.34
[.34 - .35]

.33
[.33 - .33

0.93 0.94 0.94
.99

[.98 - 1]
.99

[.96 - 1]
.99

[.96 - .99]

Central right
.70

[.70 - .71]
.60

[.60 - .71]
.56

[.56 - .57]
0.72 0.79 0.82

.92
[.83 - .97]

.95
[.87 - .99]

.96
[.90 - .99]

Frontal
left

.29
[.29 - .30]

.28
[.27 - .28]

.26
[.26 - .26]

0.95 0.96 0.97
1

[.97 - 1]
1

[.99 - 1]
1

[.99 - 1]
Parietal

left
.31

[.31 - .31]
.29

[.29 - .29]
.25

[.25 - .25]
0.95 0.96 0.97

1
[.99 - 1]

1
[.99 - 1]

1
[.99 - 1]

Temporal left
.33

[.33 - .33]
.31

[.31 - .32]
.35

[.34 - .35]
0.94 0.95 0.94

1
[.99 - 1]

1
[1 - 1]

1
[1 - 1]

Occipital left
.42

[.42 - .42]
.40

[.40 - .40]
.36

[.35 - .36]
0.9 0.92 0.93

.98
[.94 - 1]

.98
[.94 - 1]

.98
[.92 - .99]

Central
left

.68
[.68 - .69]

.61
[.60 - .61]

.56
[.55 - .56]

0.73 0.79 0.82
.94

[.84 - .98]
.97

[.91 - .99]
.99

[.97 - 1]
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Chapter 10

An attempt to model the relationship
between amyloid and tau at the
regional level

10.1 Introduction
The combination of Aβ deposits and NTFs has characterised the Alzheimer’s disease

since the first diagnostic criteria [179]. Despite the introduction of radioligands for the
in-vivo assessment of these key events has resulted in substantial progress in under-
standing the AD pathology, the underlying mechanisms that link tau and amyloid are
still not fully understood.

In a recent study, Jack and colleagues [128] address this question using data of
a large multicenter cohort (1343 participants) including cognitively unimpaired, MCI,
DLB, FTD and AD patients. They all underwent amyloid and tau PET examinations
that were analysed with a standard SUVr approach. Based on previously established
abnormality cut points of SUVr, each subject was classified as having either normal or
abnormal levels of amyloid and tau into four groups (A-/T-, A+/T-, A-/T+ and A+/T+).
The subsequent analyses aimed to determine relationships between the bivariate dis-
tribution of Aβ and tau at whole brain level and the frequency with which patients fell
into the four groups. In figure 10.1 the bivariate amyloid and tau levels of the entire
population, at whole brain level, are represented.
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Figure 10.1: Scatterplot of global tau PET SUVr versus global amyloid PET SUVr with points
coloured according to the three-cluster classification from a bivariate mixture model. The vertical
and horizontal lines represent the cut points of 1.48 SUVr for amyloid PET and 1.33 SUVr for
tau PET. It can be observed that the most frequent pathway to A+/T- requires moving from state
A-/T- to state A+/T-. Courtesy of Jack and colleagues [128].

The results of this study are in line with the view that increasing tau burden is
generally associated with abnormal amyloid levels. Interestingly, the authors showed
that the proportion of amyloid-positive patients increases with age, before a gradual
increase in tau-positive proportion. In figure 10.2 the Aβ and tau levels for different
ages among cognitively unimpaired, MCI and AD.
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Figure 10.2: Scatter plots of tau PET SUVr versus amyloid PET SUVR by age groups among cog-
nitively unimpaired (CU), MCI, and AD individuals. The vertical and horizontal lines represent
the cut points of 1.48 SUVr for amyloid PET and 1.33 SUVr for tau PET. Points are coloured by
clinical diagnosis. Tau PET and amyloid PET values are in SUVr units but the data is plotted
on a log scale, which accounts for the uneven spacing. Axis labels on the top of the columns
represent amyloid PET values on a centiloid scale. Courtesy of Jack and colleagues [128].

In aggregate these data led to the conclusion that progression in the AD continuum
likely involves transactions from A-/T- to A+/T- to A+/T+. This suggests that high levels of
brain Aβ may not directly cause the tau pathology, but rather seems to be a prerequisite.
On this basis, we aim to assess the relationship between Aβ and tau at the regional level.
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10.2 Material and methods
This study is based on a single center dataset of 153 patients (aged 33-89, µ = 72.4

± 8.1; 50.3% male) with cognitive complaints recruited and evaluated at the Geneva
Memory Clinic. These patients underwent a diagnostic workup, in the framework of a
prospective study, including neuropsychological assessment (MMSE; µ = 25.54 ± 4.2),
structural neuroimaging (MRI T13D), amyloid and tau PET within a 6 months time-
frame. Etiological diagnoses were made by physicians using conventional criteria: 84
were classified as non-AD and 69 as AD. A Siemens Biograph mCT PET scanner was
used to perform the PET examinations. The amyloid PET were acquired with two radi-
oligands (75 with 18F-Flutemetamol and 78 with 18F-Florbetapir), whereas all the tau
PET were acquired with the same radiotracer (18F-Flortaucipir). The scans were ac-
quired according to the recommendations of the tracer manufacturers [66, 90, 219, 159]
and to the guidelines of the EANM and of the SNMMI [136]. For each patient, an ana-
tomical mask was delineated on the T13D according to the AAL3 parcellation [229],
with the statistical parametric mapping package. The obtained masks provided an ana-
tomical atlas whose regions were used as target ROIs to calculate the SUVr on both
amyloid and tau PET. The cerebellar gray matter and the cerebellar crus were used as
reference regions respectively for amyloid and tau. To make the quantification less sus-
ceptible to fluctuations, the anatomical regions delineated on each T13D were merged
together into 10 larger ROIs (details are provided in table 10.1). To compare measures
obtained from scans acquired with different tracers we mapped the SUVr results from
18F-Flutemetamol scans onto 18F-Flutorbetapir with a reference model of uptake con-
version [42].

Table 10.1: The ROI composition is explained: the names in the “Composition” column correspond
to the labels of the AAL3 parcellation [229].

Composition ROI name
ACC_pre, ACC_sub, ACC_sup ACC
OFCmed, OFCpost, Olfactory,

OFCant, OFClat Olfactory

Cuneus, Precuneus Cuneus and Precuneus
Cingulate_Ant, Cingulate_Mid,

Cingulate_Post Cingulate

Frontal_Inf_Oper, Frontal_Inf_Orb,
Frontal_Inf_Tri, Frontal_Med_Orb,

Frontal_Mid, Frontal_Sup, Frontal_Sup_Medial
Frontal

Occipital_Inf, Occipital_Mid,
Occipital_Sup, Calcarine Occipital

Putamen, Pallidum Putamen and Pallidum
Paracentral_Lobule, Postcentral, Precentral Para Pre Postcentral

Parietal_Inf, Parietal_Sup Parietal
ParaHippocampal, Temporal_Inf,
Temporal_Mid, Temporal_Sup,

Temporal_Pole_Mid, Temporal_Pole_Sup
Temporal

A simple model has been developed to coarsely describe the amyloid and tau rela-
tionship between each pair of brain regions. This model is based on some following
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assumptions:

• The dynamics of tau and amyloid accumulation are comparable and can be de-
scribed by the same curve.

• The data used to develop the model provide a complete representation of the full
positivity and negativity spectrum of both amyloid and tau.

• Regional tau and amyloid levels increase solely and, over a period of tim, each
patient is assumed to move from a negative to a positive state for each biomarker.

Since it has been shown to properly describe the accumulation dynamics of the two
biomarkers [31, 210], a sigmoid function was chosen to describe both the amyloid and
tau behaviors. This simple model is designed to fit the regional distribution of amyloid
and tau so that, for each pair of brain regions, a single parameter coarsely describes the
local amyloid/tau relationship. The parameter (w) expresses the difference of the two
sigmoids (see figure 10.3), and it is calculated as follows:

w = log(
x− xy
y− xy

) (10.1)

Wherex and y are the regional amyloid and tau burden respectively.

Figure 10.3: The sigmoids represent the regional deposition of amyloid and tau, the parameter w
is the delay between the two curves.

For each pair of brain regions, the model provides a distribution of w representing the
possible trajectories of amyloid and tau accumulation of each patient (see figure 10.4).
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Figure 10.4: Each curve represents the possible trajectory of tau/amyloid accumulation of an
individual patient (black dots) for a given pair of brain regions.

Given all simplifying assumptions, w should be interpreted as a coarse representation
of the regional amyloid/tau relationship rather than an actual delay. In detail:

• w > 0; tau is delayed with respect to amyloid, as w increases the trajectories become
more convex.

• w = 0; tau and amyloid deposition occurs approximately at the same rate.

• w < 0; amyloid is delayed with respect to tau, as w increases the trajectories become
more concave.

The w distributions from each pair of ROIs were compared with the global distribu-
tion, which made it possible to identify regions with abnormal behaviour. Subsequently,
the symmetry of the w distributions across left and right hemispheres in the global po-
pulation in AD and non-AD patients was assessed. Finally, the relationship between the
regional distributions of w and markers of neurodegeneration in both AD and non-AD
patients was assessed.

10.3 Results
The average of the w distributions were used to represent the amyloid/tau population

trend for each pair of brain regions, a matrix representation of the output of the model
is provided in figure 10.5.
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Figure 10.5: Matrix representation of the average w for any possible combination of brain ROIs.

Each local distribution was compared to the global one with a t-test. We observed
that the pairs of regions in which the average w was significantly different (p<0.05)
from the global distribution were those involving pallidum, putamen, cuneus, precuneus
and parietal. Specifically, tau accumulation seemed to anticipate (w<0, blue cells in
figure 10.5) amyloid in the pallidum and putamen (right or left indifferently). This may
be due to the off-target binding of 18F-Flortaucipir in these regions [10]. Conversely, the
greatest delay of tau compared to amyloid (w>0, red cells in figure 10.5) was observed in
parietal, cuneus and precuneus. These regions are Aβ accumulation sites in the early
stages of AD [212].

In both AD and non-AD populations the symmetry of the amyloid/tau relationship
across brain hemispheres was assessed. The average w of each pair of brain regions
was compared to its contralateral homologous one with a t-test. In the AD subgroup,
no differences were observed between the two hemispheres. Conversely, in non-AD pa-
tients, significant differences (p<0.05) were observed in cuneus and precuneus, frontal,
olfactory, occipital and calcarine ROIs.

To assess whether significant associations between the model output and neurode-
generation existed, the regional distributions of w (averaged across brain hemispheres)
were regressed against MMSE and hippocampal volume. All models were adjusted for
age, sex and education. This regression analysis was carried out on both the AD and
non-AD population and the p-values of the models were all corrected with the Benjamini-
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Yekutieli procedure for multiple testing. As table 10.2 shows, in non-AD patients, the
only significant association was observed between MMSE and the w distribution from
occipital and calcarine ROI (p<0.05). Conversely, in AD patients (see table 10.3), signi-
ficant associations were observed with MMSE in all brain ROIs (p<0.05). This sugges-
ted a relationship between the shape of the amyloid/tau accumulation profile (coarsely
described by w) and the cognitive decline: shorter delay between tau and amyloid cor-
responded to lower MMSE values. Conversely, when tau was delayed with respect to Aβ

load, higher MMSE scores occurred. Similarly, hippocampal volume was related to the w
distributions in a majority of regions (p<0.05) in AD patients (see table 10.3). This result
is in line with what has been observed for the MMSE: a loss in total hippocampal volume
was linked to to a more linear trend in the tau amyloid relationship. As one may notice,
in both table 10.2 and 10.3, the age is significant (p<0.05) in almost every model both
for non-AD and AD subgroups suggesting that the tau deposition is slower with respect
to the amyloid in the elderly.

Table 10.2: Associations between the regional w distributions, age, education, MMSE and hippo-
campal volume in non-AD patients. In each cell the β coefficient of the significant regressors.

ROI w ∼ Age + Education+ Sex + MMSE w ∼ Age + Education + Sex + Hip. Vol.
Age Education Sex MMSE Age Education Sex Hip. Vol.

ACC 0.02 * n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s.
Olfactory 0.01 * n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s.

Cuneus and Precuneus 0.02 * n.s. n.s. n.s. 0.02 * n.s. n.s. n.s.
Cingulate 10−3 * n.s. n.s. n.s. 10−3 * n.s. n.s. n.s.
Frontal 10−3 * n.s. n.s. n.s. 10−3 * n.s. n.s. n.s.

Occipital 0.02 * n.s. n.s. 0.01 * 0.02 * n.s. n.s. n.s.
Putamen and Pallidum 0.01 * n.s. n.s. n.s. 0.04 * n.s. n.s. n.s.

Para Pre Postcentral 10−3 * n.s. n.s. n.s. 10−3 * n.s. n.s. n.s.
Parietal 10−3 * n.s. n.s. n.s. 10−3 * n.s. n.s. n.s.

Temporal 10−3 * n.s. n.s. n.s. 10−3 * n.s. n.s. n.s.

* p < 0.05; n.s. not significant;

Table 10.3: Associations between the regional w distributions, age, education, MMSE and hippo-
campal volume in AD patients. In each cell the β coefficient of the significant regressors.

ROI w ∼ Age + Education+ Sex + MMSE w ∼ Age + Education + Sex + Hip. Vol.
Age Education Sex MMSE Age Education Sex Hip. Vol.

ACC n.s. n.s. n.s. 10−3 * 0.02 * n.s. n.s. 0.01 *
Olfactory 0.02 * n.s. n.s. 10−3 * 10−3 * n.s. n.s. 0.04 *

Cuneus and Precuneus 0.01 * n.s. n.s. 10−3 * 0.01 * n.s. n.s. n.s.
Cingulate 10−3 * n.s. n.s. 10−3 * 10−3 * n.s. n.s. 10-3 *
Frontal 0.01 * n.s. n.s. 10−3 * 10−3 * n.s. n.s. n.s.

Occipital 10−3 * n.s. n.s. 0.01 * 10−3 * n.s. n.s. n.s.
Putamen and Pallidum 10−3 * n.s. n.s. 0.01 * 10−3 * n.s. n.s. 0.01 *

Para Pre Postcentral 10−3 * n.s. n.s. 10−3 * 10−3 * n.s. n.s. n.s.
Parietal 10−3 * n.s. n.s. 10−3 * 10−3 * n.s. n.s. 0.04 *

Temporal 10−3 * n.s. n.s. 10−3 * 10−3 * n.s. n.s. 0.01 *

* p < 0.05; n.s. not significant;
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10.4 Further developments
These very preliminary results need to be confirmed by further analysis. To perform

a first validation of our model, we are planning to compare the estimated accumulation
profile with the model with the actual trajectories that can be derived with the analysis
of longitudinal data. Moreover, to check the consistency of the results obtained with the
linear models we are planning to test different markers of neurodegeneration (such as
MTA and FDG uptake) and risk factors of AD such as the APOE.
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Chapter 11

Remarks & conclusions

Amyloid PET allow for low-invasive in-vivo detection of amyloid plaques; it signific-
antly contributes to both early and differential diagnosis of AD in the framework of the
amyloid cascade hypothesis. The implications of this, relatively new, imaging examina-
tion are not obvious and still being assessed; large multicentre initiatives are trying to
determine the impact of amyloid PET on diagnostic confidence, on patient management,
on caregivers and on clinical outcome both in patients who strictly meet the AUCr and
in those who do not [84, 225].

Among the main drawbacks of this investigation approach, compared to others such
as CSF assessment, the cost needs to be taken in consideration as it will easily reach
3000$ per scan [89]. In this regard, the above mentioned initiatives will also play a role
in the debate on the cost-effectiveness of amyloid PET, which is still open. However, the
amyloid PET: I) has potential to detect change over time related to normal aging, disease
course or therapy effects [149, 40, 255, 244], II) variability of its measurements across
the centers is relatively low (on condition that standardized protocols and appropriate
analysis pipeline are applied) [170], III) provides additional information on neurodegen-
eration or neuronal injury with an early acquisition [54, 205, 231, 40] and IV) provides
regional information on amyloid pathology which, although still rather unexplored, have
shown to be beneficial for staging [98, 177, 105, 237].

In this context, with the possible near introduction of anti-amyloid treatment and
relative shift towards early diagnosis, a surge in the demand of amyloid PET and a more
refined use of this imaging data is conceivable. Foreseeable consequential challenges in-
clude the development and diffusion of more complete approaches to analysis that will
likely require, for clinicians handling amyloid imaging, specific training also including
the interpretation of more elaborate information that goes beyond the classical dicho-
tomy.

Unlike many other diseases (e.g.: the infectious ones), the moment at which the AD
is triggered has not yet exactly determined. Rather, the progression seems a long, dy-
namic process with a gradual shifting of biomarker to abnormal levels that leads to
worsening cognition. The dynamic nature of biomarker changes and its consequences
are the reason why efforts are being made to study borderline subjects: several stud-
ies pointed out a possible biological role of Aβ in individuals with cortical sub-threshold
levels [39, 279, 123, 150, 73]. Some of the results that we discussed in our study on
the role of regional analysis of amyloid PET also point in this direction [215]. Certainly,
these considerations are made possible by quantitative or semi-quantitative approaches
that allow for a subtle interpretation of the imaging data by giving a representation of
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the accumulation dynamic. The early (asymptomatic) stage of AD is believed to be the
optimal target for therapeutic interventions and is not yet clear how to define the correct
“gray zone” to identify at-risk individuals. As we discussed, these patients are also those
in whom even experienced readers struggle to give coherent readings, and it is precisely
in this condition that the quantitative and semi-quantitative analysis are most support-
ive [42]. Defining at-risk individuals is one of the critical issues in anti-amyloid trials.
Many posit that the failure of some of these trials (for example those of bapinezumab or
gantenerumab) could be also linked to suboptimal selection of patient inclusion criteria.
One possible criticism is that the selected patients might were too advanced in terms
of the disease process, and this would have resulted in too little or too late drug ad-
ministration [181]. The ranking values provided by quantitative and semi-quantitative
approaches, in synergy with more articulated visual scales [209], represent a valuable
solution by allowing to better define target patients. Besides a better and more homogen-
eous cohort selection, a robust and accurate analysis of the imaging data would provide
a more sensitive factor in response to therapy and possibly lower the time and number
of subjects needed to evaluate the endpoints.

In any case, in spite of recent developments, especially in drug treatment, the concep-
tualization of AD and the role of amyloid deposition are still a matter of debate. Accord-
ing to the current amyloid cascade hypothesis, Aβ accumulation is followed by a determ-
inistic chain of events including tau deposition, neurodegeneration and cognitive impair-
ment. This model fits well some types of AD (such as the autosomal dominant), but seems
less suitable to describe sporadic AD. An alternative probabilistic model has been pro-
posed suggesting a decrease in the weight of the amyloid cascade with respect to genetic
risk factors and other stochastic factors [83]. Moreover, the IWG has recently suggested
caution in the interpretation and clinical use of the purely biological biomarker-based
definition of AD [63]. According to these new reccomendations, the main limitations of
the A/T/N model include: I) risk of confusion between the presence of Alzheimer’s brain
lesions and AD, II) low predictive accuracy of this model, III) interpretation of the dia-
gnosis in presence of other pathologies, IV) uncertainty about the pathogenesis model
of AD, V) difficulty in classifying cognitively unimpaired biomarker-positive individuals,
VI) lack of harmonization in biomarker thresholds, VII) generalisability and accessibil-
ity of biomarker in clinical practice and VIII) ethical concerns arising from informing a
cognitively unimpaired individual of having an irreversible and degenerative disease on
the basis of biomarker profiling alone.

Currently, there is no consensus on which is the best way (and the most feasible in
clinical practice) to perform a quantitative assessment of amyloid PET. The full kinetic
modeling, relying on fewer assumptions than typical semi-quantitative methods such
as the SUVr, is more accurate and not biased, for example, by changes in rCBF or
tracer clearance. However, these method are complex, invasive and require a full dy-
namic acquisition with additional discomfort for the patients. Thus, research is shifting
towards the development of semi-quantitative methods that take into accounts acquis-
itions from specific time frames enabling integration of blood flow information. This
results in: I) error reduction due to the blood flow correction, II) a more patient-friendly
image acquisition protocol and III) allow the clinical site to manage the tomograph time-
slot more efficiently. The TDr [41] was proposed bearing that in mind, and comparisons
with very sophisticated approaches [37] stressed the accuracy of this method, which is
accompanied by a remarkable ease of implementation. These factors would make the
TDr an ideal candidate for adoption in clinical practice.
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Having different, independent, techniques at our disposal to estimate the same bio-
logical phenomenon allow to exploit their strengths and mitigate their weaknesses. In-
deed, the benefit of independent methods is that they are differently sensitive to both
acquisition and pathophysiological characteristics (i.e.: image reconstruction paramet-
ers, presence of noise or atrophy). Thus, as evidenced by our results, it is possible to
integrate different metrics into a single, more robust, score. This observation, although
obvious, might deserves to be deepened as it would suggest a way to increase the reliabil-
ity of the semi-quantitative assesment with no need for additional data. Further efforts
could help to define the best strategy for integrate independent measures, to identify
those that make the most significant contribution and to test the impact of these com-
binations on longitudinal assessments, which is a major test bench for the next method-
ological developments.

Methodological improvements in the analysis of amyloid imaging, that are support-
ing the study of AD, may also further our understanding of other diseases such as the
multiple sclerosis (MS). MS presents with a wide variety of symptoms including motor
disabilities, cognitive deficits, fatigue and is characterised by destruction of normal my-
elin and axonal loss [152]. Because of the structural similarities between Aβ fibrils and
myelin basic protein, amyloid tracers also bind to these proteins causing the distinctive,
non-specific uptake of WM. Due to these similarities, it has been suggested that amyloid
tracer fixation may be used as a marker of demyelination and remyelination in the cent-
ral nervous system, which is an unsolved matter in the treatment of MS [178, 187, 222].
According to these observations, a reduction in the uptake of observed MS lesions is asso-
ciated with reduced remyelination and vice-versa. Although the promising results, many
issues still need to be addressed: optimized acquisition protocols to investigate demyelin-
ation/remyelination are lacking, and the size of the lesions (which is comparable to PET
resolution) can make to reliably estimate these biological processes difficult when using
standard approaches [187].

Finally, it is interesting to note that imaging analysis methods, such as those for
amyloid, are becoming both increasingly informative and complex, requiring specialised
hardware and personnel that are often not available in clinical centres other than those
of excellence and research. Furthermore, the analysis for individual patient classifica-
tion typically includes a comparison with normative population, adding difficulties re-
lated to data storage and maintenance. To bridge these gaps and facilitate the diffusion
of the imaging biomarkers, optimized technical solutions (both based on cloud or on local
computing) are gaining momentum by providing automated, reproducible, standardized
image processing. However, this transition still requires the achievement of other im-
portant objectives such as the harmonization of image acquisition and analysis or the
definition of widely accepted standards for quality assurance and control processes.
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List of abbreviations

AA Alzheimer’s Association

Aβ Amyloid Beta

AD Alzheimer’s Disease

ADI Alzheimer’s Disease International

ADNI Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative

ADRDA-NINCDS National Institute of Neurological and Communicative Disorders
and Stroke’s Alzheimer’s Disease and Related Disorders Associ-
ation

AIF Arterial Input Function

AMYPAD Amyloid Imaging to Prevent Alzheimer’s Disease

amyPET amyloid PET

APP Amyloid Precursor Protein

APOE Apolipoprotein E

AUC Area Under Curve

AUCr Appropriate Use Criteria

BBB Blood Brain Barrier

CAA Cerebral Amyloid Angiopathy

CDR Clinical Dementia Rating

CSF Cerebro-spinal Fluid
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List of abbreviations

CT Computerized Tomography

DAT-SPECT Dopamine Transporter Scan-SPECT

DLB Lewy Body Dementia

DS Down Syndrome

EADC European Alzheimer’s Disease Consortium

ELBA Evaluation of Brain Amyloidosis

EMA European Medicines Agency

FBP Filtered Back Projection

FDA Food and Drug Administration

FDG Fluorodeoxyglucose

FOV Field of View

FTD Frontotemporal Dementia

FWHM Full Width at Half Maximum

GM Gray Matter

ICC Intra-Class Correlation Coefficient

IDE Insulin Degrading Enzyme

IDEAS Imaging Dementia-Evidence for Amyloid Scanning

IWG International Working Group

LOR Line of Response

MCI Mild Cognitive Impairment

MLEM Maximum-Likelihood Expectation Maximization

MNI Montreal Neurological Institute

MRI Magnetic Resonance Imaging

MS Multiple Sclerosis
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List of abbreviations

MTL Medial Temporal Lobe

NIA National Institute of Aging

NEP Neutral Endopeptidase

NFTs Neurofibrillary Tangles

OSEM Ordered Subset Expectation Maximization

PCA Principal Component Analysis

PET Positron Emission Tomography

PiB Pittsburgh Compound B

PSF Point Spread Function

PVE Partial Volume Effect

rCBF Regional Cerebral Blood Flow

ROI Region Of Interest

SCI Subjective Cognitive Impairment

SI Slope Index

SPECT Single-Photon Emission Computed Tomography

SUV Standardized Uptake Value

SUVr Standardized Uptake Value ratio

TDr Time Delayed Ratio

ThT Thioflavin-T

TOF Time of Flight

VaD Vascular Dementia

WM White Matter

WMR White Matter Ratio
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